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Abstract

Constraint Programming is the study of modelling and solving complex combinatorial

problems. Systematic-search and local-search are both well-researched approaches to

solving constraint problems. Systematic-search exhaustively explores the entire search

space and can be used to guarantee optimality, prove infeasibility or enumerate all pos-

sible solutions. Conversely, local-search is a heuristic-based approach to solving con-

straint problems. Often used in industrial applications, local-search is used to discover

high-quality solutions quickly, usually sacrificing the ability to cover the entire search

space. For this reason, it is preferred in applications where the scale of the problems

being solved are beyond what can be feasibly searched using systematic methods.

This work investigates methods of using information derived from high-level specific-

ations of problems to augment the performance and scalability of local-search systems.

Typically, abstract high-level constraint specifications or models are refined into low-

level representations suitable for input to a constraint solver, erasing any knowledge

of the specifications’ high-level structures. We propose that whilst these lower-level

models are equivalent in their description of the problems being solved, the original

high-level specification, if retained, can be used to augment both the performance and

scalability of local-search systems.

In doing this, two approaches have been implemented and benchmarked. In the first

approach, Structured Neighbourhood Search (SNS), a systematic solver is adapted to

support declarative large neighbourhood search, using the high-level types such as sets,

sequences and partitions in the original problem specification to automatically con-

struct higher-quality, structured neighbourhoods. Our experiments demonstrate the

performance of SNS when applied to structured problems. In the second approach, a

novel constraint-based local-search solver is designed to operate on the high-level struc-

tures without refining these structures into lower-level representations. The new solver

Athanor can directly instantiate and operate on the types in the Essence abstract

specification language, supporting arbitrarily nested types such as sets of partitions,

multi-sets of sequences and so on. Athanor retains the performance of SNS but boasts

a unique benefit; on some classes of problems, the high-level solver is shown to be able

to efficiently operate on instances that are too large for low-level solvers to even begin

search.
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Introduction

Constraint Programming (CP) [RVBW06] is a well-researched area of computer science

that studies the solving of combinatorial problems. Specifically, CP focuses on making

a distinction between modelling problems and solving them. CP aims to give users

the ability to solve complex combinatorial problems without the user having to design

the algorithms to do so. It is a technique used to solve a wide range of problems,

vehicle routing, nurse rostering, warehouse planning, job shop scheduling and many

more. In Constraint Programming, users model (formally describe) the problem to

be solved using a formal specification language, without needing to provide details on

how the problem should be solved. Constraint solvers are used to parse these prob-

lem specifications and automatically search for potential solutions. CP allows for the

searching for both feasible or optimal solutions, in the latter, a user-provided objective

is used to define optimality. For example, in the Capacitated vehicle routing problem,

a fleet of vehicles is used to deliver a collection of orders to multiple destinations. A

feasible solution to this problem is any that ensures that the total cumulative weight

of the orders carried by each vehicle does not exceed the vehicle’s capacity. However,

it is common for the user to define an objective, such as minimising the total distance

travelled by all vehicles.

Using constraint solvers to solve problems has several advantages over the altern-

ative, whereby a different problem-specific solver is created for each different type of

problem to be solved. First, in the process of producing a formal specification, the

problem is decomposed into a core set of constraint solver primitives. Constraint solv-

ers use algorithms designed by domain experts to efficiently operate on these primitives

and search for potential solutions. Thus, users can easily leverage state-of-the-art al-

gorithms to solve their problem. Second, the problem description can be encoded very

concisely using a constraint modelling language. These encodings are generally shorter

and easier to debug than the algorithms used to solve the problems they describe.

Solving a constraint problem requires the exploration of candidate assignments.

An assignment forms a feasible solution if it satisfies all the constraints defined in the

problem. A feasible solution is considered optimal if there exists no other feasible solu-

tion with a better objective value. The techniques for searching for feasible or optimal

solutions are broadly divided into two categories, (1) systematic and (2) local -search.

Systematic solvers, described in Section 1.2.1, are designed to explore all possible as-

1



2 Introduction

signments to a problem, only skipping assignments when it can prove that they are not

worth considering. The benefits of this approach are:

• It can prove infeasibility when search completes without any solutions being

found,

• For problems with objectives, the solver can guarantee optimality of the solution

as it can explore the entire search space,

• The solver can be used to count the number of feasible solutions to a problem.

Local-search, discussed in detail in Section 1.2.2, is a different, usually non-exhaustive

method of solving problems. In the context of industry, a limited amount of resource

(usually time) may be spent on solving a problem instance, not sufficient to cover the

entire search space. In these cases, the ability to find high-quality solutions quicker

is preferred over the ability to prove optimality. Through the use of heuristics, local-

search prioritises the ability to find high-quality solutions in a short amount of time

over the ability to exhaustively cover the entire search space. This makes it ideal for

industrial applications where a problem with an extremely large search space is being

solved.

Local-search starts search with a complete (usually random) assignment to all vari-

ables. Though this assignment is typically not very good, local-search then tries to

iteratively improve on this assignment through repeated rapid searches of the sur-

rounding search space, termed the search neighbourhood. Local-search is built around

a core search loop; each iteration of the loop works as follows:

Given a starting assignment, usually called the active assignment, local-search uses

a procedure (a neighbourhood structure) to construct a search neighbourhood, a set of

assignments reachable via some transformation of the active assignment. This neigh-

bourhood is rapidly explored, often randomly and not necessarily exhaustively. If a

better assignment is found, it is designated as the new active assignment, the next it-

eration is started, and the entire process repeated. Local-search often integrates many

heuristics (termed meta-heuristics) to minimise the solver’s chance of getting stuck in a

local-optimum, allowing the solver to make larger jumps to different areas of the search

space.

By quickly exploring local neighbourhoods, local-search is best known for its ability

to rapidly jump from one assignment to the next, each one better than the previous.

However, with the exception of recent novel approaches [DCS18], this usually comes

at the cost of not being able to systematically explore the entire search space. How-

ever, this does allow local-search to operate on very large search spaces and still yield

high-quality solutions in a practical amount of time. The neighbourhood structures

used by a solver have a significant impact on the solver’s ability to discover improving

assignments quickly. Neighbourhood structures may either be provided by the user or
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be automatically derived by the solver. In this thesis, we are primarily concerned with

the latter.

This thesis

As discussed in detail in Section 1.1, constraint-solvers operate at different levels of

abstraction. Typically, the problem is defined using a higher-level constraint specifica-

tion language, not directly suitable for input to a constraint-solver. These higher-level

specifications usually undergo several transformations into lower-level models where

abstract constructs from the original description (such as sets, partitions, sequences,

functions, relations and so on) are refined, either manually or using an automated mod-

elling tool, into more primitive representations built from integers and Booleans. The

benefit of this is that constraint solvers can be designed to efficiently operate on these

primitives without specialising the solving algorithms for the wide range of mathemat-

ical constructs. These lower-level representations are equivalent in their description of

the problem, solutions in one map to the solutions in the other.

Our hypothesis is that original high-level constraint specifications of problems con-

tain information that can be used to improve both the performance and scalability of

local-search solvers, information that is typically erased during the refinement process.

In exploring this hypothesis, this work presents two avenues of research, (1) Struc-

tured Neighbourhood Search ( published in [AAG+18]) and (2) the high-level solver

Athanor (published in [ADJ+19]), which we now briefly describe.

Structured Neighbourhood Search

In Structured Neighbourhood Search (SNS), we present a coordinated change to both

an automated modelling tool and a low-level solver. An automated modelling tool

is altered such that During the refinement of high-level specifications into low-level

representations, information on high-level structures is retained, encoded in the form

of annotations and constraints, to be used by a low-level solver. The annotations

and constraints describe a set of neighbourhood structures that the solver can use

to search for high-quality solutions. The low-level solver is a systematic solver that

has been extended to support the exploration of local-search neighbourhoods defined

much like in [BFPS19]. That is, on finding a feasible solution, the systematic solver

is used to solve a new constraint optimisation problem, carefully designed through the

addition of constraints to describe a neighbourhood of solutions surrounding the current

assignment.

Whilst the solver backend for SNS is still a low-level solver, having no direct know-

ledge of the original problem structure, it can exploit the set of high-level neighbourhood

structures that are automatically derived by the high-level modelling tool before the

abstract types have been erased and refined into lower-level representations.
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Our experiments show that the quality (performance) of the neighbourhood struc-

tures correlate with the amount of structure present in the original abstract specifica-

tion, with SNS outperforming competing solvers in structured problems whilst remain-

ing competitive on unstructured problems. Unfortunately, the approach followed by

SNS had scalability issues, primarily due to neighbourhood structures needing to be

refined into extremely large low-level encodings suitable for a low-level solver.

High-level solving with Athanor

Athanor is a constraint solver designed to directly operate on high-level, unrefined

specifications of problems and hence, can natively instantiate a large range of mathem-

atical types such as sets, sequences, partitions, relations and so on without requiring

that such types be refined into low-level representations. The high-level solver sup-

ports the arbitrary nesting of these types such as a set of partitions or a multi-set of

sequences of integer tuples. To our knowledge, Athanor is the first constraint solver

to support these features. Athanor also natively supports unrefined high-level con-

straints on these types. For example, selecting parts of a partition, intersecting two

sets or quantifying over elements of a structure.

Just as with SNS, high-level types are used to automatically derive high-quality

neighbourhood structures, once again outperforming low-level solvers on structured

problems. However, in this case, the costs of refining the neighbourhood structures

into expensive, low-level encodings are avoided.

However, Athanor’s most unique contribution is a dynamic scaling design in which

the high-level solver dynamically allocates and deallocates memory according to changes

to variable assignments during search, which we now explain.

Due to the abstract types themselves not needing to be refined into low-level repres-

entations, the high-level solver is able to scale to extremely large instances on a range

of problems. The advantage is derived from the fact that when a problem containing

a variable-sized structure — for example, a subset of the integers 1, 2, . . . , 1, 000, 000

— is refined for input to a traditional low-level solver, the representation must make

use of sufficiently many low-level variables to encode the structure at its maximum

cardinality, even though the set of optimal or even feasible solutions may not contain

such large assignments. By contrast, since the high-level solver natively understands

the concept of structured values with varying cardinality, during search, the solver can

dynamically allocate or deallocate memory in accordance with the addition or deletion

of elements to the structure; the fact that the structure may potentially be very large

does not negatively impact the solver if solutions of a smaller cardinality can be found.

The advantage is even more noticeable with unbounded nested structures (such as sets

of sets of sets of ...) where the maximum cardinality can grow exponentially. Because of

this, the resulting high-level solver Athanor, is shown to operate on problem instances

that are infeasibly large for other solvers even to begin searching.
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Summary of contributions

• Structured Neighbourhood Search:

– Automatic derivation of neighbourhood structures from high-level, nested

types.

– The automatic construction of structured neighbourhoods, in the form of

constraints and model annotations.

– The augmentation of a low-level solver to support the exploration of declar-

ative neighbourhoods.

• Athanor:

– Directly operates on high-level unrefined types and constraints.

– Efficiently encodes high-level types and constraints using traditional data

structures (Hashsets, hashmaps, variable-sized arrays, etc.).

– Derives high-quality, performant neighbourhood structures, competing with

state-of-the-art, automated local-search solvers.

– Supports the dynamic scaling of representations of variable-sized types, al-

lowing for the exploration of extremely large, nested structures.

– Eliminates modelling time, generating initial solutions to high-level specific-

ations within milliseconds.

The structure of this thesis

The rest of this thesis is organised as follows:

• Chapter 1 presents a background to Constraint Programming, covering (1) high-

level and low-level constraint modelling languages; (2) systematic and local-search

solving techniques; (3) a range of state-of-the-art local-search solvers (used to

benchmark new approaches) and (4) an in-depth look at the Essence abstract

specification language.

• Chapter 2 describes Structured Neighbourhood Search (SNS), the first main con-

tribution of this thesis, covering the motivation, implementation and evaluation

of the approach. Experiments show both the promises of SNS whilst also high-

lighting its key limitations.

• Chapter 3 describes Athanor, the second main contribution of this thesis, a

solver which focuses on operating on high-level, unrefined, abstract specifications

of problems. In this chapter, we outline the range of implementation challenges in

designing a solver to support such a large range of variable types (for example, set

, sequence, partition and function) and in particular, the fact that these types
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can be arbitrarily nested (for example sequence of partition). The discussion on

implementation also lays out the reasoning for why such a solver would have the

ability to perform and scale well on problems that make use of these structures.

• Chapter 4 presents a range of experiments:

– Section 4.1 compares the two approaches SNS and Athanor.

– Section 4.2 compares these approaches to a range of state-of-the-art system-

atic and local-search solvers.

– Section 4.3 demonstrates one of the unique advantages of Athanor, the

ability to scale to extremely large instances on some problems.



Chapter 1

Background

In this chapter, we provide an overview of the different modelling and solving techniques

in CP, focussing primarily on local-search.

• We start by comparing the different types of constraint modelling languages (Sec-

tion 1.1).

• We then provide a more detailed definition and comparison of systematic and

local-search solving techniques (Section 1.2).

• A range of local-search methods are presented in detail in Sections 1.2.3-1.2.7.

• Following this is an outline of Meta-heuristics commonly used in local-search

solvers (Section 1.3).

• Finally, since many of our examples are built from the Essence abstract specific-

ation language, we provide a detailed description of the language (Section 1.4)

along with a listing of several constraint problems defined using Essence (Sec-

tion 1.5).

1.1 An overview of constraint modelling, low, mid and

high-level languages

In this section, we clarify some of the terms used in the rest of this paper, specifically

those around modelling and modelling languages. At the bottom of this section, a

summary glossary is included for convenience, listing the notable constraint languages

and toolchains discussed below.

As briefly described, constraint solvers take as input, a model composed of a set

of decision variables and a set of constraints posted on those variables. Each decision

variable is given a domain. The aim of the constraint solver is, for each decision

variable, to find a value in the domain of the decision variable that satisfies all the

constraints posted on that variable. For example, consider a model with two decision

7



8 Chapter 1: Background

variables a and b with an integer domain {1, 2, . . . , 3} and a single constraint that a < b.

Valid assignments to this model would be a = 1, b = 2, a = 1, b = 3 and a = 2, b = 3.

Invalid assignments would be a = 1, b = 1, a = 2, b = 1, a = 3, b = 1, a = 2, b = 2,

a = 3, b = 2 and a = 3, b = 3 as they violate the single constraint. Invalid assignments

also include any integers that are not in the domains of a and b.

A variety of constraints are typically supported,

• Standard logical operators, conjunction ∧, disjunction ∨ and negation ¬.

• Numeric Boolean operators, equality =, disequality 6=, less <, less or equal ≤,

along with numeric arithmetic constraints, sum +, product ×, minus −, divide

/, modulus ( mod ) and so on.

• Global constraints, the most popular of which include all different [GMN08] en-

forcing a collection of variables to be distinct and the Global cardinality con-

straint [JC96] (GCC) controlling the occurrence of values in a collection of vari-

ables.

In traditional solvers such as Minion [GJM06] or Gecode [STL10, ST06, Gen] the

variables must be concrete (typically type integer or Boolean) and usually can be

nested in a fixed size matrix. We describe these solvers as being low-level constraint

solvers that operate on a low-level constraint model, as opposed to high-level constraint

specifications (see below).

There are often differences in how a model is expressed across different solvers. Dif-

ferent solvers support different subsets of constraints. Some solvers will allow nested

expressions (a× b) + (c× d) whilst some do not. Some solvers will allow jagged multi-

dimensional matrices, whilst others require all inner matrices to have the same length

and so on. Hence, solvers are usually targeted through an abstraction layer, a mid-level

modelling language such as the popular Minizinc [NSB+07] or Essence Prime [Ren10].

Such languages are designed to be a unified interface to a wide range of solvers, cov-

ering the entire set of constraints supported by the different solvers, allowing for more

expressivity through features such as

nested expressions as above,

(a * b) + (c * d),

which can be automatically rewritten to,

x = (a * b),

y = (c * d),

x + y

domain quantifiers are syntactic sugar, for example
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forAll i : int (1..5) . constraint(i),

can be rewritten to the semantically equivalent,

and([ constraint (1), constraint (2), constraint (3), constraint

(4), constraint (5)]),

or mathematically,

constraint(1) ∧ constraint(2) ∧ . . . ∧ constraint(5),

Parameterised models where constraints can be defined over constants that are

provided in a separate file. In the below n is an integer assigned in a different

parameter file.

given n : int

find a : int (1..n) $decision variable with domain dependent

on parameter ,

such that $constraints

Tools such as Savile Row [NAG+17] or Minizinc [NSB+07] will parse this mid-level

representation, instantiate the model by substituting parameters with the arguments

provided and rewrite the model into an input suitable for one of a range of supported

solvers. This will include flattening expressions when necessary, unrolling quantifiers

and, importantly, performing a large number of model optimisations/simplifications to

improve the performance of the targeted solver. MiniZinc has greatly influenced the

Constraint Programming community, with many solvers now immediately accessible to

a large number of users, resulting in a standardised platform for benchmarking solver

performance.

In this work, we classify Essence Prime and MiniZinc as mid-level modelling lan-

guages. This is because, when using mid-level languages to encode constraint problems,

any abstract mathematical variable types that the user wishes to model, such as sets

(especially nested sets); variable-length sequences; partitions; relations and so on, must

be replaced with representations built from low-level, concrete variable types available

(integers, Booleans and matrices of these). The low-level representations make use of

structural constraints, constraints posted on the concrete variables to ensure that they

encode a valid member of the abstract domain. For example, encoding the cardinality

of a set, which elements are contained within, which elements are excluded, etc.

Essence [FGJ+05, FGJ+07, FHJ+08] and Zinc [dlBMRW06, MNR+08] are ex-

amples of what we refer to in this paper as high-level modelling languages. In order to

discuss high-level modelling languages we must make a distinction between a specific-

ation and a model.
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A specification is a much higher-level description of a problem. For example, in

Essence specifications, the modeller may make use of a large range of mathematical

types such as set, multi-set, sequence, partition, function, relation and so on. These

variable types are often referred to as abstract or high-level. Further more, whilst other

modelling languages support types such as set of int [Ger97, AB00, MM97, PFL14]

or function int --> int, Essence distinguishes itself by its support for arbitrarily

nested types, set of partition, multi-set of sequence of tuple (int, int) and so

on. Of course, Essence specifications also support a range of high-level constraints on

these high-level types, whether it might be enforcing that one set is a subset of another,

calculating the range of a function or retrieving the size of a part/cell of a partition.

The high-level nature of an Essence specification often allows for many lower-level

encodings; encodings are particular representations or refinements of the high-level

constructs in Essence specifications. A tool such as Conjure [AMJ+11, AFG+13]

can be used to parse the high-level specification and output a particular model where

the high-level types have been refined into a lower-level representation, replaced with

encodings built from integer and Boolean variables. To our knowledge, Zinc primarily

focusses on sets and tuples, using only one decomposition (encoding) for these types.

In contrast, the Conjure tool may output many models from one specification, each

model making use of a different set of decompositions.

For this reason, this work primarily looks at Essence specifications, though our

hypothesis does not rely on any particular features of the Essence syntax other than

its support for high-level types.

Though we have mentioned three types of modelling languages (high, mid and low

level), in this paper, the term low-level is used to refer to both low and mid-level

languages as they have about the same level of expressivity; a model composed of

constraints on variables of type Boolean, integer and in some cases set of integer. As

mentioned, this is different from the arbitrarily nested, wide range of mathematical

types used in high-level specifications.

In summary

Concrete variables variables of type integer or Boolean,

Abstract variables variables of a range of mathematical types, set, multi-set,

sequence, partition and so on, that can be arbitrarily nested,

low-level applied to solvers and models, supporting constraints over only concrete

variables, sometimes set of int,

high-level applied to solvers and models, supporting constraints over abstract vari-

ables,

Essence example of high-level constraint specification language,
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Zinc example of high-level modelling language,

Essence Prime example of mid/low-level modelling language,

Minizinc example of mid/low-level modelling language,

Conjure automated refiner for the Essence language.

Savile Row refiner/modeler for mid-level language Essence Prime,

Minizinc refiner/modeler for mid-level language Minizinc,

Other modelling languages

OPL [VHMPR99, Van99] is one of the earliest constraint/mathematical program-

ming languages. It is strictly a low-level language with no native support for

abstract domains, supporting only concrete variables and expressions on these

variables. It was notable for being one of the first languages for encoding a con-

straint model without having to edit/interface with the solver’s code.

ESRA [FPÅ04] targeted at being at a higher-level of abstraction then OPL, focuses

on relational domains. Functions and their attributes (total, partial, injective,

surjective and bijective) are modelled using relations with multiplicity/occurrence

constraints. Sets of integers are modelled as unary relations. Though allowing

high-level relation construct, it does not support any nesting of these types such

as set of set of int and unlike Conjure, the ESRA compiler does not offer a

choice of refinements.

1.2 An overview of constraint solving techniques

The tools such as Minizinc and Savile Row (discussed above) can target an extensive

range of solvers (SAT, SMT, MIP, CP and so on). In this work, we are concerned with

constraint solvers, sometimes referred to as CP solvers. Though the work presented

here is focused on local-search constraint solvers, we also briefly outline complete search

constraint solvers as some local-search solvers are built from parts of complete search

solvers.

1.2.1 Complete search

Complete search refers to the ability to test all possible assignments to variables in a

problem, allowing for a solver to guarantee optimality or, in the case of satisfaction

problems, prove infeasibility. These solvers follow a backtrack search algorithm as

follows:

procedure search

if All variables assigned then
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Solution found!

end if

Select v, an unassigned variable in the problem with domain dv

for all u ∈ dv do

Assign v ← u, Propagate the assignment, use the constraints to remove values

from variable domains that would violate the constraints.

if any variable domain is left empty then

The problem is unsolvable under the most recent assignment.

Undo the last assignment and domain filtering

else

search

end if

end for

end procedure

The solver’s variable order heuristic determines each time which unassigned variable

to select, the value order heuristic determines the order of values to try.

The key point here is that systematic search is built around a backtrack search

of decisions. In each iteration, a decision is made in the form of a new constraint,

if that decision eventually leads to a variable’s domain being emptied, the decision is

determined to be incorrect and backtracked. In the example algorithm above, each

node of the search tree is a variable and each branch is a decision (constraint) assigning

the variable to one of the values in its domain. Other common forms of backtrack

search used in CP are:

Two-way branching [HM05] Each node is a tuple (variable, value) with two branches;

one branch represents assigning the variable to the value, the other branch rep-

resents removing the value from the variable’s domain.

Domain splitting [Ref04] Each node is a variable in the problem with two branches,

each branch bisecting the domain. One branch removes the bottom half of values,

the other removes the top half of values.

Of course, in real-world solvers, the algorithms have evolved with features such as

learning no-goods [BC13] and random restarts, with the aim of reducing the size of the

search tree.

Examples of constraint solvers are Minion [GJM06], Gecode [STL10, ST06, Gen],

Chuffed [Chu16] and OR tools [Goo16].

1.2.2 Local-search

Local-search is a very different method of solving problems. In local-search, an initial

(usually random) assignment is made to all variables. The complete assignment is
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then iteratively modified in an effort to reach a satisfying or optimal solution. The

key idea here is that given an existing assignment α, the local-search solver randomly

searches through a space of assignments σ where each assignment in σ can be reached by

making a small change to α. If a better assignment is found, a new space is constructed

centred on the new assignment. This search space is called the neighbourhood. The

idea of local-search is that it may sacrifice completeness for the ability to discover high-

quality solutions in a shorter time; this is achieved by focusing on rapidly performing

small random searches rather than systematically enumerating all combinations.

The exact definition of a neighbourhood (sometimes referred to as a heuristic) is not

well defined as different local-search techniques employ different methods of modifying

an assignment. Neighbourhoods are usually defined as a set of assignments, reachable

from a given active assignment. A neighbourhood structure, as used in [GT13] and

[SSG17], refers to the uninstantiated neighbourhood; it is a procedure for construct-

ing a neighbourhood (neighbourhood search space) from a given active assignment.

exactly how the search space of a neighbourhood is constructed varies between local-

search methods, we explore these in the following sections (Section 1.2.3-Section 1.2.7).

Furthermore, the method by which an instantiated neighbourhood search space is ex-

plored also varies, most notable are, randomly selecting an assignment from the space;

exhaustively searching the space for the most optimal; or selecting the most optimal

assignment found within some given resource limit (time, iterations, etc.).

When there is a choice of more than one neighbourhood, a meta-heuristic can be

used to select from those available. As the name suggests, a meta-heuristic sits on top

of a set of heuristics. The meta-heuristic controls the execution of each heuristic, with

the aim of best exploiting the choice of heuristics by focusing on those that appear to

be working well on a given problem instance. Meta-heuristics (sometimes called search

procedures) are formed of several constituent parts.

1. Most common they are used to decide, at each iteration, whether or not as-

signments yielded by a heuristic should become the new active solution or if it

should be ignored. For example, the stochastic hill-climbing meta-heuristic (Sec-

tion 1.3.1) accepts any assignment that is at least as good as the current. It

forces the solver to rapidly improve the assignment but can easily get stuck in

local optima.

2. They can decide at each stage of search, which heuristic (neighbourhood) to focus

on.

3. Meta-heuristics may also adapt the strategy throughout search to try to break

out of local optima.
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Summary

Systematic or complete search An algorithm that exhaustively searches the set of

assignments, supports proving optimality or infeasibility.

Local-search A search built from heuristics, focusing on finding high-quality solutions

fast, usually cannot make similar guarantees as systematic search.

Active assignment The current assignment around which the local-search solver con-

structs a neighbourhood.

Neighbourhood A subset of the search space that a solver searches with the aim of

finding a better assignment.

Neighbourhood structure A procedure that, when given an active assignment, is

used to construct a neighbourhood.

The rest of this section focuses on local-search solving techniques.

1.2.3 Large Neighbourhood Search

Large neighbourhood search (LNS), initially proposed in [Sha98], is a local-search

method built around a systematic constraint solver. There are many variants of LNS,

the most common of which are described below. The standard method of finding an

initial solution with LNS is to use a systematic constraint solver to perform a standard

backtrack search. The initial solution is then set as the active solution, and local-search

is begun.

At each iteration of search, LNS selects a random subset of the variables and relaxes

their domains (unassigns them). The solver then performs a systematic search on the

unassigned variables for solutions that improve on the active assignment. The idea is

that, at each iteration of search, allowing the solver to search a different subset of the

variables enables it to jump to a different area of search. However, by fixing the rest

of the variables to the active solution, the solver is constrained to making small local

changes in each iteration. LNS appears to perform well in highly constrained problems,

assumed to come from its ability to search very constrained spaces. It is a combination

of the ability to make small rapid changes whilst still relying on the systematic solver’s

strong propagation power. Large neighbourhood search is often integrated with the

Meta-heuristics described in Section 1.3.

Adaptive LNS [PR07, RP06] extends LNS such that multiple neighbourhoods are

constructed. Multiple subsets of variables are chosen to be relaxed. At each iteration,

one of the neighbourhoods is selected and searched. The term adaptive comes from

the fact that the solver will dynamically learn which neighbourhoods perform well and

bias to these neighbourhoods.

Propagation guided large neighbourhood search [PSF04], (PG-LNS) extends LNS

with a cleverer method of choosing subsets of variables to be unassigned. One issue
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observed with LNS is that relaxing a domain of a variable may have no effect, if its

domain is then immediately pruned once more, caused by a constraint between the

relaxed variable and a variable not in the relaxed subset. Therefore, it makes sense to

put variables that are closely tied to each other in the same relaxed subset. This is

exactly what PG-LNS attempts to achieve. They propose two methods of doing this,

the second of which is shown to be very successful.

The first method operates by randomly selecting a variable and assigning it to

the active solution, excluding it from the neighbourhood. It then analyses the con-

straints posted on that variable to determine which other variables are closely linked

by propagation. Those variables are also excluded from the neighbourhood. If all

closely linked variables have been excluded, another random variable is selected and

the process repeated. This continues until the number of variables left is less than some

constant. The remaining variables form the neighbourhood to be searched.

This process called “freezing” performs worse than its complement. In the altern-

ative method, all variables are assigned to the active solution. Then a random variable

is selected to be unassigned. Once again, closely linked variables are determined and

also relaxed. The process continues until the number of variables relaxed equals some

constant. These variables form the neighbourhood to be searched.

1.2.4 Constraint-Based Local-search

Constraint-Based Local-Search (CBLS) systems, starting with Comet [VHM05], and

more recently, Oscar-CBLS [BMFP15] and Yuck [Mar19], are entirely different methods

of search. CBLS systems allow a user to provide a declarative model of a problem

coupled with a set of user-defined procedures for manipulating assignments to the

variables in a problem. Examples of common procedures are swapping the values of

two variables or simply randomly reassigning a variable. The given model is a typical

constraint model, composed of:

• Variables of type integer, Boolean, sequence of integer / Boolean and set of integer

/ Boolean,

• Constraints posted on the variables,

• An optional objective,

• and something specific to CBLS systems, invariants.

CBLS, unlike LNS, is not underpinned by a systematic solver. Nor does CBLS,

in the traditional sense, use propagators or the traditional backtrack search, in which

one variable is assigned at a time. CBLS begins with a complete, usually random

assignment to almost all variables; we describe below, in our discussion on one-way

constraints, why some variables may not be assigned randomly. Following this, all

constraints and the objective (if present) are evaluated and search iterations begun.
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In each iteration of search, one of the provided procedures is used to reassign vari-

ables in some way, as described above. After each change, The constraints and objective

are all re-evaluated to determine the assignment’s impact. This allows a meta-heuristic,

such as hill-climbing (Section 1.3.1) or simulated annealing (Section 1.3.3), to decide

whether to keep the change or reverse it. Note that each procedure for altering an

assignment is considered to be a neighbourhood structure. Once given an assignment,

the set of other assignments that are reachable by applying the procedure is referred

to as the neighbourhood.

Invariants

One thing to note is that when a change in variable assignments occurs, not all con-

straints are re-evaluated; only those affected by the change in values, that is, only

constraints posted over the altered variables, are re-evaluated. This is part of the sys-

tem they refer to as invariants. In CBLS systems, invariants are operators such as sum

(a+ b), min (min({a, b, c})) or set intersect a ∩ b. CBLS distinguishes these operators

from constraints as normally described in systematic solvers as they do not usually play

a role of domain filtering or manipulating variable assignments in any way. Rather,

they simply respond to every change to their operands, always reevaluating to stay

updated.

1.2.5 Automated Constraint based local-search

The original Comet and Oscar-cbls solvers require that the user both specify the model

and neighbourhood structures (procedures for altering the set of assignments). How-

ever, a wrapper mzn-oscar-cbls was built on top of Oscar-cbls, which can automatically

create neighbourhoods from a Minizinc model specification [BMFP15], the Yuck solver

does the same. When parsing the model specification, fzn-oscar-cbls divides constraints

into three categories.

One-way constraints

One way constraints are built on top of the invariant system. When a variable is

functionally defined to an invariant, that is, assigned to the result of an operator, such

as in the example a = b+c, the variable a is excluded from all neighbourhood structures

and not randomly assigned at the start of search. Essentially, since the value of the

functionally defined variable (a) can be derived by evaluating the operator it is assigned

to (b + c), there is no need to include the variable in the search. Semantically, it is

equivalent to replacing all references to a in the model with b+ c. Note two caveats:

Firstly, note that sometimes, it is not possible to identify without an existing assign-

ment, which variable is functionally defined, such as in the expression m[i] = 5. Here,

m is a matrix or sequence, and we are indexing into that structure using a decision
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variable i. Until i has a value, we cannot know which element of m is to be assigned

to 5.

Secondly, it is important to remember that the domain of a may not match that of

the expression b + c, in which case, the solver must post inequality constraints on to

b+ c to ensure that the result always remains within the domain of a.

Implicit constraints

Implicit constraints are a powerful feature of CBLS systems. Some constraints (as

listed below) do not need to be added to the model. Rather, the solver can instead be

designed such that all neighbourhood structures, that is all procedures for manipulating

assignments, ensure that the constraint is never violated. Only transformations that

go from one satisfied state to another are permitted. For example, given a satisfied

alldifferent constraint, any swap of the values of two variables under the alldifferent

will not violate the constraint.

Other supported implicit constraints are,

Linear equality by increasing the value of one variable and decreasing the other by

the same amount, linear equality can remain satisfied.

Global cardinality constraint [JC96] which prescribes an upper and lower limit

on the number of occurrences of one or more values across a set of variables, once

again can benefit from the swap procedure, which will not violate the constraint.

Moreover, this constraint can also randomly reassign a single variable by tracking

the allowed values and only allowing the random generator to select from those

values.

Circuit [FS14] A somewhat specific constraint, used to produce a circuit covering a

graph. A representation is assumed whereby a one-dimensional array is used to

encode the path through a graph; the value v at index i indicates that v is a

successor of i.

Inverse When a matrix m is used to represent a function (mapping) f such that

i 7→ j ⇐⇒ m[i] = j, inverse constrains another similarly represented function g

to be the inverse of f .

The implicit constraints, along with some generic moves such as random assignment,

form the set of automatically derived neighbourhood structures.

Soft constraints

All the remaining constraints are turned into soft constraints. Rather than evaluating

to a Boolean, these constraints evaluate to a non-negative integer, termed a violation

count. The violation count is a heuristic as to the magnitude of the change necessary
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to the set of assignments such that the constraint may be satisfied. This allows de-

cision problems to be framed as optimisation problems by treating the minimisation

of the violation count as the objective, 0 means all constraints satisfied. We include

examples of calculating violation counts of constraints such as alldifferent, conjunction,

disjunction, equality, inequality and so on, in our description of the implementation

of constraints in the Athanor solver Section 3.2. As a quick example, the violation

count v on the equality constraint between two integers a = b is v = |a− b|. The closer

a and b are to being equal, the smaller the violation.

1.2.6 Declarative neighbourhood search

As discussed in Section 1.2.3, Large neighbourhood search performs well on highly-

constrained problems, whilst constraint-based local-search (Section 1.2.4) benefits from

constraint specific neighbourhoods (all different constraint, global carnality

constraint and so on). Declarative local-search [BFPS19] allows a combination of

both. Similarly to LNS, a systematic solver is used to explore a neighbourhood defined

as a set of relaxed variables. However, the neighbourhood may be user-defined by a

set of constraints that limit the solver’s search space. Therefore, the neighbourhood

is defined to be all assignments that satisfy both the original problem constraints and

the constraints added by the neighbourhood. This also allows for better reusability of

neighbourhood encodings instead of hard coding the neighbourhood structures into the

solver as neighbourhood structures can now be described using a high-level modelling

language.

The work in [DDLBS+18] is a good demonstration of this, providing an extension

to the Minizinc language that allows a user to describe a local-search model in a solver

independent manner. That is, the user can define basic meta-heuristics, neighbourhood

selection strategies and the neighbourhoods themselves all within a declarative Miniz-

inc model. This model is compiled into a set of solver primitives such that systematic

constraint solvers need only implement a minimal set of extensions to operate on the

local-search model. This leverages the fact that many systematic solvers already nat-

ively support the concept of restarting search. Here, each restart can be considered as

searching a new neighbourhood. The solver need only support

• The posting of new constraints after restart, these constraints define the neigh-

bourhood to be searched.

• The relaxation of the objective variable allowing for meta-heuristics beyond that

of hill climbing.

• The ability to retrieve a variable’s value before the restart, these values are con-

sidered as the active assignment.

Using these primitives, not only can the user define neighbourhood structures, but

they can encode a sort of algorithmic state, allowing for the definition of meta-heuristics.
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For example, when there are multiple neighbourhoods to select from, the user can use

decision variables to encode both a round robin neighbourhood selection scheme and

an adaptive neighbourhood selection scheme.

1.2.7 Other notable techniques

Explanation-based Large neighbourhood search [PLJ14] Similar to propagation-

guided Large neighbourhood search, explanation-based large neighbourhood search

(eb-lns) aims to impose some structure on to the usually very random neighbour-

hoods used in typical large neighbourhood search. On finding a feasible solution,

whose objective variable o is assigned to ov, eb-lns generates a series of explan-

ations (no-goods) determined to be the cause for values better than ov being

removed from the domain of o. The variables that participate in the no-goods

are relaxed and a typical LNS search executed.

MiniSearch [RGST15] is an abstraction layer built on top of Minizinc that allows

the user to model different search techniques and heuristics in a solver independent

manner. The user can declaratively model a search procedure (a meta-heuristic or

a neighbourhood structure) which can be nested in other search procedures. The

power of MiniSearch is that it uses Minizinc’s pipeline to target any solver that

supports Flatzinc without requiring any changes to the solvers. The MiniSearch

toolchain provides functions for examining the current solution and constructing

a new problem instance around that solution. However, unlike the approach taken

by [DDLBS+18], remodelling the instance may be required after each solution is

found, due to the interface being limited to generic Flatzinc.

Set solving penalty heuristic [ÅFP05b, ÅFP05a] demonstrates a generic method

for calculating the violation on set constraints. Whilst most local-search solvers

have implemented heuristics to determine the violation of constraints on Boolean

and integer variables, the work in [ÅFP05b, ÅFP05a] describes and demonstrates

generic methods for calculating the violation on constraints over set variables. To

our knowledge, the methods focus on sets of integers.

1.3 Meta-heuristics

We now outline some of the more commonly used meta-heuristics, sometimes referred

to as search strategies. These heuristics focus on the acceptance criteria for solutions

found by searching neighbourhoods.

1.3.1 Hill Climbing

Hill climbing [RN16, Chapter 4] is a simple search strategy. There are several variants of

hill climbing strategies, common to all is that they do not accept solutions that worsen
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the objective. In complete search, hill climbing evaluates all neighbouring solutions and

accepts the solution that most improves on the objective. This is sometimes referred

to as best first search. However, as will soon be discussed, it is very common that the

space of solutions is too large to practically search. In witch case, a random subset is

sampled and in many variants, the first improving solution is selected.

1.3.2 Late acceptance hill climbing

Late acceptance hill climbing [BB+08, BB17], (LAHC) is an extension to hill climbing

that aims to reduce the possibility of getting stuck in local optima, for which hill

climbing is often criticised. Whilst hill climbing only accepts solutions that are at

least as good as the currently active solution, LAHC accepts solutions that are better

than those found n iterations prior in the search. The intuition is that by comparing

against solutions that are further down the hill, the solver is given more opportunities

to explore, allowing the solver to continue passed small local optima. Whilst this allows

worse solutions to be accepted locally, as search progresses, the acceptance criterion

becomes more strict and follows the hill’s gradient. This strategy achieved notable

performance in timetabling, TSP and the magic square problem.

This is achieved by maintaining a queue of objective values of size n. A new solution

objective is always compared against the solution objective at the back of the queue;

if it is better or equal, the new solution is pushed on to the front and the back of the

queue dropped. However, the performance of LAHC is quite sensitive to the length

of the queue. The optimal setting can be problem specific and even depend on the

stage of search. One problem noted with the traditional implementation is that it is

possible for the active solution to be significantly worse than the back of the queue.

This happens when the local-search starts at a point α1 and climbs fast to a point α2

(α2 better α1), filling the queue with progressively better solutions (α1 at the back, α2

at the front). Then, since the heuristic accepts solutions better than α1, a solution αx,

worse than α2, is accepted and becomes the latest active solution. α2 is pushed steadily

towards the back of the queue as search proceeds, and new solutions are inserted. If

the algorithm does not improve on αx, there comes a point where α2 reaches the back

of the queue and is still better than the active solution, which is equal or near to αx.

This is a bad state to be in for local-search, all the solutions in the neighbourhood

of the active solution are worse than α2, and therefore, the heuristic can provide no

estimation as to whether or not a solution should be moved to or not.

This is solved by changing the heuristic such that (1) solutions are accepted if they

improve on either the back or the front of the queue and (2) at every iteration, either

the new better solution (if found) or the current active solution (if not) is inserted into

the queue. The first change (1) allows the local-search to accept solutions that are at

least locally better, even if they are worse than the best found. The second change (2)

means that throughout search, when no progress is made, the currently active solution
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eventually becomes treated as the best solution by filling the queue with the active

objective. This, in a manner, resets the state of the heuristic, hopefully allowing it to

move to a different point in search.

1.3.3 Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing [FOW66] is one of the oldest meta-heuristics, tracing back to the

1960-70s. It has been well studied [FSt18] and is still recognised as one of the better per-

forming meta-heuristics. At its core, simulated annealing is a simple heuristic, like hill

climbing, always accepting solutions that improve on the objective. However, simulated

annealing does accept, with some probability, solutions that worsen the objective. The

worse the new solution, the smaller the probability. There are many equations that de-

termine the relationship between the objective values and their acceptance probability.

Most notable is the Metropolis condition [KGV83].

e
−
(

o′−o
T

)

o is a numerical objective of the currently active solution, o′ is the new solution’s

objective. Notice T , which represents a temperature. The temperature factor is there

to control the leniency of the heuristic. Early on, T is set to some high value, allowing

for more frequent worse solutions, promoting more exploration. As search proceeds, T

is steadily reduced, forcing the heuristic to reject more and more worse solutions, al-

lowing the search to exploit (push towards an optimum). The randomness in simulated

annealing has made it a very good algorithm as it does not assume any structure on

the space being searched.

1.3.4 Tabu Search

Late acceptance hill climbing (Section 1.3.2) and simulated annealing (Section 1.3.3)

both altered the acceptance criterion over the solution objective to break out of the local

optima observed in hill climbing. Tabu search [GL98] attempts to do the same, however,

using a different method; extending the heuristic to consider the entire assignment, not

only the objective value.

Tabu search maintains a history of recent assignments, called a Tabu list. At each

iteration, a neighbourhood is searched for the best assignment (assignment with the

best objective) that is not in the history of solutions. To understand the effect of the

tabu list, consider the different stages of search. If a local optimum has not been reached

(neighbourhoods are still able to find assignments that improve on the objective), Tabu

behaves somewhat like hill climbing, constantly pushing for better solutions. However,

if an assignment better than the currently active one cannot be found, an assignment

that worsens the objective is still allowed by the meta-heuristic, as long as it is the best

assignment in the neighbourhood after excluding those in the tabu list.
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This allows the solver to back away from the local optimum by excluding assign-

ments from the search space around the optimum. However, both for practical limits

and to enable more exploration, the size of the Tabu list is given an upper bound.

When this bound is reached, the least recently visited assignment is removed, allowing

neighbourhoods to revisit that point in search once more and possibly find a connec-

ted search space yet to be explored. The solution space is often very large and entire

assignments can be hard to store and compare efficiently. Hence, it is common to find

that only the change in assignments is stored, preventing the solver from making the

same change twice.

1.4 The Essence language

We now give a detailed description of the Essence abstract specification language

as the tools developed and described throughout this thesis accept Essence as their

primary input language. It should be noted that we try not to depend on features

specific to Essence other than its support for high-level constructs, in order that our

results hold for any such high-level language.

Essence makes use of five top level keywords:

• given <identifier> : <domain>, given introduces a parameter variable, a term

identifier which will be assigned a value in a different file.

• letting <identifier> be <value>, Defines a constant assigned to identifier,

used both in the specification and as the method of supplying values for para-

meters in parameter files.

• find <identifier> : <domain>, introduces a decision variable for the solver to

search on. Supported types are described in Section 1.4.2.

• such that constraint, posts a constraint.

• minimising/maximising expression, defines the objective function, may be omit-

ted.

1.4.1 Components of Essence

Types: Essence’s strength is derived from the large range of supported mathematical

types such as set, partition and sequence, described in Section 1.4.2. Types can

be arbitrarily nested set of set of int, mset of partition from enum, sequence

of set of tuple (int,int).

Attributes: Types accept attributes as parameters which impose additional structure.

Examples of commonly used attributes are:
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• maxSize or minSize e.g. set (maxSize 5) constrains the maximum cardinal-

ity of a type.

• injective, surjective and bijective used with sequences and functions.

• regular, maxNumParts and minNumParts used with partitions.

Constraints: A number of constraints can be applied to each type, in addition to

the standard logical and numeric operators. For example, subset for sets and

multi-sets, preImage for functions, party for partitions and so on.

Quantifiers: Finally, in addition to being able to quantify over domains forAll i :

int(1..5), Essence allows for the quantification over elements of a structure

such as set or sequence.1

Consider the following examples of quantification in Essence ($ indicates a com-

ment):

$enforce all elements of set are even

find s : set of int (1..5)

such that forAll i in s . i % 2 = 0

$calculate sum of a subsequence of length 3 starting at index 5

find s2 : sequence (size 10) of int (1..10)

such that

5 = sum (idx , value) in s2 , idx >= 5 /\ idx < 8 . value

Breaking the above expression into parts:

$quantify over s2 and calculate sum

sum (idx , value) in s2

$condition limiting the quantification

, idx >= 5 /\ idx < 8

$values to sum

value

Notice that quantifying over a set yields the set elements whilst quantifying over

a sequence yields tuples of the sequence elements paired with the element’s index. It

should also be noted that the above quantifiers are syntactic sugar for list compre-

hensions [expression(i)| i <- structure]. For example, the above sum can also be

written as:

sum([ value | (idx ,value) <- s2 , idx >= 5, idx < 8])

1Note a syntactical oddity, in a quantifier, the colon a : d iterates a through all elements of the
domain d, whilst the expressions a in v or a <- v iterates a over all elements of the structure v.
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1.4.2 A walk through the Essence types

We now provide a more detailed description of the types available in the Essence

language, giving examples of attributes, constraints and quantifier patterns defined in

the previous section.

int and bool As discussed in Section 1.1, these types are common to all solvers. The

domain of the integer can be specified as a comma separated list of values int

(1,2,3) but can also use a shorter notation to denote a range int(1..3). Integer

domains do not have to be contiguous, int(1,5,7,10..15).

Example type attributes None other than that defining the domain (as above).

Example operators Standard numerical and logical operators as described in

Section 1.1.

Quantification Since these are concrete types, not composed of multiple ele-

ments, quantifying is not applicable.

enum and unnamed The enum allows for the definition of a concrete, non-numerical

domain. Each value in the domain is explicitly listed out as labels. letting e be

new type enum { label1, label2, label3 } Unnamed types are simply enums

where the user is not required to define a name for each element of the domain.

With unnamed types, the user is only required to give the domain size, letting

e be new type of size 5 for example.

Example type attributes None other than that defining the domain (as above).

Example operators Enums and unnamed types do have an ordering. Hence,

the comparison operators ≤, ≥ and so on are supported, along with equality

operators = and 6=. However, the numerical operators cannot be applied to

these types.

Quantification Since these are concrete types, not composed of multiple ele-

ments, quantifying is not applicable.

set and mset (multi-set) We describe these types as being high-level. Values of

these types are composed of an unordered collection of elements of any Essence

type, including another high-level type. The only difference between set and mset

is that the latter allows multiple occurrences of the same value across its elements

whilst the former does not. Decision variables of these types can be declared as

follows:

find s : set of domain1

find m : mset (maxSize n) of domain2

Values can be declared as follows:
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letting s be {3,1,6,8}

letting m be mset(3,3,1,6,6,8)

Note that multi-sets require a maximum size to be specified as traditional low-

level constraint solvers require, in their input, the maximum number of elements;

this maximum number can be deduced for the set type as set elements must be

unique.

Example type attributes Cardinality attributes, minSize, maxSize, size (ex-

act size).

Example operators Boolean operators subset, subsetEq, equality = and dis-

equality !=. Operators that yield other sets intersect, union, set minus

(-).

Quantification As shown above, simply quantifies over all elements in the set.

function Functions in Essence are explicit mappings between two domains. A func-

tion decision variable is declared as follows:

find var_name : function domain1 --> domain2

A function value is declared as follows:

letting var_name be function (

value1 --> value2 ,

value3 --> value4 ,

...

)

In Essence, the domain being mapped from is referred to as the defined domain.

The domain being mapped to, often termed the co-domain in mathematics, is

referred to as the range domain in Essence. Both these domains may be high-

level, may be of another abstract type (set, sequence, function, etc.). As shown

below in the function attributes, functions may be total, meaning that a mapping

must exist for every element of the defined domain, or may be partial, a mapping

is defined for some subset of the defined domain.

Type attributes Cardinality attributes, minSize, maxSize, size, only applicable

for partial functions, constrains the number of items from the defined do-

main for which a mapping is defined. total constrain the function to be

total, if not provided, functions default to partial. injective, follows the

mathematical definition, all points in the defined domain map to a distinct

point in the range. surjective, there exists a mapping for every element in

the range. bijective the combination of injective and surjective.
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Example operators defined(f) or range(f) return the set of points (elements)

from the defined or range domains of f, for which a mapping is defined.

image(f,i) often written in Essence as f(i), find the element in the range

of f, that element i maps to. preImage(f, i) find the elements in the defined

set of f that map to i.

Quantification Quantifying over a function yields tuples of (preimage, image).

For example, [constraint()| (i,j)<- f], i is the preimage, j is the image.

sequence Sequences in Essence evolved from functions. In fact, a sequence of ele-

ments of some type τ can be defined as a partial function from positive integers

to τ , where the positive integers in the defined set of the function must be con-

tiguous starting from 1. Sequences in Essence are used to describe an ordered

collection of elements, where concept of a previous and next element naturally

arises. A sequence decision variable is declareed as follows:

find s : sequence (maxSize n) some_domain

A sequence value is defined as follows:

letting s be sequence(value1 ,value2 ,..., valueM)

Note that just as with multi-sets, sequences require a maxSize attribute.

Example type attributes having evolved from functions, sequences make use

of the same attributes. For example, if a sequence of distinct elements is

required, the injective attribute is to be used.

Example operators Once again, similar to those in functions, range is often

useful in a sequence to produce a set of the elements contained within.

Quantification Quantifying over a sequence yields tuples of indices and the

values in the sequence at those indices. [constraint()| (index,element)<-

sequence].

matrix Matrices are common to many solvers. Matrices are very similar to total func-

tions where the defined domain is constrained to be of type int. When declaring

matrices, both the index and the domain of the elements must be defined.

find m : matrix indexed by [index1 , index2 , ..., indexN] of

some_domain

Each index index1, index2, ..., indexN as shown above, describes a dimension

of the matrix. The index must be a set of integers which do not need to be

contiguous. The benefits of matrices are how they are displayed and its slicing

operators (shown below). A matrix value is declared as follows:

letting m be [value1 , value2 , ..., valueN; int (1..n)]
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The ; int(1..n) describes the index of the matrix literal and is optional. A

two-dimensional matrix is declared as follows:

letting m be [[value1 , value2],

[value3 , value4],

[value5 , value6 , value7]

Note that for multidimensional matrices, the inner matrices do not need to have

the same length.

Example type attributes None applicable to matrices.

Example operators The slice operator, used to index the matrix, m[index] is

quite flexible. A single integer m[1] can be used to select a single element.

A range of elements can be selected using a syntax similar to that used to

declare contiguous integer domains m[1..5].

Quantification Quantifying over matrices simply yields the elements of the mat-

rix.

tuple Tuples are used to group multiple values together. A fixed-size list of elements

where each element can be of a different type. The type of each tuple member

must be explicitly listed. A tuple decision variable is declared as follows:

find t : (domain1 , domain2 , ..., domainN)

A tuple value is declared as follows:

letting t be (value1 , value2 , ..., valueN)

Example type attributes None applicable to tuples.

Example operators Tuples can be indexed t(i), where i is an integer {1, 2, . . . , |t|},
selects one element from the tuple value.

Quantification Not applicable.

partition Partitions are used to divide a set of elements into smaller sets. Partitions

can be viewed as a set of disjoint sets where the total number of elements across

all inner sets is equal to the element’s domain size. Each inner set is referred to

as a part or cell of the partition. A partition decision variable can be declared as

follows:

find p : partition from some_domain

Declaring a partition value is similar to declaring a set of sets.

letting p be partition ({value1 ,value2},{value3 ,value4 })
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Example type attributes Constraining the number of the parts minNumParts,

maxNumParts. Constraining the sizes of the parts minPartSize, maxPartSize.

regular is used to constrain all parts to have the same size as each other.

So a regular partition from 12 elements would could consist of 1 part of size

12, 2 parts of size 6, 3 parts of size 4, 4 parts of size 3, 6 parts of size 2 or

12 parts of size 1.

Example operators parts return the parts of the partition as a set of sets.

party(i, p) returns the set of elements that are the part of the partition p

containing the element i, an empty set is returned if i is not contained in p.

Quantification Quantifying over a partition defaults to yielding the parts of the

partition. However, the participants operator can be used to quantify over

all elements of a partition; participants(p) returns the union of all parts of

the partition p, in other words, returns all elements of p as a set.

relation A relation is simply a set of tuples.

record records are syntactic sugar for tuples; Whilst tuples are indexed by positive

integers, records are indexed by user-defined labels.

variant A union type, encodes a choice of types. Variants are usually used when a

container (such as a sequence) of a non-homogenous type is required. Essence

provides a layer of abstraction, allowing the user to pattern match on a variant

to post different sets of constraints depending on the type within.

1.5 Problem classes

In this thesis, we take examples from, and experiment on, several problem classes.

In the following sections, we describe each problem and show an example Essence

specification of that problem.

1.5.1 The Knapsack Problem

The most basic version of the Knapsack problem (Figure 1.1) can be formulated as

follows:

Given a set of items, each with a weight and a value, find a subset of the items that

maximises the sum of their values whilst ensuring that the sum of their weights is less

than a given constant.

1.5.2 The Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP)

The traveling salesman problem [Flo56, Rei91] (Figure 1.2) is another classic combinat-

orial problem. Given n locations, find the cheapest path that visits all locations exactly
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Figure 1.1: Specification of the Knapsack problem

given items new type enum

$special syntax for allowing an enum items to be

$declared in the parameter file.

given weight : function (total) items --> int

given gain : function (total) items --> int

given capacity : int

find picked : set of items

maximising sum i in picked . gain(i)

such that (sum i in picked . weight(i)) <= capacity

once then returns to the starting point. Here, a cost is associated with every pair of

locations which may be distance, travel duration or some other metric.

Figure 1.2: Specification of the Traveling Salesman problem

language ESSENCE 1.3

given numberCities : int

given distances : function (total) tuple

(int (1.. numberCities), int (1.. numberCities)) --> int

find tour : sequence (size numberCities , injective) of

int (1.. numberCities)

minimising distances ((tour(numbercities),tour (1))) +

sum i : int (2.. tourLength) . distances ((tour(i-1),tour(i)))

Notice here that no constraints are added to the problem as the injective attribute

on the sequence, which forces all elements to be distinct, captures the main constraint

of the TSP. All that is required is the following line which models the objective.

1.5.3 The Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP)

First, we define the Vehicle routing problem [TV02] (VRP) (Figure 1.3). The VRP

problem is a generalisation of the TSP problem, in which multiple actors (vehicles in

this case) may be used to visit the set of locations. Once again, every location must

be visited once across all vehicles. The starting and end points are usually fixed to a

parameter called the depot. The Capacitated vehicle routing problem simply adds an

additional constraint. Each location is associated with a weight (a positive number),

and the solution should be such that for each vehicle, the sum of the weights of the

locations visited by that vehicle may not exceed the vehicle’s capacity. Some variants

allow each vehicle to have a different capacity, but the standard definition assumes the

same capacity for all vehicles.

In the above listing, the path that each vehicle follows is modelled as a sequence

of locations. We impose some additional structural constraints enforcing that every
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Figure 1.3: Specification of the Capacitated Vehicle Routing problem

given N : int $number of locations

letting L0 be domain int (0..N) $ 0 is the depot

letting L1 be domain int (1..N)

given weights : function (total) L1 --> int (1..)

given costs : function (total) tuple (L0,L0) --> int (0..)

given vehicleCap : int $ Uniform vehicle capacity

letting totalW be sum([ weight | (_,weight) <- weights ])

letting mV be totalW/vehicleCap + toInt(totalW % vehicleCap != 0)

$ Min number of vehicles

find plan : set (minSize mV , maxSize N) of

sequence (maxSize N, injective , minSize 1) of L1

$ from depot to first location , and back from last

minimising sum r in plan .

(sum([costs(tuple(r(i-1), r(i))) | i : int (2..N), i<=|r|])

+ costs ((0, r(1))) + costs ((r(|r|), 0)))

$ Capacity restriction

such that forAll route in plan .

vehicleCapacity >= sum (_,order) in route . weights(order),

$ Every order delivered exactly once:

$modelled in two steps.

$step 1 - at most once ,

allDiff ([l | r <- plan , (_,l) <- r]),

$step 2 - at least once

N = sum p in plan . |p|

location appears exactly once across all sequences. This is essentially modelling a

partition sequence, a partition where the points in each cell are ordered; Essence is

yet to support such a type.

1.5.4 The Synchronous Optical Networking Problem (Sonet)

The Synchronous Optical Networking Problem [Smi05] (Sonet) (Figure 1.4) is described

as a collection of fiberoptic rings used to facilitate connections between compute nodes.

A demand is given, a listing of each pair of nodes that must be connected. Two nodes

are connected if and only if they are on the same ring. A node may be connected to

multiple rings. However, the aim is to minimise the total number of connections across

all rings whilst ensuring that the number of connections to each ring does not exceed

some given limit.

1.5.5 The Minimum Energy Broadcast Problem (MEB)

From CSPLib0482:

An ad hoc network is a collection of wireless devices that form a network

without any centralised infrastructure. When the devices are deployed they

2http://csplib.org/Problems/prob048/
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Figure 1.4: Specification of the Synchronous Optical Networking problem

given nnodes , nrings , capacity : int (1..)

letting Nodes be domain int (1.. nnodes)

given demand : set of set (size 2) of Nodes

$Decision variable for search:

find network : set (maxSize nrings) of

set (maxSize capacity) of Nodes

$The problem objective:

minimising sum ring in network . |ring|,

$The problem constraints:

such that forAll pair in demand .

exists ring in network .

pair subsetEq ring

must first configure themselves to form a correctly functioning network. One

configuration task when operating in a battery limited environment is the

Minimum Energy Broadcast (MEB) problem. Assume a network of devices

with omnidirectional antennas. The aim is to configure the power level in

each device such that if a specified source device broadcasts a message it

will reach every other device either directly or by being retransmitted by

an intermediate device (a broadcast tree is formed). The desired configur-

ation is that which minimises the total energy required by all devices, thus

increasing the lifetime of the network.

In the MEB (Figure 1.5) problem, a cost is associated with each pair of nodes

cost(a, b), this is the power required for node a to transmit to b. For some pairs

of nodes, the power required exceeds some limit meaning that those two nodes may

not communicate directly. The power p required for a node a to communicate to a

set of neighbours {n1, n2, . . . , nm} can be calculated as p = max
i={n1,n2,...,nm}

costs(a, i).

Therefore, as described above, the choice for each pair of nodes is whether the power

of the sender should be increased sufficiently to reach the receiver or whether to use

a closer chain of intermediate nodes to forward the signal. Usually, the problem is

described as a single node (the root) being required to reach every other node. Hence,

the solution is one where the nodes form a tree.

Note, the notation a : d. when used in the context of a quantifier or list com-

prehension, means to quantify over the complete set of elements in the domain b.

sum parent : dNode , therefore means to quantify over all integers in dNodes.

1.5.6 The progressive party problem (PPP)

The Progressive party problem [SBHW96] describes a set of crew members split amongst

a set of boats. A subset of these boats is designated hosts. A party, split across a num-
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Figure 1.5: Specification of the Minimum Energy Broadcast problem

given numberNodes : int (1..)

given initialNode : int (1.. numberNodes)

letting dNodes be domain int (1.. numberNodes)

letting dDepths be domain dNodes

$ if a node has power link of 0 to another node ,

$ that link is not possible

given linkCosts : function (total) (dNodes ,dNodes) --> int (0..)

find parents : function (total) dNodes --> dNodes

find depths : function (total) dNodes --> dDepths

such that parents(initialNode) = initialNode ,

forAll (child ,parent) in parents .

(child != initialNode) ->

(parent != child /\ linkCosts ((parent ,child)) != 0)

such that forAll (child ,parent) in parents .

child != initialNode -> depths(child) = depths(parent) + 1

minimising sum parent : dNodes .

max([

linkCosts ((parent ,child)) * toInt(parentI = parent)

| (child ,parentI) <- parents ,])

minimising optVar

ber of successive periods, is timetabled such that in each period, every host is visited

by the crew members from other boats. The timetable must respect the following

conditions:

• The crews of a boat are not split across multiple hosts in a single period.

• Consequently, in each period, the host must have sufficient capacity to hold all

crew members from all visiting boats.

• Two non-host boats can only meet once across all periods, may only share the

same host once.

We show two Essence models of the Progressive party problem, Figure 1.6 and

Figure 1.7. At the time of writing, the first specification matches that in CSPLIB13

and makes use of a variable type set of function, where each function represents the

allocation of visiting boats in a single period. The second specification is being newly

proposed to CSPLib which we believe to be more idiomatic to Essence; each period is

represented using a partition to encode the idea of dividing visitors across the hosts.
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Figure 1.6: Specification of the Progressive Party problem using function based repres-
entation

given n_boats , n_periods : int (1..)

letting Boat be domain int (1.. n_boats)

given capacity , crew : function (total) Boat --> int (1..)

find hosts : set of Boat

find sched : set (size n_periods) of

function (total) Boat --> Boat

minimising |hosts|

$hosts remain the same

such that forAll p in sched . range(p) = hosts

$hosts have enough capacity

such that forAll p in sched . forAll h in hosts .

(sum b in preImage(p,h) . crew(b)) <= capacity(h),

$visiting boats only meet once

such that forAll b1 ,b2 : Boat . b1 < b2 ->

(sum p in sched . toInt(p(b1) = p(b2))) <= 1,

Figure 1.7: Specification of the Progressive Party problem using partition based rep-
resentation

given n_boats , n_periods : int (1..)

letting Boat be domain int (1.. n_boats)

given capacity , crew : function (total) Boat --> int (1..)

find hosts : set (minSize 1) of Boat

find sched : set (size n_periods) of partition from Boat

minimising |hosts|

$hosts stay on their own boat

such that forAll p in sched . |parts(p)| = |hosts| /\

forAll part in parts(p) . |part intersect hosts| = 1

$ Hosts have the capacity to support the visiting crews

such that forAll p in sched . forAll h in hosts .

(sum b in party(h,p) . crew(b)) <= capacity(h)

$no two sets of crew meet twice

such that allDiff ([(i,j) |

p <- sched , part <- p,i,j <- part , i < j])
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Chapter 2

Structured Neighbourhood

Search

2.1 Motivation

As already described in Section 1.1, a traditional low-level solver has a very decomposed

view of a problem being solved. The high-level structures in the problem such as

sets, sequences, partitions and so on are erased, having been refined into low-level

representations built from only integer and Boolean variables. In this chapter, we

present Structured Neighbourhood Search (SNS). SNS represents our first exploration of

the idea of incorporating high-level information derived from these high-level structures

to improve the performance of local-search neighbourhoods. Specifically, we focus on

the high-level variable types found in Essence specifications to automatically produce

higher-quality neighbourhoods in a system similar to large neighbourhood search (LNS).

As explained in Section 1.2.3, LNS is a local-search method that uses a systematic

constraint solver at its core. In a single iteration of search, given an active solution,

a subset of the variables is relaxed. A standard systematic search is executed on the

relaxed subset to find a better assignment. In SNS, our hypothesis is that high-level

structural information, explicitly provided in the creation of any Essence specification,

could be used to both aid (a) in the selection of the subset of variables and (b) in guiding

the solver in the search over the chosen variables to finding a better solution.

2.1.1 Why structure is good

The idea of a more structured LNS search is itself not new. Techniques such as propaga-

tion guided LNS (Section 1.2.3) improve on the basic version of LNS (which selects sub-

sets of variables to operate on randomly), by instead building subsets of variables that

are closely linked, that is, variables that when assigned, impact other variables through

solver propagation. Essentially, systems such as Pg-lns [PSF04] and Eb-lns [PLJ14]

try to reconstruct the structure in a problem by examining the constraints between

35
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the low-level variables and then build neighbourhoods around these structures. These

neighbourhoods are then searched using a standard backtrack search over the chosen

variables in an effort to find a better solution.

As an example of why these systems focus on identifying closely linked variables,

consider a problem in which a set is being modelled using the standard occurrence

representation [Jef07].

The occurrence representation, when modelling a set s (maxSize m)of int (1..

n), uses a one-dimensional matrix m indexed by [int(1..m)] of bool where m[i] =

true ⇐⇒ i ∈ s. To encode the size of the set, an integer variable σ with domain

{1, 2, . . . ,m} is added, assigned to the sum of the matrix (true = 1, false = 0). This

means that when LNS builds a neighbourhood on the matrix Boolean variables, es-

sentially selecting a subset of the matrix elements to relax (unassign) for search, valid

assignments in that neighbourhood are limited to only those resulting in a set of the

same size. Otherwise, the constraint binding σ (which was not relaxed) to the matrix

would be violated. Whilst this could indeed be a good neighbourhood, the solver suffers

from being stuck in one area of the search space. The model encodes a variable-sized

set, yet the solver fails to explore different set sizes. However, if, instead, the solver

detects the structure binding the matrix elements to σ, both of these can be simul-

taneously relaxed, allowing neighbourhoods that can now cover a much broader search

space.

The above describes manipulating a single set of integers. Many problems in Es-

sence make use of even more structures, a set of sequences, or a function from tuples

to sets, for example. Such variables, when refined, are bound by many structural con-

straints, making it harder for LNS solvers to precisely manipulate parts of the struc-

ture, such as inserting an element into a sequence or moving an element from one set

to another. We further demonstrate this in our description of SNS neighbourhoods in

Section 2.2.1.

2.1.2 Structures in SNS

SNS follows a different approach to identifying structure. By starting at a much higher-

level specification of the problem, in which the user explicitly provides structural in-

formation in the form of high-level variable types (set, partition, sequence, and so on),

SNS can retain this information when refining high-level specifications into low-level

representations, alleviating the need to retroactively reconstruct the structures appar-

ent in the problem. This allows for the construction of neighbourhood structures, in

the form of constraints, that can select a single element of a structure to relax, such

as one set of int from a set of set of int, then search through assignments that

reflect high-level operations, such as adding a member to the set, removing a member

from the set or swapping one member of the set for another. These neighbourhood

structures can be automatically derived by a modelling tool such as Conjure before
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types are erased/refined to lower-level equivalents.

Because of this, the neighbourhood structures being generated are meaningful to

the type being operated on. For example, if a sequence (an ordered container) is se-

lected, operations that would be allowed include reversing a contiguous subsequence

or swapping two elements’ positions, operations that focus on manipulating the order

of elements. This is why we describe these neighbourhoods as semantically meaning-

ful. Even though a constraint solver is searching over a decomposed representation,

the neighbourhood being searched, expressed declaratively in the form of additional

constraints, adds some structure to the search, forcing the solver to choose assignments

representing an operation on a high-level type. The backtrack search procedure itself

does not need to be explicitly aware of the original high-level types.

The idea of expressing neighbourhood structures declaratively is explored in [BFPS19,

DDLBS+18] as described in Section 1.2.6. In SNS, the distinguishing factor is that the

declared neighbourhood structures are automatically added by analysing the types in a

problem. In fact, we believe that the work presented in [BFPS19], which allows declar-

ative neighbourhoods to be searched by multiple solver backends, would be a suitable

method of operating on SNS models. SNS (as published in [AAG+18]) was developed

at the same time and hence used its own custom backend built on the Minion solver.

We compare and contrast these backends in Section 2.4.8.

2.2 Encoding high-level neighbourhoods

In this section, we describe how neighbourhood structures are added to an Essence

specification. We start by describing how a high-level specification is augmented with

additional variables and constraints whose purpose is to encode neighbourhood struc-

tures. This helps to explain better how SNS distinguishes itself from standard LNS

and its variants. This is then followed by a worked example on the SONET problem.

To prevent confusion, we first revisit the terms neighbourhood, neighbourhood structure

and neighbourhood rule.

A neighbourhood structure is a procedure that, when given an active assignment,

can produce a set of assignments local to the active assignment. That is, assignments

that are similar to the active assignment but with some change applied. At each

iteration of search, we instantiate this neighbourhood structure into a neighbourhood

by supplying an assignment α, at which point, the neighbourhood is defined as the set

of assignments reachable from α. Neighbourhood structures are constructed from a

set of rules. Rules are parameterised by a domain and consist of a pre-condition and a

generator. If the pre-condition of the rule is satisfied by the given domain, the generator

may produce one or more neighbourhood structures from that domain. The complete

set of rules are matched against every variable domain in the Essence specification of

the problem being solved. The union of the sets of generated neighbourhood structures

is the set of neighbourhood structures to be used during search. In each iteration of
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search, a neighbourhood template is selected, instantiated with the current assignment

and searched.

2.2.1 Expressing neighbourhoods in Essence

In SNS, neighbourhood structures are described declaratively as constraint satisfac-

tion problems. This is similar to how a user expresses neighbourhood structures

in [BFPS19]. The decision variables are those from the original specification. We search

over these decision variables for an assignment v′ that satisfies both (1) the original

problem constraints and (2) a set of neighbourhood constraints. The neighbourhood

constraints restrict v′ to be equal to an assignment v with some transformation φ ap-

plied. v is used to refer to the active solution, φ is a transformation to v that describes

a small local change to v. In this way, we constrain the solver to a neighbourhood of

solutions around v.

For example, consider a problem with a decision variable (type set) s and an active

solution a. We can create a neighbourhood that describes adding n values to a by

posting the neighbourhood constraints, a ⊆ s ∧ n = |s| − |a|.
Here, every assignment to s describes a set that is the same as a with some elements

added. We can control the size of the neighbourhood by constraining n.

Consider a more interesting neighbourhood on sets, moving elements from one set

a1 to another a2. We will encode this neighbourhood using a snippet of Essence

to demonstrate that the neighbourhood is expressible using the high-level language.

Assume s_1 and s_2 to be decision variables of type set and a_1 and a_2 to be constants

of the same type, representing the active solution.

s_1 must lose some elements with respect to a_1,

s_1 subsetEq a_1 ,

|a_1| - |s_1| = neighbourhood_size ,

s_2 must gain some elements with respect to a_2,

a_2 subsetEq s_2 ,

|s_2| - |a_2| = neighbourhood_size ,

Finally, we must insure that the elements added to s_2 are the same as those

removed from s_1,

a_1 - s_1 = s_2 - a_2 ,

This can be refined automatically by the automated modeller Conjure for a typical

constraint solver such as Minion; any solutions found by Minion would be those where

n elements have been moved from s1 to s2, n being neighbourhood_size.

As outlined in Section 2.1, when these sets are refined into low-level representations,

for example the more commonly used occurrence representation, the same move in LNS
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is not as easily achieved. Assume we have Boolean matrices m1 and m2 to encode s1

and s2 respectively using the occurrence representation,

• The Booleans relaxed in m1 must have the same positions as those in m2 to insure

the elements added to s2 are the same as those removed from s1.

• The Booleans relaxed in m1 must be those assigned to true, i.e. must encode

elements in s1; conversely, the Booleans relaxed in m2 must be assigned to false,

i.e. encode elements not in s2.

• Since the sets are undergoing a change in cardinality, the variables representing

their sizes must be relaxed.

Emulating this in standard LNS and its variants is considerably harder as it requires

a precise reassignment of particular variables, complicated even more by the fact that

a different set representation may have been used, which would require a different set

of reassignments to achieve the same effect. Of course, this depends on our hypothesis

that such a structured operator (moving elements from one set to another) is beneficial

in the first place.

In a standard local-search, the active solution is not a constant, and it is a value

that is updated by the search procedure throughout search. In order to support this in

SNS, instead of remodelling the problem for every new value v, the solution is stored

in a set of decision variables called the active variables. For each primary variable —

that is, a variable in the original specification — exactly one copy is introduced, an

active variable with the same type/domain. Instead of expressing neighbourhoods as

constraints between the primary variables and some constant v, all neighbourhoods

are expressed as constraints between the primary variables and the active variables.

Since the active variables are decision variables, the solver can, at any point in search,

reassign their values when a new active solution is to be used.

As we discussed in Section 1.2.2, in local-search, we must distinguish between

neighbourhood-structures and neighbourhoods. In this case, we describe the constraints

between the active and primary variables as a neighbourhood structure. This neigh-

bourhood structure is instantiated into a neighbourhood when the solver assigns the

active variables to a chosen active solution. As we demonstrate below, since SNS may

construct multiple neighbourhood structures for a given problem, a set of Boolean

variables, called activator variables, are used to enable and disable the different sets of

neighbourhood constraints. This allows all neighbourhood structures to share the same

set of active variables as the solver ensures that only one neighbourhood is activated

at a time.

2.2.2 A worked example on the SONET problem

Consider once again the Essence specification of the SONET problem as shown in

Figure 1.4. The SONET problem describes a collection of fibre-optic rings used to
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connect a set of nodes. Two nodes are connected if they are connected to the same

ring. Each node may connect to multiple rings. The objective is to minimise the total

number of connections to rings whilst satisfying the following constraints:

1. Each pair of nodes given in the demand must be connected (on the same ring) and

2. The capacity of each ring (the maximum number of connections) must not be

exceeded.

This problem is modelled using one decision variable with type set of set, each

set representing a ring. We will now go through the process of augmenting the SONET

specification in Figure 1.4 into a Neighbourhood specification. A Neighbourhood specific-

ation extends the original Essence specification of a problem with additional abstract

variables and constraints to express each of the neighbourhoods to be explored for this

problem.

Each neighbourhood structure is generated automatically by Conjure. We begin

with a simple example, starting with one of the neighbourhood structures that is derived

by Conjure from the set of set of int variable type; select a ring (inner set) and

remove values from that set (remove connections).

Step 1: Create active variables

As mentioned, this step is the creation of a copy of each of the variables in the original

problem. For the example given in Figure 1.4, Conjure introduces a new active

variable active_network corresponding to the primary variable network:

find active_network : set (maxSize nrings) of

set (maxSize capacity) of Nodes

Step 2: Add neighbourhood parameter variables:

The next step is to add variables local to each neighbourhood, used for controlling the

neighbourhood boundaries. Each neighbourhood has an associated size variable, which

controls the size of the neighbourhood explored. Further variables may be introduced

to control other neighbourhood parameters (shown later in this section).

find n1_size : int (1..N)

Add neighbourhood constraints

The next step is to express each neighbourhood by adding constraints between primary

and active variables. In our example below, Conjure adds constraints to the specifica-

tion constraining the value of the primary variable network to be the same as that held

by active_network except that one of the inner sets in network must have one or more
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of its elements removed. Note, the following neighbourhood constraints are shown in

isolation. However, they are actually guarded under an activator variable (discussed

just below).

$select a set from network

exists s in network .

$Select a set from active_network

exists t in active_network .

$s is the same as t with n values removed ,

$n=neighbourhood size

s subsetEq t /\ |t| - |s| = size /\

$all other sets are the same ,

network = (active_network - {t}) union {s}

1

Add neighbourhood activator

There are typically a variety of neighbourhoods in each neighbourhood specification.

In order that the SNS search process can choose which to employ at any particular

time, each is enabled with a Boolean activator variable.

find n1_activator : bool

such that n1_activator -> exists s in network .

exists t in active_network .

... rest of constraints ...

Thus completes the creation of a Essence neighbourhood specification. Conjure

automatically refines these constraints into Essence Prime, which Savile Row then

refines and optimises for the SNS solver (see Section 2.4.1). The important thing to note

is that such neighbourhoods are derived by Conjure solely from the primary variables’

type and domain. The low-level SNS solver needs no explicit knowledge of the original

abstract types as Conjure and Savile Row use annotations to indicate the differ-

ent groups of variables active, primary, neighbourhood activators and neighbourhood

parameters.

2.2.3 Other neighbourhood parameters

In addition to the neighbourhood size, some neighbourhoods make use of other para-

meter variables. For example, the neighbourhood that reverses a contiguous portion of

a subsequence seq:

$parameters:

find i,j : int (1..n) $n=|seq|

such that j - i = size ,

1The minus operator, x-y subtracts all elements of the set y from x
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|seq| = |active_seq|,

forAll k : int (0..n), k <= size . seq(i+k) = active_seq(j-k),

forAll (idx , v) in seq , idx < i \/ idx > j .

v = active_seq(idx)

Further remarks

Remark 1:

Since the neighbourhood constraints are disabled when the activator is set to false,

the parameter variables are left unconstrained. Any combination of values from their

domains is valid, not having any effect on the rest of the problem variables. In the case

of a disabled neighbourhood, it is counterproductive to have the parameter variables

be part of the solver’s systematic search as the solver would enumerate all assignments

to the variables with no effect. Hence, when a neighbourhood is not active, constraints

are posted to ensure that its parameter variables are assigned to a constant value,

effectively removing them from search.

!n1_activator -> and([ n1_size = 1, i = 1, j = 1])

Remark 2:

Note that, whilst in the sequence example, i and j were decision variables forming

part of the neighbourhood parameters, they could have instead been equivalently formu-

lated as existential quantifiers, just like in the previous example on sets. However, we

found that existential quantifiers (exist i in int(1..n). constraint(i)), especially

when nested, produced infeasibly large models as they refine into large disjunctions

(constraint(1)\/ constraint(2)\/ ... \/ constraint(n)). Hence, the neighbourhood

structures added to Conjure were explicitly designed to use decision variables; instead,

they became part of the neighbourhood parameters.

Remark 3:

As discussed later, all neighbourhood parameters are placed first in the search vari-

able order, meaning that the solver assigns these variables before searching the neigh-

bourhood. Therefore, we explicitly made it such that these parameters control factors

such as what inner element of a structure to select, what size of neighbourhood to use

and so on, so that the solver chooses this before beginning a search of a neighbourhood.

2.3 Neighbourhood generation rules

In the following section, we outline the process by which Conjure, as part of SNS, de-

rives neighbourhood structures from a given Essence specification. Essentially, Con-

jure starts by identifying the variable types in a problem and comparing them to

a set of rules. Each rule has a set of conditions, used to match against types (set,

sequence and so on) and attributes (injective, size and so on). If a rule’s conditions
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are satisfied, the rule generates the neighbourhood structure and appends it to the

specification.

2.3.1 Direct rules

Direct rules (full listing in Section 2.3.5) are concerned solely with the outer structure

of an Essence decision variable. For example, as discussed in the previous section,

given a set, SNS derives neighbourhood structures that add to the set, remove from

the set or swap elements of the set for others. If given a sequence, an inherently

ordered container, SNS, in addition, generates neighbourhood structures that move

elements such as reversing a contiguous subsequence or swapping the positions of two

elements. Given a partial function, neighbourhoods such as adding a newly defined

point or removing a previously defined point are generated. Note that the rules and

the neighbourhood structures that they generate are agnostic of the set or sequence’s

inner type; they focus on manipulating the outer structure. Section 2.3.5 shows a

full listing of the direct rules we have added to SNS. The previous section showed

examples of adding/removing from a set and reversing a contiguous subsequence of

a sequence. Below are some additional examples. In each example, p is the original

problem variable, active_p is its active counterpart, s is the neighbourhood size variable

and any additional variables are neighbourhood parameters.

$given a partial function p, Define values for s more elements of

the function domain.

$ p, active_p defined as function int (1..100) --> int (1..100)

such that

defined(active_p) subsetEq defined(p),

|defined(p)| - |defined(active_p| = s,

forAll i in defined(active_p) . p(i) = active_p(i)

$given an injective sequence p, Exchange the positions of s

elements with another s, basically allowing s swaps to take

place.

$ p, active_p defined as

$sequence (injective , size 100) of int (1..100)

such that s * 2 =

sum([ toInt(p(i) != active_p(i)) | i : int (1..100) ])

2.3.2 Lifted rules

Lifted rules are useful in operating on highly structured variables. Given some type τ1

with an inner type τ2, for example, a set of function int --> int, as well as operat-

ing on the outer structure (in this case the set), we also want to be able to manipulate

individual elements of that structure (in this case each function), since those elements

are themselves structured. For this reason, we also make use of lifted rules. A lifted rule
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generates a lifted neighbourhood structure that is parameterised by another neighbour-

hood structure. The lifted neighbourhood structure selects one or more elements from

the outer structure, forcing all other elements to remain unchanged. The inner type

is then tested against all rules producing a set of neighbourhood structures that can

operate on the inner type. For each of the inner neighbourhood structures, the lifted

neighbourhood structure is instantiated, resulting in a set of neighbourhood structures

that are able to isolate and operate on individual elements of a structure. We already

showed an example of a lifted rule in the previous section that creates a neighbourhood

structure that lifts elements from a set s:

exists i in p .

exists j in active_p .

innerNh(i,j) /\ p = active_p - {i} union {j}

active_p is the set holding the active assignment to p. The constraint p = active_p

- {i} union {j} forces all but one of the elements of p to remain the same as the

values in active_p innerNh is the neighbourhood structure created by the neighbour-

hood generation rule by which the outer lifted rule is parameterised. For example, if s

was a set of function, innerNh could be the example neighbourhood structure defined

in Section 2.3.1:

$i is a function taken from p, j is a function taken from

active_p.

defined(j) subsetEq defined(i),

|defined(i)| - |defined(j)| = s,

forAll k in defined(j) . i(k) = j(k)

However, lifted rules can themselves be lifted, allowing us to (1) reach into an

arbitrarily deep structure and (2) generate a large variety of neighbourhoods structures,

each one operating on a different nesting level of a structure. For example, if p was a

set of set of set of int, the neighbourhood that (1) selects a set i from p, then (2)

selects a set k from i and then (3) adds s elements to k is generated as follows:

find p : set of set of set of int ...

$lift elements (of type set of set of int) from p and active_p

exists i in p .

exists j in active_p .

$constrain the remaining sets to to be the same

p = active_p - {i} union {j} /\

$Lift elements (of type set of int)

exists k in i .

exists l in j .

$constrain remaining sets to be the same

i = j - {k} union {l} /\

$implement set add neighbourhood

l subsetEq k /\ |k| - |l| = s
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As discussed in Section 2.3.4, not all combinations of neighbourhoods are added as

some lead to impractically large constraint models.

2.3.3 Synchronised neighbourhoods

Finally, powerful neighbourhood structures can be constructed to make multiple sim-

ultaneous changes to multiple elements contained in the same structure, which must

be coordinated so that the modifications made are valid. For example, given a set of

sequences, we may wish to exchange elements between sequences, hence modifying the

value of two sequences within the set simultaneously. This is achieved by first using a

lifted rule to generate a neighbourhood structure that selects two sequences from a set

and then using a synchronised rule to add constraints between the selected sequences.

This concept of a lifted synchronised neighbourhood structure was already presented

in Section 2.2 where we moved a number of elements from one set to another. A full

listing of successfully implemented synchronised rules is included in Section 2.3.7.

2.3.4 A quick note on neighbourhood practicality

We have described the ability to generate neighbourhood structures that can make

changes at any level of nesting. However, though these neighbourhood structures are

easily expressed in the high-level language of Essence, when refined down to a low-

level solver, many neighbourhood structures decompose into an impractical number

of low-level constraints. As we discuss in Section 2.5, a significant drawback that we

discovered with SNS is that though only one neighbourhood is active at one time, the

presence of multiple large neighbourhoods negatively impacts the performance of the

solver overall (nodes searched per second). Hence, some of the neighbourhood rules

were adjusted to eliminate those neighbourhood structures observed to be negatively

impacting the solver.

For example, the neighbourhood structures that add or remove n elements to a set

was limited to sets of integers. In the case of more nested sets (set of sequence, for

example), these set neighbourhood structures were reformulated to add or remove a

single element of size n. This change was also necessary for multi-sets. At the time of

writing, we have not found it necessary to alter the more straightforward ordered types

such as sequences or functions from integers.

2.3.5 Listing of SNS direct neighbourhood generation rules

We have discussed direct rules both in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3.1. In this section, we

list out all the direct rules implemented in the SNS pipeline. Since each neighbourhood

always has the concept of a size, all rules are expressed with reference to their size

variable s.
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set and multi-set

Remove s elements from a set/multi-set.

Add s elements to a set/multi-set.

Exchange s elements for values not currently in a set/multi-set.

ExchangeOrRemove a total of s elements from a set/multi-set.

ExchangeOrAdd a total of s elements in a set/multi-set.

The ExchangeOrAdd and the ExchangeOrRemove neighbourhood structures, which

are the composition of two others, were added as they allow a neighbourhood to span

across a space that some local optimum would have previously disconnected. This is

primarily due to the basic hill climbing search procedure (Section 2.4.2) that SNS uses,

which prevents sequences of moves that temporarily worsen the objective.2 Hence,

composing swap with the add and remove operators reduces the chance of SNS getting

stuck in a local optimum.

sequence

Reverse contiguous subsequence of length s.

Exchange the positions of s elements with another s, basically allowing s swaps to take

place.

Relax domains of contiguous subsequence, length s, free a subsequence and perform a

standard unconstrained LNS search on that subsequence.

Cycle Left/Right elements of a sequence s positions left/right.

Remove End/Start s elements from the end/start of a sequence.

Add End/Start s elements to the end/start of a sequence.

function

Define values for s more elements of the function domain (assumes partial function).

UnDefine values for s elements of the function domain (assumes partial function).

SplitImages Select 2s elements from the image of a function, reduce to s elements

by finding pairs of elements in the preimage with previously distinct images and

constraining the images to be equal.

2As explained in Section 2.4.2, the research was intended to be focused on the quality of neigh-
bourhoods and not the numerous configurations that can be made to search strategies. Making the
relatively slow iterations of SNS perform well with more complex strategies was non-trivial and was
therefore left as future work.
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MergeImages Select 2s elements from a function who’s images form a set of size s.

Increase the image set to a size of 2s by finding pairs of elements in the preimage

with previously equal images and constraining the images to be instead distinct.

Exchange Select 2s elements from the defined domain of the function, allow the images

of these points to be changed.

2.3.6 Listing of SNS lifted neighbourhood generation rules

As parametrised over a generation rule r:

2.3.6.1 set or multiset

Lift single Select one item from a set/multi-set, apply rule r, keeping all other

elements the same.

Lift multiple Select multiple items from a set/multi-set, apply rule r, keeping all

other elements the same.

Notes on lifting multiple elements from a structure:

• Since multiple elements are being operated on simultaneously, r must be a syn-

chronised rule.

• The lifted rule selects as many elements as required by the synchronised gener-

ation rule r. For most, these are only two elements. As shown in the listing of

synchronised rules (Section 2.3.7), we did experiments with a synchronised rule

that operates on three elements. We have not explored the concept of lifting large

numbers of elements due to the explosion in the number of constraints generated.

2.3.7 Listing of SNS synchronised neighbourhood generation rules

Synchronised neighbourhood generation rules for size s.

As explained in Section 2.3.3, these rules are used in conjunction with lifted rules to

make simultaneous changes to multiple elements contained within the same structure.

Since Essence structures, without the use of the variant type3, do not support hetero-

geneous types, synchronised neighbourhood structures are only designed to operate on

two or more structures of the same type.

set and multi-set Move s elements from one set to another.

Exchange s elements between two sets.

unify find s elements that are in two sets, remove these elements from both sets

and add to a third.

3Essence structures are restricted to containing elements of the same type. A special type variant
can be used as a wrapper around multiple types.
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Merge a set with another set of size s.

Split s elements from a set to create a new set.

sequence Concatenate one sequence of length s to the end of another.

Split s elements from a sequence to create a new sequence.

Exchange s elements between two sequences.

CrossOver Exchange s contiguous elements between two sequences at the same

indices.

Move Remove s elements from the end of a sequence; add those elements to the

start or end of another sequence.

function CrossOver Exchange s elements from the image of one function with s ele-

ments from the image of another. That is, given two functions f1 and f2,

select s points that are in the domains of both f1 and f2. For each point,

exchange the image of the point on f1 with the image of the point on f2.

2.4 Low-level search, The SNS solver

2.4.1 Preparing input for the low-level SNS solver

The process described in the previous section generates a neighbourhood specification,

which is automatically refined by Conjure into a constraint model in Essence Prime.

Essence Prime [Ren10] is a solver-independent constraint modelling language offering

features similar to those of MiniZinc [NSB+07] or OPL [VHMPR99], with support for

Boolean and integer decision variables together with arithmetic, logical and global

constraints. This refined model produced by Conjure is annotated to indicate the

following:

• For each primary variable, the corresponding active variable.

• For each neighbourhood, the neighbourhood activator variable, neighbourhood

size variable, neighbourhood parameters and the primary variable — the primary

variable being the focus of the neighbourhood.

2.4.2 The SNS solver

As mentioned, the SNS solver is an extended, systematic CP solver, in this case, Min-

ion [GJM06]. The SNS solver takes as input a standard constraint model and the

annotations as produced by Conjure and Savile Row (discussed above). The al-

gorithm comprises of several constituent parts; the meta-level procedure is shown in

Algorithm 1 and is summarised below. SNS uses a simple search procedure, a basic

variant of hill climbing. The purpose of the simple procedure is to test our hypothesis,
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namely that the performance of automated local-search solvers can be improved by de-

riving neighbourhoods from a higher-level specification. Hence, the focus of this work is

on the construction of neighbourhood structures, more so than on finding the best per-

forming search strategy.4 The main SNS algorithm is formally defined in Algorithm 1

but is briefly described below. The algorithm’s first step is to find a random feasible

solution (Section 2.4.3). On finding a feasible solution, the main loop of the algorithm

(Algorithm 1) is begun. The following components are used during the main search

loop:

• The incumbent solution ι is the best solution found throughout the execution of

the algorithm.

• A feasible solution is improved by applying SNS-Improve().

• The variable s represents the neighbourhood size used for diversification, s = 1

initially.

SNS alternates between a climbing phase (represented by calls to SNS-Improve())

and an exploration phase (an application of a random neighbourhood).

In the exploration phase, a random neighbourhood is applied to ι (with size s) to

move away from ι, creating a new active solution σ that may be worse than ι. Note

that the exploration phase, required only to break out of local optima, is skipped if the

solver has only just found its first feasible solution.

Once exploration has selected solution σ at some distance from the incumbent ι,

SNS-Improve(), the main climbing phase, is applied to improve σ. If the result is better

than ι, it is accepted as the new incumbent, and s is reset to 1 for the next exploration

phase. In the case where the exploration phase has tried all neighbourhoods and none

have allowed the climbing phase to discover a better incumbent, s is increased. This

allows exploration to discover solutions that are further from ι.

If s reaches its limit and the incumbent solution has still not been improved on,

SNS falls back to generating new random feasible solutions (unrelated to ι), apply

SNS-Improve() to each one, and accept the first that improves on ι. In the following

subsections, we describe the constituent parts of the algorithm.

2.4.3 Finding Random Feasible Solutions

At two points SNS() requires the production of random feasible solutions (function

SNS-FindRandSoln()): to find the initial incumbent and to escape local optima when

the maximum neighbourhood size has been reached. For this purpose, we employ the

4Note, other search heuristics such as simulated annealing were tested with SNS. However, initial
results showed that the relatively slow iterations of SNS (around two per second) was not suitable
for explorative strategies, especially those that required some elements of online learning; consider the
learning of the initial temperature parameter in simulated annealing. Since the focus was intended to
be on neighbourhood quality, making SNS work with alternative search strategies was a lower priority.
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Algorithm 1 SNS()

$ ι: the incumbent (best solution found so far)
ι← SNS-Improve(SNS-FindRandSoln())
$ Each neighbourhood has an associated size
s← 1
while true do

for n ∈ neighbourhoods in random order do
Set size of n to s
σ ← SNS-Neighbourhood-Search(ι, n,Explore) . exploration phase
σ ← SNS-Improve(σ) . Climb phase
if σ improves upon ι then

s← 1, ι← σ
Continue while loop

end if
end for
if 2 ∗ s ≤ maximum neighbourhood size then

s← 2 ∗ s
else

repeat
σ ← SNS-Improve(SNS-FindRandSoln())

until σ improves upon ι
s← 1, ι← σ

end if
end while
return ι on timeout

Minion constraint solver [GJM06] to perform a standard CP backtrack search, using

a dom/wdeg variable ordering [BHLS04] and a random value ordering.

The dom/wdeg variable ordering improves as search proceeds. However, quite often,

before the heuristic has had time to learn a more optimal variable order, the solver

branches on a variable that the dom/wdeg variable ordering would have later identified

as a bad choice. Such bad decisions made early on can lead to the solver searching large

search trees with no solutions. The solver performs a random restart after the heuristic

has had time to learn a better variable ordering to mitigate this. More specifically, until

a feasible solution is found, the solver continually performs random restarts, beginning

at 100ms and increasing by a multiple of 1.5 each iteration.5

Remember that in addition to the original problem’s primary variables, the con-

straint model also contains Boolean activator variables, neighbourhood parameter vari-

ables, and active solution variables. In order for the SNS solver to perform a standard

CP backtrack search of the original problem, all of these variables must be excluded

from search and all neighbourhoods disabled. The simplest way to achieve this in the

existing pipeline was through a combination of extending the model and the solver, as

we now discuss.

Firstly, the SNS solver (Minion) disables all neighbourhoods by setting neighbour-

5See Section 2.5.2 for a discussion on time based resource limits.
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Algorithm 2 SNS-Improve(Active solution σ)

peakThreshold← α
increment← β× 1

number of neighbourhoods
while RandomValueIn({0 . . . 1}) ≥ peakThreshold do

n← SNS-Select-Neighbourhood()
σ′ ← SNS-Neighbourhood-Search(σ, n,Optimise)
if σ′ is not worse than σ then

peakThreshold← α
σ ← σ′

else
peakThreshold← peakThreshold + increment

end if
end while
return σ

hood activators (found using the model annotations) to false. Remember that since

all neighbourhood constraints are guarded by an implication on the neighbourhood

activator, this effectively disables all the neighbourhood constraints. In addition, as

described in Section 2.2, Conjure carefully models the problem such that a neigh-

bourhood’s parameter variables are all assigned a fixed value when the neighbourhood’s

activator variable is false. This ensures no neighbourhood parameter variables are left

unassigned, effectively removing the parameter variables from the search tree.

Finally, the active variables must be assigned some value; otherwise, they would be

included in the standard backtrack search. The SNS solver cannot simply assign an

arbitrary value to the concrete variables used to encode the abstract active variables.

This is because Conjure usually posts structural constraints on concrete variables to

ensure that they represent valid instances of the abstract types in the problem, whether

that may be a set of partition or a sequence of function (injective) for example.

This is solved by having Conjure provide one more Boolean variable, disableActiveSolution,

such that disableActiveSolution =⇒ primary variables = active variables. When ever

the solver needs to perform a standard backtrack search of the primary variables, the

SNS solver begins by assigning disableActiveSolution = true.

2.4.4 Finding Improved Solutions (SNS-Improve())

Algorithm 2 SNS-Improve() is called with a feasible solution σ, the active solution. We

select a neighbourhood (Section 2.4.5) and run the neighbourhood search procedure

(Section 2.4.6) in optimisation mode. If a solution σ′ that is at least as good as σ

is found, σ′ is made the new active solution and the process is repeated. If no σ′ of

sufficient quality is found within a given timeout, we add an increment to the peak-

Threshold, which is used to decide probabilistically if we have reached a local optimum.

In this paper we set α to 0.001 and β to 1
16 . Future work will explore tuning these

parameters.
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2.4.5 Neighbourhood Selection and the multi-armed problem

The SNS-Select-Neighbourhood() procedure (called from Algorithm 2) is used to find

the most promising neighbourhood at any point during search.

Given a specification with high-level nested types usually leads to Conjure gener-

ating several neighbourhoods. Conjure does not encode any knowledge as to which

neighbourhoods are likely to perform better in improving the objective. For instance,

the select an inner set and add elements performs very poorly in the Sonet problem

(Figure 1.4) as adding elements never improves the objective Of a solution. Remem-

ber that the SONET problem’s objective is to minimise the sum of the cardinalities

of the inner sets. This means that the inverse, select a set and remove elements is

a much more favourable neighbourhood as it reduces the sizes of sets, assuming the

neighbourhood contains assignments that satisfy the original problem constraints.

We discussed Adaptive LNS [RP06] in Section 1.2.3, a system that tries to dynam-

ically learn which neighbourhoods are the best performing and bias the search to such

neighbourhoods. SNS attempts to do the same by treating the problem of selecting a

neighbourhood as a variant on the Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) problem. The MAB

problem describes a series of levers, each of which, when pulled, returns some varying

amount of reward. We do not know ahead of time which lever is more likely to give a

larger reward.

Similarly, on each iteration of SNS-Improve(), one neighbourhood must be selected

to locally search the problem, after which a reward can be observed,better solution found, 1

better solution not found, 0

Our aim is, at each iteration, to select the neighbourhood most likely to contain a

better solution. Essentially, we must balance the exploitation of neighbourhoods that

have shown to perform well against the exploration of neighbourhoods that have been

tried less often. In order to do this, the notion of regret is introduced. The regret ρ

after T iterations is defined as the expected difference between the reward sum associ-

ated with a theoretical optimal strategy and the sum of the collected rewards actually

observed from the choices made. Hence, minimising this regret throughout search is

equivalent to minimising the time spent searching bad performing neighbourhoods.

The UCB1 [ACBF02] strategy was chosen to solve the MAB problem as its expected

regret grows logarithmically in line with the number of choices made. This means that,

though we should expect to continue making bad choices due to the nature of stochastic

problems, the frequency of bad choices SNS makes rapidly and continually reduces as

search proceeds. The UCB1 algorithm calculates regret as follows:

For each neighbourhood k, we record the average reward rk and the number of times

k has been tried in the search procedure nk out of a total of n iterations. For each
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neighbour the UCB value rk+
√

2 log(n)/nk is calculated, and a random neighbourhood

is chosen from amongst those with the highest UCB value. Essentially, we want to

select neighbourhoods with a higher average reward k, while also trying every so often,

neighbourhoods that are searched less, that is, neighbourhoods where the ratio n
nk

is

high. However, to limit the exploration, we instead use the ratio log(n)
nk

. The multiplier

2 is just a tunable constant. The higher the value, the more we bias towards exploration

instead of exploitation.

2.4.6 Neighbourhood Search

SNS-Neighbourhood-Search(σ, n, Mode) is responsible for searching the neighbourhood

n of the active solution σ. It can be run in two Modes. The first (Explore) accepts

the first solution of any objective value. This is used by SNS() in Algorithm 1. The

second mode (Optimise, employed by SNS-Improve()) treats the neighbourhood as a

constrained optimisation problem, accepting only those solutions with an objective

value at least as good as that of the active solution σ. Once Optimise finds a solution,

it will continue to search for a solution with a better objective value until a resource

limit is reached6.

Neighbourhood search is performed using the systematic Minion solver in a care-

fully controlled manner. The annotations supplied by Conjure are used to identify

the primary and active variables involved in neighbourhood n. The primary variables

are unassigned preparatory to search, and the activator variable for neighbourhood n

is set to true, removing the guard on the neighbourhood constraints.

We construct a variable ordering as follows. First is the neighbourhood size vari-

able for n, which is given an ascending value ordering. This forces the exploration

to begin close to the current active solution σ before systematically expanding out.

Next are placed the variables that control the neighbourhood parameters. A random

value ordering is used so that different portions of the neighbourhood are searched on

each activation. Finally come the primary variables upon which the neighbourhood

is operating: the representation of a partition, set, sequence, etc. These variables are

searched using a dom/wdeg ordering to find solutions as quickly as possible once the

neighbourhood parameters have been chosen.

2.4.7 Handling problems with multiple Essence variables

Many Essence problems make use of only one abstract variable. However, since this is

not all problems, SNS clearly needs a strategy for handling multiple Essence variables

in a problem. If a problem uses multiple variables, it is unusual that such variables are

not connected by some subset of the constraints. For this reason, SNS cannot operate

6Here, the resource limit was simply a fixed amount of CPU time. In preliminary experiments, we
found a time limit more effective than a search node limit as the latter penalises simple neighbourhoods
with high node rates. See Section 2.5.2 for a discussion on resource limits.
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as described where a single variable is freed for search whilst others remain assigned,

especially as SNS does not enter violating spaces. In order to solve this, we introduced

the notion of primary and secondary neighbourhoods as we now explain.

For each abstract variable in a problem, Conjure generates a set of neighbourhood

structures. In each iteration of search, every variable is unassigned, and a single neigh-

bourhood from each variable’s neighbourhood set is activated. One neighbourhood is

designated a primary neighbourhood, meaning that its variables (size, parameters and

original problem variables) are placed first in the search order. The remaining activ-

ated neighbourhoods are designated secondary neighbourhoods. Their variables are

appended to the search order following the primary neighbourhood’s variables.

The purpose of the primary neighbourhood is to search for an assignment that

improves on the objective. During systematic search, the solver is forced to only search

the primary neighbourhood’s variables until an improved objective is observed; only

then are the secondary neighbourhoods’ variables searched.While searching the primary

neighbourhood’s variables, since they proceed all other neighbourhood variables in the

search order, the secondary neighbourhoods’ variables are still unassigned, allowing

propagations from the primary neighbourhood to filter their domains appropriately. In

other words, we make changes to one variable whilst leaving the others unassigned so

that the primary neighbourhood is unrestricted in its search.

On finding an improving assignment to the primary neighbourhood’s variables, a

value must still be assigned to the remaining variables. The secondary neighbourhoods’

purpose is to find such a value whilst controlling the search to only make small local

changes compared to the active assignment.

Consider this made up example of a specification:

find s : set of (1..5)

find t : set of (1..5)

such that |s intersect t| = 0

$s and t do not intersect

maximising |[i | i <- s, i % 2 = 0]|

$maximising number of even elements in s

With the initial assignment s = {2} and t = {4,5}. s has its set of neighbourhood

structures (add element, remove element, swap element and so on), so does t. Assume

for instance, that in some iteration, the solver has selected add element to s as a

primary neighbourhood and remove element from t as a secondary neighbourhood.

1. Neighbourhood (add element to s) searches for improving assignment, tries adding

1, no improvement, solver backtracks.

2. Neighbourhood (add element to s) searches for improving assignment, tries adding

4, improvement found, proceed to remaining variables.
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3. Neighbourhood (remove element from t) searches for valid assignment, removes

4, complete assignment found.

Of course, adding 4 to s may result in 4 being removed from t by propagation which

is fine, the remove from set will still act as if it removed 4 and find the same complete

assignment.

2.4.8 Other forms of declarative neighbourhood search

We quickly refer back to the review of declarative neighbourhood search (Section 1.2.6).

Research into SNS has primarily focused on the automatic generation of declarative

neighbourhoods from high-level specifications. The low-level solver was quickly de-

signed such that the basic and well-understood strategies such as hill climbing could

be used to control the generated neighbourhoods. Other approaches, published at the

same time, such as the work in [BFPS19, DDLBS+18], have instead focused on provid-

ing generic, solver-independent interfaces to declarative neighbourhood search. There

are many similarities between the Minion solver as adapted to support SNS and the

methods published in [BFPS19, DDLBS+18]. Common to all these approaches are:

• Modelling the active assignment in a duplicate set of active variables.

• Modelling neighbourhood structures as sets of constraints.

• Using Boolean guards to enable and disable neighbourhood structures.

• Using a systematic solvers ability to carry out random restarts to support the

searching of neighbourhoods.

However, as mentioned in Section 1.2.6, the work in [BFPS19, DDLBS+18] provide

a more generic implementation, giving the modeller far more control over the search.

Metaheuristic (hill-climbing, simulated annealing and so on) and neighbourhood selec-

tion strategies (round-robin, adaptive and so on) can be directly encoded as part of the

input model, rather than having to hard code these algorithms into the solver as with

SNS. Using these approaches as an alternative backend to SNS would be an interesting

point of future work.

2.5 An evaluation of Structured Neighbourhood Search

SNS is compared against 12 competing configurations:

• Two leading constraint-based local search solvers, Oscar-CBLS [BMFP15] and

Yuck [Mar19], both with symmetry and non-symmetry broken models (see Fig-

ure 2.1);
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• Two large neighbourhood solvers, explanation-based [PLJ14] (LNSEB) and propagation-

guided [PSF04] (LNSPG), built on top of Choco, using both symmetry broken

and non-symmetry broken models, (see Figure 2.1).

• Finally, since SNS is built on top of a systematic solver, several configurations of

state-of-the-art systematic solvers are compared, Chuffed 7 and OR-tools, again

with and without symmetrey breaking constraints, (see Figure 2.2).

The instances used in this thesis were the same as those used in the IJCAI public-

ation of Athanor [ADJ+19]. Quoting from this paper:

The instances used in this work come from popular benchmarking data-

sets whenever possible and are randomly generated otherwise. The in-

stances for TSP, CVRP, Knapsack and Social Golfers are taken from TS-

PLIB [Rei95], VRP-REP [MGH+14], Pisinger’s hard knapsack [Pis05], and

CSPLib [MHG+00], respectively. For SONET and MEB, a parameterised

instance generator is manually created for each problem, and non-trivial

instances are generated using the automatic algorithm configuration tool

irace [LIDLC+16] to search in the parameter space of the generator. The

number of instances ranges from 30 to 60 per problem class. All instances

or reference links to them are available in the GitHub repository of Ath-

anor8.9

Note that, in contrast to the IJCAI publication of SNS [AAG+18], which used the

automated Conjure/Essence pipeline to produce MiniZinc models, MiniZinc mod-

els in this work were manually constructed or, where possible, sourced from previous

publications. This was in order to exclude the possibility of the pipeline introducing

unknown modelling inefficiencies. For the LNS solvers, since MiniZinc was not trivially

supported, models were manually constructed in their required input format, designed

to match the MiniZinc models as closely as possible. As the other solvers can accept

both a symmetry broken and non-symmetry broken model, the best performing variant

for each problem is compared against SNS.

All solvers were run ten times for a period of 10 minutes on all problem instances,

and the results were summarised using both the MiniZinc incomplete scoring method

(Section 2.5.1) and our median rescaled scoring method (Section 2.5.2). Finally, since

10 minutes is somewhat an arbitrary time limit, scores are calculated for each second

(1, 2, . . . , 600).

7https://github.com/chuffed/chuffed
8https://github.com/athanor
9Note, Social Golfers was not used in this experiment as SNS, along with the two variants of LNS,

do not support satisfaction problems.

https://github.com/chuffed/chuffed
https://github.com/athanor
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2.5.1 MiniZinc incomplete scoring

The MiniZinc incomplete scoring method10 is ideal for local-search solver competitions.

This is because the incomplete nature of local-search solvers means that they are not

guaranteed to find solutions of the same quality and Hence, any comparison between

local-search solvers must consider both the quality of the assignments found and the

time taken to find the assignments. The MiniZinc incomplete scoring method achieves

this as follows:

Given a problem, each pair of solvers s and s′ are scored on every problem instance

i. Solver s is awarded 1 if q(s, i) is better than q(s′, i); 0 if q(s, i) is worse than q(s′, i);

or in the case that q(s, i) = q(s′, i), t(s′,i)
t(s′,i)+t(s,i) . Note, q(x, y) is the quality of the best

solution found by solver x on instance y, t(x, y) is the time taken by solver x on instance

y to find this solution. Note, the MiniZinc incomplete scoring method is used as the

solvers either do not support systematic search or cannot prove optimality within the

given time allowance. In this experiment, we are concerned with the ability to find

good solutions fast over the ability to prove optimality.

Figure 2.1: Using the MiniZinc incomplete scoring method to Benchmark SNS against
other local-search solvers, using the best version (with/without symmetry breaking) of
the competing solvers
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As shown in Figure 2.1, SNS bests all other local-search solvers in CVRP, SONET

and PPP, the higher-level problems in this experiment. As expected, SNS is not as

good in the lower-level problems TSP, Knapsack and MEB. This aligns well with our

10https://www.MiniZinc.org/challenge2020/rules2020.html
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Figure 2.2: Using the MiniZinc incomplete scoring method to Benchmark SNS against
systematic search solvers, using the best version (with/without symmetry breaking) of
the competing solvers
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hypothesis, namely that SNS would perform better in problems that contain high-

level structures, as opposed to the significantly unsatisfactory performance in the less

structured problems.

Consider the structured problems and the neighbourhood structures that performed

well on each, as identified by the UCB neighbourhood selector (UCB is described in

Section 2.4.5):

• CVRP (set of sequence of int, model shown in Figure 1.3). Preferred neigh-

bourhoods are,

– select one sequence and reverse a contiguous subsequence, which emulates

the opt move, popular in CVRP solvers [Cro58].

– selects a sequence and swaps the positions of elements (i.e. two locations),

which allows the solver to make small optimisations to the route of a partic-

ular vehicle.

– select two sequences and merge one into the other, which allows costly loc-

ations to be moved from one vehicle’s route to another.

• SONET (set of set of int, model shown in Figure 1.4). Preferred neighbour-

hoods are,
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– Remove a set from the set of sets, removes any unnecessary rings.

– Select a set and exchange or remove elements, allows one ring to be optim-

ised.

• PPP (set of function int --> int, model shown in Figure 1.6). Preferred neigh-

bourhoods are those that combine a set remove (removing elements from the

hosts) with several of the neighbourhoods on functions. Essentially, removing a

host and randomly using one of the other neighbourhoods to fix the schedule.

Conversely, the remaining problems which do not perform well, do not exhibit nested

structures.

• TSP, model shown in (sequence of int, Section 1.5.2).

• Knapsack, model shown in (sequence of int, Section 1.5.2).

• MEB, model shown in (function int --> int, Figure 1.5).

When compared against systematic solvers (Figure 2.2), we see SNS outperforming

almost all configurations in both the high-level and low-level problems. We do not

consider this a special feature of SNS, considering that SNS is a local-search solver,

which are all generally designed to find high-quality solutions quickly. The experiment

shown in Figure 2.2 is only used as a performance reference.

2.5.2 The Median rescaled objective method

We also show below a different representation of the results. To explain why, we refer

to the previous section, in which we mentioned that the resource limits used in the SNS

solver, used to control the random restarts and the effort spent on each neighbourhood,

were expressed as CPU time limits. Though we would have preferred to have used a

deterministic resource limit, such as a node count, the issue is that different neighbour-

hoods exhibited drastically different performance characteristics. As we explain below,

some neighbourhood structures refined into an extremely large number of constraints.

This meant that, when comparing some problems, an order of magnitude difference

was observed in the nodes per second achieved by the SNS solver (Minion), and hence

yielding no suitable common ground for a node based resource limit. Perhaps a more

fine grain measure could have been used such as the number of propagation events.

However, this would have required some reengineering and as explained below, there

were more significant issues with the SNS approach.

Our alternative representation of the results are designed to give a clearer indication

in the variability in the performance of the solvers. First, since solutions to a given

problem can have vastly different objective values depending on the size of the instance,

we must rescale all values to a range 0 . . . 1. This is achieved by calculating the following

for each instance i:
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• Calculate ai, the smallest objective value found by all solvers throughout their 10

minute run on the instance i.

• Calculate bi, the largest objective value found by all solvers throughout their 10

minute run on the instance i.

• For all objective values oi found by all solvers on the given instance i, calculate

the rescaled objective ri = oi−ai
bi−ai .

These rescaled objective values can then be averaged across multiple instances of

the same problem as they are all rescaled to the same range. Our setup is therefore as

follows:

• All solvers ran 10 times on each instance of every problem.

• For each individual run on each instance, at each time point (seconds 1, 2, . . . , 600),

we log the best rescaled objective found by the solver so far on that run. If, at a

given time point, a solver has found no solution, it is assumed to have an objective

value of infinity.

• For each instance, rescale all objective values found by all solvers throughout

their 10 minute run to a range 0 . . . 1.

• For each problem p, solver s and time point t (1, 2, . . . , 600), calculate the median

of all the rescaled objective values found by s at time point t across all runs of

all instances of p.

The results are shown in figures 2.3 and 2.4. Note that, for a given solver, since we

are combining results from instances of possibly varying difficulty, we are combining

median curves that might not necessarily follow the same trajectory. The confidence

intervals for the solvers must therefore be compared relative to each other. If we observe

a large uncertainty for all solvers, this would simply indicate that the instances span a

large range of difficulties. If, instead, we observe some solvers with a large uncertainty

and some with a small significantly smaller uncertainty value, this would indicate that

the solvers with a large uncertainty are exhibiting a more varied performance.

Here, we observe the latter behaviour. SNS exhibits stable performance as compared

to completing solvers such as Yuck and Oscar-CBLS which conversely exhibit large

uncertainties.

2.5.3 The drawbacks of SNS

We identify two problems with the approach of SNS. First is the expensive implement-

ation of neighbourhood structures (specific to SNS), which we discuss below. Second

is the expensive refinement of some high-level types into low-level representations (af-

fects all low-level solvers), which we address with our alternative approach Athanor,

discussed in the following chapter.
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Figure 2.3: Using the Median rescaled objective method to Benchmark SNS against
other local-search solvers, using the best version (with/without symmetry breaking) of
the competing solvers
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Whilst SNS neighbourhood structures can be expressed concisely in Essence, lever-

aging the abstract high-level nature of the high-level specification language), many of

these neighbourhood structures decompose into a very large number of constraints. The

neighbourhood structure that changes an integer in a set of set of int must include

all the constraints necessary to enforce that all other integers and their containing sets

remain unchanged. The large number of additional neighbourhood constraints causes

poor performance (nodes per second) in the solver. The problem is more evident in

neighbourhood structures that describe larger changes to nested types, for example,

select two sets s and t from a set of sets and allow n elements to be exchanged between

s and t, whilst keeping everything else unchanged. Furthermore, if a user were to intro-

duce the neighbourhood structures manually, they would likely choose a small subset

determined to work well on the problem. However, deriving neighbourhood structures

from types can lead to a large number of neighbourhood structures being introduced

into the problem. Whilst we argue that the generated neighbourhood structures are

more semantically meaningful to the problem structure, not all of the generated neigh-

bourhood structures are likely to perform well. Unfortunately, since they are part of the

model, regardless if they are or are not chosen by the neighbourhood selection strategy,

they incur a cost to the solver’s performance.

The large number of additional constraints can be roughly judged simply by ex-
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Figure 2.4: Using the Median rescaled objective method to Benchmark SNS against
systematic search solvers, using the best version (with/without symmetry breaking) of
the competing solvers
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amining the size of the SNS input files given to the solver. The CVRP problem with

23 locations, when refined into Minion input without neighbourhood structures, has

a file size of 4MB; when the neighbourhood structures are added, this increases to

15Mb. Perhaps more evident is that the nodes per second observed with the SNS file

is 25% (approximately) that observed with the normal Minion input. This does not

agree with the local-search paradigm, which usually benefits from the ability to attempt

many changes in rapid succession. Given this, we do not believe that SNS would scale

well to larger problem instances, a significant drawback if the solver is to be used in

industrial applications.

Consider Table 2.1 which shows some Savile Row modelling times for CVRP

instances ranging across different sizes both those with and without neighbourhood

structures. We observe that for small instances that are easy to refine, the additional

modelling time for SNS is either insignificant or non-existent. However, when given lar-

ger instances, we observe Savile Row modelling times for the SNS instances approach

double that of the standard instances.

In the following chapter, we investigate an alternative approach. Rather than follow-

ing a declarative neighbourhood style whereby neighbourhood structures are encoded as

large sets of constraints, a system more similar to constraint-based local-search solvers

(Section 1.2.4) could be used; built-in neighbourhood structures for each of the high-
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Table 2.1: A table comparing the performance of Savilerow and Minion on CVRP
instances, with and without neighbourhood structures. SR time no-nhs, number of
seconds to refine the instance without neighbourhood structures; SR time with-nhs,
number of seconds to refine the instance with neighbourhood structures.

Instance size SR time no-nhs SR time with-nhs

16 10 8
20 42 46
30 432 1291
40 1114 2609
50 1452 2461

level types hard-coded as procedures. Unfortunately, we do not believe that this can be

trivially achieved with a traditional low-level solver as types such as partitions, multi-

sets, sets and relations all have multiple refinements. Hence, neighbourhood structures

would have to be specialised to work on all the different representations.

Rather, we propose a solver that, instead of operating on low-level refinements,

directly instantiates and operates on abstract, high-level types such as those found in

Essence specifications. Our hypothesis is that this results in a more efficient imple-

mentation of a local-search solver that can still use high-level information derived from

Essence specifications. However, as we explore, we also hypothesise that such a solver

benefits from significantly increased scalability on a range of problems, with the ability

to solve instances for which other solvers cannot even begin search.
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Chapter 3

Athanor: Solving Essence

In the previous chapter, we described SNS, our first approach to augmenting the per-

formance of local-search by designing a system, similar to that of large neighbourhood

search, that can make use of information derived from high-level constraint specifica-

tions. However, the SNS solver was still, at the core, a low-level solver, only operating

on variables of type integer and Boolean. In this chapter, we present a novel solver

that operates directly on unrefined, high-level abstract variable types, beginning with

the motivation.

3.1 Motivation

Low-level models are either created by hand or, more recently, as described in Sec-

tion 1.1, can be automatically produced from higher-level specifications by tools such

as Conjure. For complete solvers, the choice to refine all abstract variables to concrete

variables is a reasonable one. It greatly simplifies a number of operations carried out

by complete solvers. For example, it is easier to Enumerate all possible assignments to

a variable (Section 1.2) if the variable is of type integer or Boolean. It also simplifies

constraint propagation/domain filtering as we can concisely express for each domain,

which values should be excluded, not so with nested variable types such as a set of sets.

On the other hand, local-search solvers do not necessarily need to support the

above operations. As discussed in Section 1.2.2, Constraint-based Local-search solvers

do not need to be able to explore all possible assignments; they do not typically follow

backtrack search. Rather, they randomly explore the space of assignments by making

random manipulations to an existing complete assignment. Constraint-based solvers

do not even rely on propagation in the traditional sense. Since during search, there

exists at all times a complete assignment to all variables, the concept of using the values

of some variables to prune the domain of others is not really applicable.1 Rather, the

constraints are used simply to evaluate each assignment, scoring each assignment based

on which constraints are satisfied and the value of the objective function (if present).

1with the exception of one-way constraints (Section 1.2.4)
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However, it may be noted that despite this, to our knowledge, local-search solvers still

operate on low-level models. We assume this is so that low-level solvers have the ability

to solve the large number of problems already modelled for systematic solvers2.

Considering this, this chapter investigates the question of whether or not the per-

formance of local-search can be improved by designing a new high-level solver which

directly instantiates and operates on high-level variable types such as set, function,

partition and so on, without following the usual route of refining these types into low-

level representations. In doing so, we have created Athanor, a solver that operates

directly on a range of high-level Essence types, even those that are arbitrarily nested

(set of sequence of partition of ...). In this thesis, we investigate two main bene-

fits of Athanor, namely, increased performance due to higher quality neighbourhoods

and improved scalability on a range of problems.

The rest of this motivation section (Section 3.1) is organised as follows:

• Section 3.1.1 revisits the idea of automatically deriving neighbourhoods from a

constraint specification or model, and why we propose that a better approach of

doing this would be via a high-level solver such as Athanor.

• Section 3.1.2 describes Athanor’s ability to dynamically vary the amount of

memory during search used for representing high-level structures such as sets,

multi-sets and sequences and why this leads to improved scalability for many

problems.

• Section 3.1.4 concludes with a brief outline of some of Athanor’s other benefits

and contributions.

3.1.1 Motivation 1: Quality of Neighbourhoods

We derive a similar hypothesis to that described in Section 2.1. As already described

in that section, the range of abstract mathematical types available in Essence means

that very often, the majority of a problem is captured in one or two Essence variables,

with many of the problem constraints being described by the variables’ type invariants.

It is for this reason that this thesis has focused on Essence variables as a means

to construct neighbourhood structures that are likely to perform well under local-

search; the variable types are a strong indicator of the structure of a problem. The

utility of deriving neighbourhood structures from high-level Essence types was already

demonstrated in work on the SNS solver (Section 2.3), and in fact, Athanor derives

a very similar set of neighbourhoods. A full listing is included in Section 3.3.4. As

we explore in this chapter, The difference between the two solvers is that a high-level

solver such as Athanor can explore the high-level neighbourhoods far more efficiently.

Consider the method by which neighbourhood structures are encoded in SNS. SNS

neighbourhood structures contrast from those in Athanor as SNS neighbourhoods

2This does not include problem specific solvers which internally use their own custom data structures
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structures are more similar to those in Large Neighbourhood Search (Section 1.2.3)

whilst Athanor’s neighbourhood structures are more similar to those found in constraint-

based local-search solvers (Section 1.2.4). In LNS, a subset of the variables have their

domains relaxed and a systematic solver is used to search the space of assignments.

In SNS, which extends LNS, constraints are posted on the relaxed variables, stream-

lining the systematic solver into making assignments that reflect high-level operations,

add to set, remove from set and so on. However, the issue is that the SNS gener-

ated neighbourhood structures are often very expensive to encode, each neighbourhood

structure uses a large set of constraints to describe a set of allowed changes to a vari-

able. For example, allowing exactly one sequence in a set of sequences to have its

subsequence reversed whilst keeping everything else unchanged. This leads to SNS

constraint models being many times larger than the original.

On the other hand, neighbourhood structures in Athanor are simply prepro-

grammed procedural operations (moves) which alter existing assignments to variables,

just like with constraint-based local-search systems. CBLS solvers such as Comet or

Oscar-CBLS (and now Athanor) operate by using procedures to change assignments

to variables, reevaluating the constraints and the objective after each change. However,

low-level CBLS solvers are limited in the range of neighbourhood structures that they

can automatically derive. These solvers use the presence of a global constraint cg such

as allDifferent to derive neighbourhood moves that change the assignment to variables

under cg without violating cg. For example, given a set of variables whose values are all

distinct, swapping the values assigned to two of the variables forms a new assignment

whilst maintaining the fact that they are still distinct. In the absence of such global

constraints, CBLS solvers resort to the simplest neighbourhood: reassign the value of

a single integer variable. Other constraints that typically have specialised neighbour-

hoods are, global cardinality constraint [JC96], circuit [FS14], linear inequality and

inverse, as discussed in Section 1.2.4.

Conversely, rather than simply manipulating integers, a solver that operates on

abstract Essence variables can derive the same sort of neighbourhood structures as

found in SNS, adding or removing a value from a set; reversing a subsequence of

a sequence, or swapping elements between cells of a partition. Furthermore, these

neighbourhoods will ensure that the invariants defined by the type are not violated. For

example, neighbourhoods designed to change the assignment to an Essence partition

variable will ensure that the new value still forms a valid partition. This is further

elaborated on in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.2 Motivation 2: Improved scalability

Athanor’s claim for scalability can be drawn from the method in which the high-

level solver handles Essence types whose values can have a variable size. In order

to demonstrate this, we construct examples based off the Essence set type. Note,
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however, that the same idea can be applied to the many types present in Essence.

Since a solver such as Athanor natively supports the instantiation of high-level

types such as sets, multi-sets and sequences, it also supports the fact that values of

these types can have a varying cardinality. For example,

find s : set (minSize 5, maxSize 1000) of int (1..1000) ,

A set which, during search, can be assigned a value of size {5, 6, . . . , 1000}.
However, when refining this into a low-level representation consisting of integers

and Booleans, suitable for input to a traditional constraint solver, a fixed number of

variables must be used, sufficiently many to encode the set at its maximum cardinality.

Constraints are then used to model the set having a variable cardinality (see below).

This can be a detriment to performance when it is discovered only during search, that

the set of optimal (or even feasible) solutions to the problem contain only sets with a

significantly smaller cardinality. This is further impacted when the problem contains

quantifications over the set,

forAll i in s . constraint(i)

which, in the case of a traditional local-search solver, is statically unrolled before search,

one copy of constraint(i) for each element that may be entered into the set. This is

discussed below, along with an example of low-level representations of sets.

By contrast, throughout search, Athanor can dynamically allocate and deallocate

memory in accordance with the addition and deletion of elements from the set, meaning

that Athanor scales to the size of the solutions found during search and not to the

maximum possible size of a solution. In addition, when quantifying over a set or

even any variable-sized structure (multi-set, sequence), Athanor will, during search,

dynamically add (unroll) and delete constraints in accordance with changes in the

size of the structure. Finally, as we describe throughout this chapter, the scalability

advantages are most notable when these structures are nested, for example, a set of

sequences, which to our knowledge is a feature unique to Athanor.

It must be noted that some solvers have started supporting variables of type set

of int. However, in addition to being limited to one level of nesting (not supporting

set of set of int), set variables in traditional solvers internally use a fixed size rep-

resentation (such as one described below), evident in their inability to perform on

problems containing variables with large cardinality upper-bounds. See our scalability

experiments in Section 4.3.

3.1.3 Set representations

We now concretely compare the representation of sets in Athanor to two different

set representations commonly used in low-level solvers (occurrence versus explicit).

Following this is a comparison of these representations to that used in Athanor. In

what follows, |τ | is used to refer to the size of the domain.
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3.1.3.1 Representation 1 : Occurrence

In order to model a set s of τ , using the occurrence representation, a bijective mapping

f between elements of the domain τ and the integers {1, 2, . . . , |τ |} is required. A

matrix M indexed by [1, 2, . . . , |τ |] of Booleans is used such that, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |τ |}.i ∈
S ⇐⇒ M [f(i)] = true.

Notice that the domain constructor of s specifies a maximum size n. This must be

enforced by posting a constraint |s| ≤ n. |s| can be calculated by summing the values

of the elements of M , (true 7→ 1, false 7→ 0).

The occurrence representation is usually the best performing, requiring fewer nodes

of search [Jef07]; The trade-off being that the representation requires more memory

as it enumerates all the possible elements that may be inserted into the set. It allows

efficient tests if an element is a member of a set via an O(1) check, M [f(v)]. For

the same reason, it is also a good representation for enforcing constraints between

sets such as union or intersect. If τ is the integer domain, f(v) for v ∈ τ is simple,

f(v) = v − (min(τ)− 1). This can be easily extended to support tuples of integers.

However, note the disadvantage that the occurrence representation scales according

to the number of elements in τ , regardless of the maximum cardinality of s. A good

example of this can be seen in the Golomb Ruler problem, which uses a variable of

domain set (size x) but requires 2x bits to encode as the inner domain is int(1..2x).

Also, note that when τ is of a structured type, there appears to be no better way to

construct the mapping f other than by explicitly listing it out in a table constraint.

3.1.3.2 Representation 2 : Explicit

There are several variants of the explicit representation. As the name suggests, common

to all variants is an explicit listing, in the form of a matrix m, of the values that are

present in the set s. Each set element τ is represented by a distinct element of m.

Therefore, the number of elements in m is the maximum cardinality of s. For a fixed

size set, every element is forced to be distinct. For a variable-sized set, additional

variables are added (flags) used to encode for each element, whether or not it is present

in the set. Only those elements of m marked as being in s are forced to be distinct.

Each element of m may consist of multiple concrete types if the encoding of each τ

element requires multiple concrete variables.

The set invariant (distinctness of elements) is enforced differently depending on

whether or not the representation is to be symmetry broken . Simply enforcing elements

to be distinct allows for symmetries in solutions, that is, multiple assignments can

represent the same set. [1,3,4] encodes the same set as [1,4,3]. In the case of a

complete systematic search, these symmetries are broken by forcing each element of m

to be less than the element that follows. This retains the distinctness constraint whilst

forcing the solver to use a canonical assignment for each value of s.

The representation of types is discussed in detail in Section 3.2.2. For this section,
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it is sufficient to note that Athanor uses an array to store each of the set elements;

each element is simply a reference to another value which may be of any type. The

array is variable-sized, always matching the cardinality of s. An element is added to s

by appending it to the array, removed by deleting it from the array. This is why the

set effectively requires no memory (modulo the array container) when the set is empty.

Now in comparison, remember, for traditional solvers, the number of low-level variables

(which everything must be refined to) is fixed before search is begun. Concretely, for

the occurrence representation, this means |τ | bits (one bit for each Boolean) in the best

case. For the explicit representation, nx bits are used, n is the maximum cardinality of

the set, and x is the number of bits used to represent elements of τ , In the best case,

x = log |τ |.
For example, in the case that τ is an integer,

Minion encoding 1: Bound [GJM06] The domain is stored as an upper and lower

bound; the maximum and minimum value in the domain, respectively. This has

a space complexity of O(log |τ |) bits.

Minion encoding 2: discrete [GJM06] A bit array of length |τ | where each bit

represents whether or not a corresponding value is present in the domain. This

has a space complexity of |d| bits.

GECODE encoding: extended bounds [Gec16] GECODE extends the bounds

representation, modelling an integer domain as a set of bounds. Each bound

represents a contiguous range of integers that are in the domain. Notice that this

still has a best and worst case complexity equivalent to that of the bounds and

discrete representations, respectively.

In short, |τ | bits for an occurrence set of any type, n log |τ | bits for an explicit

set of int, can be more depending on the encoding of the inner type.

If we have a variable such as,

find E : set of set of int (1..100)

If the occurrence representation is used, since the size of the domain set of int

(1..100) is 2100, the most compact representation (occurrence) requires that 2100

Booleans would need to be allocated at the start of search. This is clearly incon-

ceivable. Realistically, as explained above, it is unlikely that such a representation

would be used for a nested set type due to the need to have most constraints on e being

encoded as exponentially large table constraints.

However, the explicit representation would be even worse in terms of memory con-

sumption. If the outer set was modelled explicitly, as described, this would require a

matrix of 220 values where each matrix represents one of the inner sets. Each inner

matrix would either consist of O(20) bits (20 Booleans for occurrence) or O(20 log 20)

bits (20 integer variables for bounds). In short, 220 × 20 Boolean or integer variables.
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Obviously, in order to avoid these issues, upper bounds are usually added to the car-

dinality of nested variable types. However, for many problems, the deduced maximum

size is still far larger than the size required to produce feasible or optimal solutions.

It should be noted that Athanor does not improve on the worst case; that is where

optimal values of a variable are those of its maximum size. This is most often seen when

problems use fixed-sized structures.

3.1.4 Other contributions

We propose a few other benefits of Athanor.

• Easier to describe certain constraints. For example, in order to enforce an

allDifferent constraint on to a list of values with nested types, disequality con-

straints are posted on to every pair of values. However, enforcing disequality on

a nested type refines into a disjunction of disequalities on the concrete variables

used to represent the high-level value. In contrast, Athanor can use hash func-

tions and hash sets and any other data structure available to Turing-complete

languages to encode the constraint.

• No model refinement time. The process of refining a model to concrete variables

via a tool such as Conjure and then tailoring the model to a particular solver

using a tool such as Savile Row or Minizinc can take a long time. This is espe-

cially if, referring to our comments on scalability (Section 3.1.2), the maximum

cardinalities of the high-level variables are large. As already discussed, this stems

from the need to statically unroll quantifiers over the large structures (sets, se-

quences, etc.), instantiating a copy of the quantifier expression for each element

that could possibly be inserted into the structure. By contrast, at the start of

search, Athanor encodes quantifiers in a more abstract manner, no unrolling is

performed, only the generator and a template of the expression to be unrolled are

stored. Only once the initial (usually small) values are chosen for the variables

in the problem and search begun, are the quantifiers lazily unrolled, instantiating

as many copies of the quantifier expression as there are elements at that point in

search.

3.2 Essence Expressions

This section covers how Essence expressions are represented and evaluated in Ath-

anor and is organised as follows:

• Section 3.2.1: introduces the Athanor expression interface and abstract syntax

tree.

• Section 3.2.2: presents examples of how Essence variables with abstract nested

types, such as set of sequence, are represented in Athanor.
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• Section 3.2.3: outlines the concept of incremental evaluation, which is implemen-

ted using a system of triggers.

• Section 3.2.5-Section 3.2.7.4: includes detailed examples of expressions on a range

of Essence types and how they are re-evaluated as variables are manipulated

during search.

• Section 3.2.8: describes the quantifier dynamic unrolling feature, which is neces-

sary for Athanor’s scalability

• Section 3.2.9: describes the concept of violation attributions, identifying the vari-

ables whose values are the cause for violating constraints.

• Section 3.2.10: talks about problems in which variables are functionally defined

on others, why it is an issue and how it is handled by Athanor.

3.2.1 The Expression Interface

In Athanor, each Essence expression is represented as an abstract syntax tree (AST).

That is, every variable and operator can be viewed as a node in a tree. The leaf-nodes

of the tree encode the variables in the problem. Non leaf-nodes encode the operators,

where each child of a node represents an operand to the operator (see Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.1: An Essence expression, constraining the sum of the sizes of sets s1 and s2

to be equal to c

find s1 ,s2 : set of ...

find c : int ...

such that |s1| + |s2| = c

Figure 3.2: The same expression depicted in AST form

=:true

c:3 sum:3

|s1|:2 |s2|:1

s1:{1,2} s2:{1}

Every node can be queried for a value. In the case of a leaf-node, this is the value

assigned to the variable represented by the leaf. In the case of a non leaf-node, this

is the value produced by evaluating the operator encoded by the node. In most cases,

operators cache their value after evaluation and simply return this cached value when

queried. However, some operators, such as OpSequenceIndex (described here) forward
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the request for a value to a descendant node. To explain, the sequence index operator

takes two operands, a sequence s and an integer index i, and evaluates to the member

m of s who’s position matches i. Therefore, instead of storing its own value, when

queried, the sequence index operator simply returns the result of querying the value of

m. Expressions also cache whether or not their value is defined. Examples of undefined

expressions are 1/0 or a sequence index operator who’s index operand is out of the

sequence’s bounds.

Note that since the input language allows for high-level types, the values yielded by

nodes can themselves be composed of multiple elements and may also be represented

in a tree-like structure. Consider an operator that returns a set. A set can itself

be composed of elements (children of the set node). If quantifying over the set, the

elements within may become leaves themselves.

All tree nodes (operators and variables) implement the Expression interface. The

expression interface identifies the expression type (int, bool, set, etc.) and describes

a set of operations that all expressions must support. These operations (listed below)

allow each operator to define how each expression should be evaluated, copied and more,

without requiring the parent to be aware of any of the details of how such operations

are carried out.

This encapsulation provides a level of flexibility; in the same way that low-level

solvers may be augmented with custom constraints that may otherwise be expensive

to refine, a developer of Athanor can add new constraints/operators to the high-level

solver by defining a new object that implements the expression interface. However,

note the advantage that whilst a low-level solver may need to specialise new constraints

for a variety of variable representations, constraints in Athanor deal with only one

representation for each of the types.

Expression operations

initialise() Invoked only once within an expression’s lifetime. As explained in Sec-

tion 3.2.3, an operator updates its value incrementally by storing a cache of its

evaluated state, then updates this cached result according to changes to its op-

erands. The initialise operation is used to allow the expression to establish its

initial cached state and begin the process of triggering (see Section 3.2.3).

view() Return the value that the expression evaluates to. If the expression has an

undefined value, for example, an integer expression that divides by zero, view()

instead returns a specific label, EMPTY.

view partial() Try to return a value even if the expression is undefined, useful when

an expression evaluates to a high-level type (such as a sequence) where some of the

members are defined and some are not. This is discussed further in Section 3.2.2.

deepCopy() This is used by the quantifier (Section 3.2.8) which unrolls expressions by
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deep copying them.

3.2.2 Type representation

In Essence, Each expression has a type (set, sequence, partition, etc.). As mentioned,

every expression (AST node) can be queried for a value. This value has a particular view

(representation) that is the same for all expressions of the same type. For example,

the set expression a intersect b yields the same view as the set expression that

calculates the range of a function range(f). Furthermore, the views of types are the

same regardless of the type of any contained elements. For example, the set view

is the same for a set of int and a set of partition from int. Athanor supports

a growing subset of the Essence types including bool, int, enum, set, multi-set,

sequence, function tuple, record (syntactic sugar for tuples) partition.

The views of the concrete types int, bool and enum are composed of only one member

– an integer. Views of structured types, types composed of more than one element (set,

partition and so on), contain an array of references to other expressions, the elements

of the type. Each type may store additional information to encode the value — for

example; a partition view must encode how the array of expressions are divided into

parts/cells.

We now give some example representations of types in Athanor.

Integers and Enums

These are the simplest types in Athanor. In the case of the concrete type int, A

single integer member is used, which, as expected, stores the value of the int Essence

expression. For enums, the integer member is used as a key into a map which can be

used to retrieve the associated enum string name.

Boolean expressions

In Athanor, when a Boolean expression is false, it is associated with a violation

count, an integer, a heuristic measure for the magnitude of the change necessary to

the values of the expression’s operands such that the expression becomes true. For

example, the violation v for the equality constraint between two integers x and y can

be defined as

v = |y − x|

When x and y are equal, v is 0. The further apart x and y are, the larger the violation.

Each Boolean constraint has its own method for calculating a violation, examples of

which are given in the following sections.

Essence is defined to follow relational semantics. This means that when an ex-

pression is undefined — for example, dividing by 0 or an out of bounds index into a

sequence — its ancestor expressions are undefined but only up until the closest ancestor
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Boolean expression. A Boolean expression with undefined operands is defined to be

false.

Undefined values in Athanor:

In order to comply with the Boolean encoding as described, some amount of viola-

tion must be used to encode a constraint being false when one or more of its operands

are undefined. Since undefined values can have such a large impact, with one operand

potentially causing the entire expression tree to become undefined, it was decided that

undefined values should be treated as “worse”, given a larger violation than other con-

straints. Hence, a large constant 232 is assigned to any such constraint. In the following

sections, we refer to this constant as LARGE VIOLATION.

However, it is realised that ideally, the closer an operator is to being defined, the

smaller the violation it would have. For example, as an index tends towards being in

the bounds of a sequence, the violation should tend to 0. Given multiple undefined

operands, just as described in the implementation of the conjunction operator (Sec-

tion 3.2.7.2), a total violation can be calculated by summing up the violations of the

undefined operands. This feature is yet to be implemented as undefined expressions are

very rare in models and thus would not show much utility in our experiments. It should

be noted that much of this section focuses on incrementally and efficiently updating

violation counts on expressions. Therefore, it would be relatively simple to extend the

same technique to incrementally update variable violation counts on undefined values.

However, in this work, the constant LARGE VIOLATION is used instead, and all un-

defined expressions have this same constant violation count, regardless of the number

of undefined child operands.

Note, this is not the same as violation attributions, as described in Section 3.2.9.

Violation attributions are non-negative integers, attached to all variables, including

high-level structures and their elements, used for heuristically deciding which variables

are most likely the cause for violating the problem’s constraints. A structure such as a

set of sequence of int will have violation attribution counts associated with the set,

its sequences and all the integers contained within the sequences. Refer to Section 3.2.9

for a full explanation.

Sets

As well as the aforementioned array of references to elements of the set, the set view also

contains a hash set of the hashes of the elements. This allows for efficient testing if an

element exists in the set. The set of member hashes are used by the set neighbourhoods

(Section 3.3) to ensure no duplicate items are inserted along with constraints such as

subset (⊂) and in (∈) to allow efficient evaluation.

Whilst sets are unordered containers, in Athanor, elements in a set do have some

order; more specifically, the order of elements in a set is determined by order of in-

sertions and removals as search proceeds. Elements being added to the set are always
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appended to the end of the expression array. When elements are removed from the set,

the last element in the expression array is moved into the removed element’s previous

position, allowing for an O(1) removal complexity. If an element’s value changes, its

position in the element array is unaffected. As described in the rest of this section,

having some internally defined order is important as changes to set members are com-

municated to other expressions by referring to an index. For example, member 2 has

been changed, and member 3 has been removed, etc.

Sequences

Just like sets, sequences also have a variable cardinality. However, unlike sets, the order

of elements in Essence sequences is defined. During search, elements may be added

at any position in the sequence. Furthermore, when elements are removed, the order

of the other elements is preserved. Therefore the same trick of moving the last element

into the removed elements place cannot be used. Instead, the elements that follow the

removed element are shifted down.

Partitions

Partitions have the usual array of references to expressions. However, each element is

also paired with an integer, and this integer is used as a label to group elements into

parts/cells; those with the same label are in the same cell.

Functions

Unlike the previous high-level domains, which are built from one nested domain, an

Essence function domain is constructed from two nested domains, the defined and the

range sets of the function. Note here that defined and range are Essence keywords

used to denote the domain and codomain of the function, respectively.

The range of the function is modelled as any other structured type in Athanor,

an array of expression references. However, the defined set is modelled in one of two

ways. The purpose of the defined representation is to provide a mapping from each

element d of defined to i, the index of the range array that holds the image of d.

For functions that are total and where the defined portion is either an int domain

or tuple of ints, the defined set need not be explicitly represented. Rather, we can use

the value of d to calculate the value of i. Note, the mapping d 7→ i is bijective. When

the defined set is a contiguous integer domain int(m_1,m_2), the mapping is as might

be seen in typical occurrence representations; given a value in the defined domain x,

the index i that in the array that it maps into is calculated as

i = m1 − x+m2

This is extended for tuples of integers.
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For more complex types or when the function is partial, the mapping d 7→ i must

be explicitly constructed and stored as part of the function representation. To explain:

Partial functions The implicit mapping requires that the image array be the size of

the domain of the defined. This is counter-productive to scalability if only a

small portion of the defined domain is in use during search.

More complex types It is not immediately clear how one would build implicit map-

pings from a nested type, such as set of partition from int to an integer index.

For this reason, it is assumed to be easier and more efficient to just explicitly store

the mapping.

The defined mapping is stored as (1) its own array of expression references and,

importantly, (2) a hash map from the hash of each defined element to the indices of

the images. Getting the image of an element is as simple as calculating the element

hash and looking this up in the hash map. Just as in sets, all these structures support

a varying size, allowing elements to be added and deleted throughout search.

Partial definedness of a structured type

According to relational semantics, any parent expression containing an undefined child

expression (operand) is itself undefined, unless the parent expression is of type Boolean,

in which case the parent evaluates to false.

Savile Row with Essence Prime, Conjure with Essence and now Athanor

follow relational semantics.

We are concerned about a mixture of defined and undefined members of a con-

tainer because, as is discussed in the following section (3.2.3), expressions in Athanor

are designed to update their value incrementally, that is, use cached values to reduce

the number of computations when the value of an operand changes. For example,

when summing a sequence of integers and one of the integers’ values changes, the res-

ult of the sum is recalculated in constant time without reexamining the rest of the

sequence members. However, when part of a sequence, matrix or other structure be-

comes undefined, the parent expression is notified as such, and any calls to view() on

the structure must return EMPTY in order to follow relational semantics. In order to

continue to track the rest of the structure (which may be defined), such structures also

support view_partial() which allows the parent expression to bypass the undefined

(EMPTY) label and examine the rest of the structure.

Of course, some expressions can be undefined in a way that makes it impossible to

retrieve a value. For example, when the index operand of a sequence index operator is

out of bounds, the expression is undefined, and importantly, there is no value that can

be returned. In this case, view_partial() also returns EMPTY.

In what follows, the function numberUndefined(s) refers to the number of undefined

members in a structure s.
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3.2.3 Incremental Evaluation and Triggering

In preexisting systems such as Comet [VHM05], incremental evaluation is often de-

scribed in two forms, invariants (discussed in Section 1.2.4) and differential objects.

Invariants are used to maintain that the value of a variable be always equal to the

result of an expression, such as a = b + c + d + e. In this case, when any of b, c or

d change, the value of a is always updated. In differential objects, a constraint such

as and([a,b,c,d]) is tracked. Differential objects cache their truth value to enable

efficient lookups, updating their cache in the same method as invariants. In addition

to maintaining a cached value, differential objects implement methods for querying the

result to a potential change in assignment. These methods are used to quickly find the

best local change in a neighbourhood. When a variable is changed, only those con-

straints that reference the variable are reevaluated. Constraints typically reevaluate

their cached values by examining only the change in assignment, without having to

reexamine unchanged operands.

Athanor’s AST is maintained in in a similar fashion. However, Essence ASTs

tend to be deeper, as it is more common to have nested expressions, due to the nested

nature of Essence types. During search, when a variable is reassigned, rather than

reevaluating the entire AST, which can be computationally expensive, Athanor only

re-evaluates the nodes on the paths from the changed variable (leaf node) to the root.

As mentioned, most nodes cache their value. This cache must be updated as part of

the reevaluation. Whenever possible, the new value for a node is calculated from its

previous cache value and the changed operand’s new value. In some cases, a node may

query all its operands for their values to complete a reevaluation, which is avoided

whenever possible. Whilst other systems also provide methods for querying the poten-

tial change in assignment, in Athanor, we found it easier to simply make the change

in the assignment, perform any analysis required by the search procedure, then undo

the change if necessary.

As an example of incremental evaluation, consider Figure 3.2. If the variable c

is changed, there is no need to re-evaluate the sum expression or any of its children.

Instead, the parent of c, (the equality node) is notified of the change and its value

subsequently updated, Based on the new value of c and the cached value of the sum

operator. If the value assigned to the set s1 is changed, for example, an element is

added, a chain of notifications is propagated up the AST. The cached value of the

parent |s1| is updated to 3. The next parent, the sum, is re-evaluated by subtracting

the old value of |s1| (2) and adding the new value of |s1| (3).

The chain of notifications is propagated using triggers. Triggers are the method

by which changes in value are communicated from child nodes to their parents. Each

trigger is a set of functions (trigger functions) where each function describes a change

to the value of an expression. The set of functions differs for each type of expression

(set, partition, etc.). All types share a common subset of trigger functions. The
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concrete types currently only make use of this common subset. These are:

valueChanged() as the name suggests, notify the watcher (the subscriber) that the

value of the expression has changed. The watcher may then query the new value

of the expression using view() or view_partial() as described above. Since this

notification may be yielded from any of the supported types, the notification and

the node that yielded it make no attempt to record/cache the old value, as choos-

ing what to record depends on the watcher. For example, an expression watching

a set may care about its size, its hash value or the value of some particular

elements in the set.

hasBecomeUndefined() the value of the expression has become undefined. The ex-

pression will generate no triggers until it returns to a defined state. Note that

as explained inSection 3.2.1, in some cases, an operator may try to query the

value of an operand that is undefined. This is as the order of triggers can be

such that the operator has not received the hasBecomeUndefined() notification.

However, the value returned by the undefined operand clearly identifies this, and

each operator can handle such an occurrence.

hasBecomeDefined() the expression is once again defined and its new value may be

queried.

However, to better facilitate incremental evaluation, triggers on structured types

usually extend the basic set of trigger functions to give a more detailed description

of the change in the value of a node. Consider the set type as an example. Simply

notifying an operator that the value of one of its operands (type set) has changed

does not give much information to the operator. One member of the set may have

changed, or the entire set might have been replaced with a different one. The basic

valueChanged() trigger function may thus cause an expensive full reevaluation of the

operator. For this reason, the set type can also generate more descriptive change no-

tifications such as valueAdded() or valueRemoved(), the full list of set trigger functions

are described in Section 3.2.6. Note that common to all of the extended trigger func-

tion sets are memberHasBecomeUndefined(index) and memberHasBecomeDefined(index),

indicating that an element of the value has become undefined or defined respectively.3

Whenever possible, the more descriptive change events are used, failing this, a node

may always fall back to the basic valueChanged() notification. Examples are given in

the following sections.4

3For the moment, the unordered types set, multi-set and partition do not support having
undefined members.

4The set of trigger functions for each expression type has been chosen in an ad-hoc manner. During
development, profiling would generally identify expensive operations, which could be improved by
adding a more specialised trigger function. This is usually closely dependent on the operations carried
out by the neighbourhoods on each type.
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Trigger Queues

Each expression (node) maintains one or more queues of triggers. When an operator

(node) needs to be notified of a change to one of its operands (one of its child nodes),

it constructs a trigger and adds it to the operand’s trigger queue. Remember that

a trigger represents a reference to an operator (the watching parent operator) along

with a set of callback functions (trigger functions) specific to the operand’s type (set,

sequence, etc.) that can be invoked to communicate changes to the watching operator.

Therefore, when the value of an operand changes, every trigger in the operand’s trigger

queue is triggered; one or more of the trigger functions belonging to each trigger are

invoked. Expressions of a concrete type, types not composed of multiple members (int

, bool, enum) have only one trigger queue. Most of the concrete types have multiple

trigger queues, and details are given in the following subsections.

When watching an operand composed of multiple members, the watcher (parent

operator) can subscribe to the queues belonging to the operand and queues belonging

to one or more of the operand’s members, depending on the type of information it

needs to be notified of. We first give an overview of why this is followed by a detailed

description of the different queues that an operator may choose to subscribe to.

Some watchers care about (are affected by) changes to every member of a structure.

Consider the allDiff or sum expression, which take as an operand a sequence of mem-

bers. Determining whether or not the allDiff is satisfied or calculating the sum of the

sequence members means that these respective expressions must watch every member

of the sequence. However, other operators, such as the sequence index operator, by

their nature, focus on one element of a sequence, specifically the member whose posi-

tion matches that of the index operand. The same can be said for the function image

operator OpFunctionImage, which selects the value from the range of a function whose

preimage is equal to that of the OpFunctionImages operand. Finally, some expressions,

primarily the cardinality operators SequenceSize, SetSize, MultiSetSize and so on do

not care about changes to the members at all. They simply care about changes to the

structure, whether or not a member has been added/removed or if the entire structure

has been replaced by another.

As we now explain, when watching an operand of a structured type, the watcher

(parent operator) has several options.

Option 1, Subscribing to the Outer trigger queue:

This is the normal trigger queue, common to all expressions, as just described. In fact,

concrete types only have this queue. For structured types which have other queues (see

below), we refer to this as the outer trigger queue.

The outer trigger queue is used to communicate changes to the structure, a member

being added or removed; when the entire structure becomes defined or undefined; or
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when the entire structure is swapped for another.5 In general,6it is not used to com-

municate changes that affect individual members of a structure. Since concrete types

don’t have child members, this queue is the only one applicable.

(Figure 3.2 shows how the node |s1| tracks the value of s1, individual elements are

not tracked, just changes to s1 as a whole.

Option 2, Subscribing to one of the operand’s members’ trigger queues

Some expressions, such as sequence index, are only concerned with one particular ele-

ment of an operand. Reminder, the sequence index operator has two operands, a

sequence s and an index i (an integer expression). The sequence index evaluates to

the value of the element at position i of s, the member under focus. Since the member

under focus is the only member whose value affects the value of the sequence index

operator, It is very computationally wasteful to notify the sequence index operator

of changes to all the other elements. Consider the example expression (as commonly

found in Essence problems) in which a sequence index node is constructed for each

element in a sequence:

forAll i : int (1..n) . constraint(s(i)) $ n = |s|

Here we have n sequence index operators tracking n elements. If all sequence index

operators must be notified of every change, the number of trigger notifications caused

by each element change is proportional to the sequence’s size. This is generally not a

good idea if one of the primary aims of Athanor is to be a scalable solver.

This is why changes to the sequence members are not sent to the outer trigger

queue. Instead, an expression must explicitly indicate which of the sequence members

it cares about. In the case of the sequence index operator, this is done by having the

operator directly subscribe to the trigger queues of the sequence member under focus.

When the value of that member changes, it directly notifies the sequence index operator

without going via the containing sequence structure.

Of course, the sequence’s size may change, meaning that the member under focus

may change due to members being shifted up or down. In order to be notified of such a

change, the sequence index operator also subscribes to the sequence outer trigger queue,

which, as described, sends notifications relating to changes to the entire sequence but

not any changes to individual members.

5To understand how an entire structure might be swapped for another, consider the sequence index
operator, which is being used to select one sequence from a nested sequence of sequences. If the value
of the index operand changes, the sequence index operator now points to an entirely different sequence.
Any parent of the sequence index operator needs to be informed that the value of its operand (the
previously selected sequence) has been entirely changed.

6triggering on individual members of sets and multi-sets is still not supported, all events for these
structures are sent to the outer trigger queue. There is no fundamental reason why not, it rarely
appears in profiling and has therefore been left as a potential future optimisation.
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Option 3, using the member trigger queues:

Expressions of a structured type actually have multiple trigger queues. To understand

why, first remember that sequences have an expression array, not an array of values but

an array of references to other expressions. As we have already explained, the values

of these expressions, the sequence members, can change. However, it is also possible

for the values to remain the same whilst their positions change. For example, when

a neighbourhood swaps the positions of two sequence members. This is done not by

swapping the values of the members but by swapping the references to their members.

Since this swap is happening at the sequence level, such a swap is not detectible

by a sequence index operator via the aforementioned queues; The values assigned to

the members do not change, so they do not generate any trigger events themselves.

However, a sequence index operator needs to be informed if the position in the sequence

that it is tracking now has a new member. For this reason, the sequence type also

provides a set of queues, called member queues, one queue for each member of the

sequence. When the references to two members are swapped, the sequence sends a

valueChanged() event to their associated member queues. By subscribing to the member

queue associated with the member under focus, the sequence index operator is thus

informed that this position has a new value via the valueChanged() notification.

A small implementation detail answers why an operator may subscribe to the queues

belonging to an element if it can instead subscribe to the member queue in the se-

quence. The sequence member queues are only used to communicate valueChanged()

notifications; more descriptive notifications can be received by directly subscribing to

the queues inside the sequence member itself.

All members trigger queue

An optimisation detail, when an expression needs to subscribe to all member queues,

instead of subscribing to each member queue individually, the all members queue can

be used to receive notifications from all members.

3.2.4 Maintaining Trigger Queues

We now cover some technical details on the maintenance of trigger queues. As men-

tioned, operators (parent nodes) watch for change notifications from operands (child

nodes) by adding triggers to the operands’ trigger queues. Each trigger holds a reference

to the operator (parent) that created it.

Notifying all parent expressions of a change to a node’s value is achieved by iterating

through the entire trigger queue and invoking the appropriate trigger function on each

of the triggers in the queue. However, for each trigger, there is no guarantee that the

parent it points to (references) still exists. Invoking a trigger function on a trigger that

points to a deleted parent would cause the solver to crash. When a parent expression is

deleted, it is not allowed to delete any of the triggers that it may have added to trigger
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queues of child nodes. In fact, parents are never allowed to delete triggers from any

trigger queues other than their own. This is because deleting a trigger from a queue

belonging to another expression will cause other triggers in that queue to move. If

the other expression is partway through iterating through that queue, moving triggers

around may cause that expression to miss some triggers.

Instead, if an expression no longer wants to receive triggers from a child node

(normally because the expression is about to be deleted), it marks its triggers as deleted.

Note that as shown in the the discussion of the sequence index operator, an expression

may choose to mark triggers as deleted because the expression needs to subscribe to

a different child node. When an expression is iterating through its trigger queues, the

trigger function is only invoked if a trigger is not marked as deleted. If the proportion

of deleted triggers exceeds the limit7, a clean up step is performed, all triggers marked

as deleted are removed from the queue.

However, only cleaning up trigger queues after iterating over them allows memory

leaks to occur. Consider the sequence index operator discussed in the previous section.

As explained, the sequence index trigger maintains a member trigger, a trigger that is

added directly to the member of the sequence pointed to by the index operand. Every

time the index operator’s value changes, the sequence index operator marks its member

trigger as deleted and adds a new member trigger to the new member under focus. If

the index operand continually changes without the sequence itself ever generating any

trigger events, the sequence index operator will continue to add triggers to the sequence

members’ trigger queues. Since the sequence members themselves are not generating

any trigger events, their trigger queues are not iterated across and are not cleaned

up. The trigger queues of the sequence members will continue to grow, being mostly

populated with deleted triggers. 8 In order to combat this, every trigger queue is paired

with an integer; this integer stores the size of the queue just after the queue was last

cleaned. Each time a new trigger is added, a quick check is executed. If sc > asl + c,

a clean up of the queue is performed; sc is the current size of the queue, sl is the size

of the queue after it was last cleaned, a and c are constants currently set to 2 and 10

respectively.

3.2.5 Expressions on integers

As explained, integers are a simple, concrete type used in low-level solvers. For this

reason, the design of integer operators (how they are represented and incrementally

updated) has been inspired by existing implementations, see [HM09].

The integer equality has two integer operands left and right. The operator evaluates

to a Boolean (violation count v):

v = |right− left|
7A hardcoded parameter
8There are other ways in which queues may be overpopulated with deleted triggers.
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Provided in the following sections are examples of interesting trigger events gen-

erated by higher level, structured types. Such examples will demonstrate the method

by which expressions are incrementally updated. We give here a simpler example of

how the integer equality operator handles trigger events. However, being a relatively

simple expression, there is no need for incremental evaluation. Instead, the events

simply result in the above expression being re-evaluated. We show below the handling

of trigger functions as generated by the left integer operand; the right operand is

handled similarly.

left->valueChanged(x) Perform full reevaluation.

left->hasBecomeUndefined(x) v = LARGE VIOLATION9

left->hasBecomeDefined(x) if right is defined then

perform full reevaluation.

end if

Other simple Boolean binary operators are handled in the same way, just with

different expressions used to calculate their resulting violation:

Operator less than or equal (≤): v = |min (0, right− left) |
Operator less than (<): v = |min (0, (right− 1)− left) |
For simple binary operators that return integers, the hasBecomeDefined/Undefined

functions are changed as follows:

left->hasBecomeUndefined(x) Mark operator as undefined.

left->hasBecomeDefined(x) if right is defined then

Mark operator as defined.

end if

This allows for operators such as divide, minus, modulus and so on. Operators

such as plus and times are not listed here as they are not binary operators. These

operators take a variable-sized sequence of operands and are therefore discussed later

on in Section 3.2.7.

Athanor does also have simple unary operators on integers and Booleans such as

negate and absolute value (for integers) and not (Booleans).

3.2.6 Expressions on sets

In order to better support incremental evaluation, the set trigger extends the collection

of trigger functions to include:

valueAdded(x) A value has been added to the set, the newly added value x is given.

9Because of relational semantics, Boolean operators cannot be undefined. This is described in Sec-
tion 3.2.2. Instead a large violation is attributed to the Boolean operator.
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valueRemoved(index,x) A value has been removed, the removed value x and its pre-

vious position in the expression array index is given.

memberValueChanged(index) One of the members of the set (one of the expressions

in the expression array) has been changed.10

Remember that as explained in Section 3.2.2, the order of elements in a set is

undefined, but it is well defined how operations on a set may change the order. Some

constraints will track specific elements in a set by their internal index in their set.

These constraints must be aware of these policies. However, almost all constraints do

not need to do this by the nature of sets being unordered. The quantifier for unrolling

sets (Section 3.2.8) is the main constraint that cares about the internal position of

elements in sets.

The extended set of trigger functions available to sets allows for more incremental

updates to constraints on sets as demonstrated by the operator subsetEq. The con-

straint subsetEq has two operands (left and right) and evaluates to a Boolean true ⇐⇒
left ⊆ right. Due to Booleans being represented as a violation count, the subsetEq op-

erator actually identifies the number of elements in left that are not in right. Below is

an example of how the violation count of the subsetEq operator is incrementally up-

dated when notified of a change to its left operand. Note, we assume that the operator

subsetEq has already been evaluated and has a violation v.11

left->valueAdded(x) if x 6∈ right then

v ← v + 1

end if

left->valueRemoved(i, x) if x ∈ right then

v ← v − 1

end if

left->memberValueChanged(i)

x← old value of member i . old value is actually represented as the old hash.

y ← new value

valueRemoved(i, x)

valueAdded(y)

left->valueChanged(x) entire set has changed, perform full reevaluation.

left->hasBecomeUndefined(x) v ← LARGE VIOLATION

as per relational semantics (Section 3.2.2).

left->hasBecomeDefined(x) if right is defined then

10As mentioned previously, for the moment, Athanor does not allow expressions to trigger on one
member of a set or multi-set as can be done with sequences, functions and so on. There is no
fundamental reason why not, an implementation detail yet to be completed

11We describe changes to a violation count according to trigger events received. Each change to the
violation count will send a trigger event to the parent operators, informing them of the change.
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perform full reevaluation.

end if

Notes:

• A very similar procedure is followed for trigger notifications from the right oper-

and.

• The test for a member being in a set is amortised constant time, a hash of

the member being queried is retrieved (see Section 3.4) and the sets hashmap

searched.

• As mentioned previously, memberHasBecomeDefined() and memberHasBecomeUndefined

() are not supported, all members of a set must be defined or the entire set is

treated as undefined.

3.2.7 Expressions on sequences

The sequence view does not contain much other than the expression array. However,

sequence triggers do have an extended set of trigger functions:

valueAdded(index, x) A member x has been added to the sequence at position index.

valueRemoved(index,x) A value has been removed, the removed value x and its pre-

vious position in the expression array index is given.

subsequenceChanged(startIndex,endIndex) One or more of the elements in the se-

quence between positions startIndex (inclusive) and endIndex (exclusive) have a

new value.

positionsSwapped(index1,index2) elements at positions index1 and index2 have

swapped positions.

memberHasBecomeUndefined(index) The value of the element at position index has

become undefined.

memberHasBecomeDefined(index) The value of the element at position index has be-

come defined.

The following examples show how constraints on sequences can be incrementally up-

dated using the trigger functions available to the sequence trigger.12

12A parallel can be drawn from Essence’s sequence type to the array or matrix type found in other
solvers. However, the key difference is that arrays in other modelling languages are fixed size. This
means that it is simpler in their cases to trigger directly on the elements of the array. However, since
sequence variables are variable in Athanor, the expressions must handle the case that elements will
shifted up and down as others are added and removed.
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Sum

The sum constraint takes one operand, a sequence of integers. Once again, we assume

that the sum constraint has already been fully evaluated. In this state, the sum expres-

sion has the following state:

• value: the expression value; the result of summing the integers in the sequence.

• cmv: (cached member values) a copy of each of the values in the sequence, stored

as a map from member index to value. Note that cmv supports insertion and

deletion at a specific index, which shifts the values that follow up or down re-

spectively.

The sum is then incrementally updated as follows:

valueAdded(index, x) value← value + x

insert x at position index into cmv.

valueRemoved(index,x) value← value− x
Remove x from position index of cmv.

subsequenceChanged(startIndex,endIndex)

for all i|startIndex ≤ i < endIndex do

value← value− cmv[i]

let x be new value of the member at position i of the sequence

value← value + x

cmv[i]← x

end for

positionsSwapped(index1,index2) Swap values cmv[index1] and cmv[index2]

. No change to value

memberHasBecomeUndefined(index) mark sum expression as undefined.

value← value− cmv[index]

. value is still incrementally tracked so that it may be efficiently updated once

the sequence is defined.

memberHasBecomeDefined(index)

let x be new value of the member at position index of the sequence

value← value + x

if numberUndefined(operand) = 0 then

. operand is the sequence we are summing over, each sequence is

responsible for tracking the number of undefined elements.

Mark sum expression as defined.

end if

valueChanged() Entire sequence changed, perform full reevaluation.
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hasBecomeUndefined() Mark operator as undefined.

hasBecomeDefined() Mark operator as defined, perform full reevaluation.

Product

The product constraint is understandably very similar to the sum constraint, replacing

value← value + x and value← value− x with value← value× x and value← value/x

respectively. One tricky case is when the sequence of integers being multiplied contains

zeros. Multiplying by 0 has no inverse and hence cannot be simply undone by division.

Just like the sum expression continues to track the sum of the defined elements when

there is a mix of defined and undefined sequence members, and the product expression

continues to track the product of the non-zero elements.

To explain, on finding the first zero operand, the value of the product is cached

before being assigned to zero. The number of zero operands is then tracked. When the

number of zero operands reaches 0, the previously cached value of the product operand

is restored.13

allDifferent

The allDifferent constraint takes a sequence of operands of any type and evaluates to

a Boolean (violation count). The violation count encodes how many duplicate values

are in the sequence, not including the first occurrence of each value. That is, given D

(the domain of the members of the sequence), the violation v is defined as follows:

v =
∑

d ∈ D max (0, cd − 1) (3.1)

cd = the number of occurrences of d in the sequence (3.2)

This is consistent with the method determining violations on all different constraints

in the constraint-based local-search system Comet [VHM05].

In order to incrementally update this, we assume the presence of a computationally

cheap function hash (v) which, given an Essence variable v, returns a unique integer

for every value in the domain of v, see Section 3.4. The allDifferent maintains a hash

map mapping from each hash value h to an integer encoding the number of sequence

members m for which hash (m) = h. The operator also caches hash values for each

sequence member so that they may be retrieved after a change to the sequence is made.

Assuming that the allDifferent operator is in an already evaluated state, the

violation is updated according to the sequence triggers as follows:

valueAdded(index, x)

13Detecting overflow in the product, as already done with other operators such as power, is still to
be implemented.
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if hash (x) 6∈ map then

map [hash (x)]← 1

else

map [hash (x)]← map [hash (x)] + 1

violation← violation + 1

end if

valueRemoved(index,x)

if map [hash (x)] = 1 then

Remove map entry hash (x)

else

map [hash (x)]← map [hash (x)]− 1

violation← violation− 1

end if

subsequenceChanged(startIndex,endIndex)

for all {i|startIndex ≤ i < endIndex} do

let x be new value of the member at position i of the sequence

let xold be the old value of x, . Only the hash of the old value is stored for

efficiency.

valueRemoved(i,xold), valueAdded(i,x)

end for

positionsSwapped(index1,index2) No change, update cached hash values.

memberHasBecomeUndefined(index) violation← LARGE VIOLATION

memberHasBecomeDefined(index)

if number undefined members = 0 then

full reevaluation.

. Possible optimisation, just like sum, whilst being undefined, allDifferent

can technically continue to incrementally track members.

end if

3.2.7.1 min and max

Operators min and max are incrementally updated by tracking a set of indices of the

operands with the smallest (most negative) or largest (most positive) value respectively.

The following demonstrates incrementally updating the min operator, the max operator

is similarly implemented, replacing the Less than operator (<) with the Greater than

operator (>). Note, in what follows, s refers to this set of indices, v refers to the cached

minimum or maximum value stored within the operator.

memberValueChanged(index)

letting x be the new value of the operand with index index
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if x < v then

s← {index}
v ← x

else if x = v then

Add index to s

else if x > v ∧ index ∈ s then

remove index from s

end if

if |s| = 0 then

perform full reevaluation.

end if

valueAdded(index, x)

if x < v then

s← {index}
v ← x

else if x = v then

Add index to s

end if

valueRemoved(index,x)

Remove index from s

if s = {} then

Re-evaluate from scratch.

end if

Other trigger functions are handled as compositions of the above.

3.2.7.2 Conjunction (and)

Much like many of the other operators discussed in this section, the conjunction oper-

ator is much like any conjunction operator found in low-level solvers except that

1. it takes as an operand a sequence of Booleans, instead of the more traditional

binary conjunction operator and

2. more unique to Athanor allows for the operand (the sequence of Booleans) to

be variable-sized.

The conjunction operator evaluates to a Boolean (violation count) and follows the

approach of traditional local-search solvers, with the violation count being defined to be

the sum of the violations of the members of the sequence. This sum of violation counts

is incrementally updated in the same way the sum operator is incrementally updated.
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3.2.7.3 Disjunction (or)

Similarly to the conjunction operator, the disjunction operator’s implementation follows

from pre-existing low-level implementations with the usual caveat that its operand is a

variable-sized sequence of Boolean expressions, as opposed to the usual fixed sized array

or matrix. Such implementations define the disjunction operator’s resulting violation

count to be the minimum violation counts of its operands. Once again, this minimum

value is tracked in the same way the min operator is implemented.

3.2.7.4 Sequence indexing

The sequence indexing operator (OpSequenceIndex) takes two operands, a sequence and

an integer (the index), referred to below as the indexOperand. The indexing operators

(OpTupleIndex, OpSequenceIndex, OpFunctionImage and so on) are different from other

operators in that they do not themselves store a value. Rather, when queried, such

operators forward the query on to the appropriate descendant. In the sequence index

operator’s case, the query is forwarded on to the member of the sequence operand

whose index matches that of the index operand, assuming that the index is in the

correct range. The sequence index node triggers on both the sequence and the index

operands.

As briefly described in Section 3.2.3, The sequence operand maintains four triggers:

1. Outer trigger: for tracking changes in the size of the sequence. The result of these

changes may be that the index becomes in or out of bounds or if the index points

to a different member because of the sequence members shifting.

2. Sequence member trigger: For tracking events such as positionsSwapped and

memberHasBecomeDefined/Undefined, the sequence index operator adds a trigger

to only one of the single member trigger queues, the one associated with the

sequence member pointed to by the index operand.

3. Member trigger: not added to any of the sequence trigger queues, but added

directly to the member’s trigger queue being pointed to by the index. This

trigger simply forwards events to the parent so that the sequence index operator

emulates the value of the sequence member under focus.

4. Index operand trigger: tracks the index operand, whether it goes out of bounds

and what sequence member should be under focus.

Below we describe how the sequence index operator handles each of the trigger

events, generated by the sequence (triggers 1 and 2 above). Note, assume that deleting

a trigger means that an expression no longer receives notifications from that trigger.

This was explained in Section 3.2.3.

valueAdded(index, x)
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if index was out of bounds and is now in bounds then

Send trigger event valueHasBecomeDefined()

Add single member trigger to the sequence trigger queue managed by the

sequence, associated with the member under focus.

Add member trigger to the queue managed by the sequence member under

focus.

else if operator is already defined and index ≤ indexOperand then . the

value was added at a position left of the inex operator. The value under focus

has been shifted

Send trigger event valueChanged()

Delete single member trigger.

Delete member trigger.

Add single member trigger to the sequence trigger queue managed by the

sequence, associated with the member under focus.

Add member trigger to the queue managed by the sequence member under

focus.

end if

valueRemoved(index,x)

if index was in bounds but is now out of bounds then

Send trigger event valueHasBecomeUndefined()

Delete single member trigger.

Delete member trigger.

else if index ≤ indexOperand then . A value was removed with position left

of the index operand, meaning that the member under focus has shifted.

Send trigger event valueChanged()

Delete single member trigger.

Delete member trigger.

Add single member trigger to the sequence trigger queue managed by the

sequence, associated with the member under focus.

Add member trigger to the queue managed by the sequence member under

focus.

end if

subsequenceChanged(startIndex,endIndex) Since a trigger is attached directly to

the member under focus, the OpSequenceIndex operator is notified directly by the

member under focus if its value changes. There is therefore no need to respond

to the notification from the sequence itself of a change to the value of one of its

members.

positionsSwapped(index1,index2) Because of the single member trigger queue, this

is only called when index1 = indexOperand or index2 = indexOperand.
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Send trigger event valueChanged()

Delete single member trigger.

Delete member trigger.

Add single member trigger to the sequence trigger queue managed by the se-

quence, associated with the member under focus.

Add member trigger to the queue managed by the sequence member under

focus.

memberHasBecomeDefined(index) Because of the single member trigger queue, this is

only called when index = indexOperand

Send trigger event valueHasBecomeDefined()

Add single member trigger to the sequence trigger queue managed by the se-

quence, associated with the member under focus.

Add member trigger to the queue managed by the sequence member under

focus.

memberHasBecomeUndefined(index) Because of the single member trigger queue, this

is only called when index = indexOperand

Send trigger event valueHasBecomeUndefined()

Delete single member trigger.

Delete member trigger.

3.2.8 Dynamic Unrolling

3.2.8.1 Motivation

A quick recap from Section 1.4:

In Section 3.1, we discussed one of Athanor’s principle benefits, the ability to

instantiate structured types whose cardinality can vary during search. For example,

find s : set (minSize a, maxSize b) of T

More specifically, we described how the memory allocated to store such structured types

varies in accordance with the changes in the cardinality of the instantiated type.

However, high-level languages such as Essence also allow for the quantification over

these varying sized, structured variables, constructing an expression for each element

in the variable.

[expression(i) | i <- s]

This is called a list comprehension. Here i refers to the elements of the container s.

In Essence, the list comprehension evaluates to a list of expressions, one for every

element of s. Each expression is a copy of expression(i), except that each expression

substitutes i for a different element of s (see below for a discussion on the order of these
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expressions). Evaluating a list comprehension into a list of expressions is sometimes

referred to as unrolling the list comprehension. The important note here is that, in the

context of building a scalable solver, just as Athanor can add and remove elements

to containers during search, Athanor must be able to add and remove the expressions

unrolled from quantifiers over those containers.

3.2.8.2 More on list comprehensions

For ordered containers such as sequences, the order of expressions in the list compre-

hensions matches that of the sequence members and hence acts much like a sequence

itself. For unordered containers such as sets and multi-sets, the order of unrolled ex-

pressions is undefined in Essence, and it is not considered correct to index into such a

list. However, in Athanor, for simplicity, all list comprehensions in Athanor appear

as an expression of type sequence. This works well as all implemented constraints on se-

quences must already correctly handle the sequence growing and shrinking as elements

are added and removed at different positions. See Section 3.2.7 for examples14.

In Essence, list comprehensions are most often used as an operand to an operator

which reduces the sequence of expressions to one value — Conjunction (and), disjunction

(or), sum, product and allDiff are some examples. For example,

letting s be {2,3,5}

and([i != 3 | i <- s])

evaluates to,

and ([2!=0 , 3!=0, 5!=0])

Also note that expressions such as,

forAll i in s . expression(i)

and

exists i in s . expression(i)

are syntactic sugar for

and([ expression(i) | i <- s])

and

or([ expression(i) | i <- s])

14The type checker at parsing, should prevent illegal indexing of list comprehensions on unordered
containers.
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3.2.8.3 Implementation in Athanor

We now describe the quantifier node, the main constraint in Athanor responsible for

this dynamic unrolling (the dynamic construction and destruction of expressions during

search), and depict this unrolling through a series of figures.

Consider the expression in Section 3.2.8.3:

find s : set of int (1..10)

such that and([i % 2 = 0 | i <- s])

Just like other Essence expressions, the list comprehension or quantifier is an

AST node, with three children, a container, an expression template and unrolled, the

sequence of unrolled values, explained below. When queried for a value, the sequence

of unrolled expressions is returned.

Figure 3.3: An unevaluated quantifier

and

sequence comp

=

expr template

s

generator unrolled

0 mod

i 2

1. The container being quantified over, this is the set variable s in Section 3.2.8.3.

2. The expression template, this is the uninstantiated expression to be unrolled (i %

2 = 0). Just like any other expression, the expression template is itself an AST.
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However, an expression template may contain an iterator node. An iterator node

is a special node of the AST. It refers to the i in the expressions to be unrolled

(i % 2 = 0). Just like sequence indexing, the iterator node does not itself store

a value but forwards requests for a value (view() from Section 3.2.1) to its child.

However, whilst the expression template is uninstantiated, the iterator node has

no child. See Figure 3.3 for example of an unevaluated quantifier.

3. The sequence of unrolled expressions. For every element of the container, includ-

ing those added during search, the entire expression template is deep copied; the

copied iterator node is given a child – the newly added element; and this new,

instantiated expression is added to the sequence of unrolled expressions.

To demonstrate this, consider Figures 3.4 and 3.5. Figure 3.4 shows the quan-

Figure 3.4: Evaluated quantifier, s is assigned to {7}

and

sequence comp

=

expr template

s

generator unrolled

0 mod =

i 2 0 mod

7 2

tifier node evaluated on the container s, when s is assigned to a set of size 1, hence
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Figure 3.5: Evaluated quantifier, s is assigned to {7,8}

and

sequence comp

=

expr template

s

generator

  

unrolled

0 mod = =

i 2 0 mod

7 2

0 mod

8 2

one expression has been unrolled. Figure 3.5 shows what happens to the quantifier

when, during search, another element is added to s, another expression is dynamically

instantiated. If an element were to be removed, the expression on that element would

be appropriately deleted.

Consider how this compares to a traditional solver. Remember that typical solvers

do not have the concept of elements being created and deleted during search. Structures

are created at their maximum size, regardless of the size of the structure during search.

When quantifying over these elements, a constraint solver will, at the start of search,

statically unroll the quantifier for each encoded element, once again, regardless if the

14Note that according to the semantics of the Essence language, when quantifying over some types,
the value of the iterator does not directly point to an element v of the container but rather an expression
that wraps v. For example, quantifying over sequences yields iterators whose values are of type tuple
(i, v), v is an element of the sequence, i is the index of v in the sequence.
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element is considered as being in the structure during search. Instead, constraints are

used to disable the effect of elements out with the structure. For example, consider

quantifying over a variable s : set (maxsize n)of D. The important snippet is those

proceeded by “$problem constraint”.

find s : set (maxSize n) of D

$problem constraint:

such that

5 = sum([ expression(i) | i <- s])

Using the occurrence representation:

find m : matrix indexed by [int (1..|D|)] of bool

$first set constraint , enforce set max size

such that n >= sum([ toInt(m[i]) | i : int (1..|D|)])

$Problem constraint:

such that

5 = sum([toInt(m[i]) * expression(i) | i : int (1..|D|)])

Using an explicit representation:

find m : matrix indexed by [int (1..n)] of D

find setSize : int (1..n)

$first set constraint , enforce distinct elements

such that and ([(i < setSize) -> (m[i] < m[i+1])

| i : int (1..n-1)])

$Problem constraint:

such that

5 = sum([toInt(i <= setSize) * expression(m[i])

| i : int (1..n)])

Following either of the above representations, a constraint solver would statically

unroll the list comprehensions, which, as demonstrated above, unroll to a fixed size,

not to the structure’s size during search.

3.2.8.4 The order of elements in a list comprehension

The quantifier always ensures that the order of the expressions in the unrolled sequence

matches the order of the elements in the container being quantified over. For sequence

containers, this agrees with standard Essence semantics and is as would be expected:

If an element is added to the sequence at position i, the quantifier will insert an

instantiation of the expression template at the same position and generate a trigger

event valueAdded(i,e) describing the change (e is the newly unrolled expression). The

same is done for sequence removals, sequence member swaps, and so on; the quantifier

node simply mirrors these changes.

Containers such as sets and multi-sets have no defined order in Essence. However,

as explained in Section 3.2.2, Athanor changes the order of elements in unordered
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containers in a defined way in order to minimise shifting. New elements are added

to the end, and the last element is swapped in to replace deleted elements. Since in

Essence, quantifying over unordered containers produces a list of expressions whose

order is also undefined, Athanor is free to reorder its sequence of unrolled expressions

to match the order of elements in the container as elements are added and deleted.

However, a quantifier is an AST node of type sequence and, therefore, all reorderings

must be communicated to the parent nodes using the trigger functions available to

sequence expressions.

This means that the removal from an unordered container causes the quantifier to

yield the following trigger events (i refers to the index of the element being removed):

First, a positionsSwapped(...) event is yielded, saying that the unrolled expression

at position i has been swapped with the last element in the sequence of unrolled

expressions. Then a valueRemoved(...) event, saying that the last element has been

deleted. This allows the deletion from the unordered type to be described as a swap and

removal from the end of the quantifier’s sequence, preventing the need for expressions

to be shifted.

3.2.8.5 Quantifier conditions

Conditions in quantifiers can provide another scalability benefit in high-level solvers,

primarily when these conditions contain decision variables. Consider a list comprehen-

sion of the form:

[expr(i) | i <- structure , cond(i)]

cond(i) is a condition which filters the scope of the list comprehension such that the

expression expr(i) is only unrolled for values of i that satisfy the cond(i). In the case

of low-level solvers, this is handled in a similar way to that discussed in Section 3.2.8.3;

because the condition is dependent on a decision variable, the solver must statically

unroll all expressions as if there were no conditions, then rewrite expr(i) such that its

effect is disabled when cond(i) evaluates to false.

Meanwhile, since Athanor already supports dynamic unrolling of list comprehen-

sions, as the values of the conditions change during search, the same infrastructure

can be used to dynamically unroll or roll (delete) the expressions associated with each

condition.

Consider the following expression, which quantifies over the (preimage, image) pairs

in a function:

$... means some domain

find f : function set of int (...) --> int (...)

find s : set of int (...)

such that forAll (p,i) in f, i in s .

$p is preimage i is image

forAll j in p . constraint(j)
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Here the condition is i in s. Whilst this condition must be unrolled for every value

of i, the expression, forAll j in p . constraint(j), is only unrolled for values of i

that satisfy the condition.

3.2.8.6 Common subexpression elimination

Since the entire expression template is deep copied, this could lead to some inefficiencies.

Consider the somewhat contrivedexample below:

find a, b : int (1..10)

forAll i in s .

and([a = b, i != a])

Here we are quantifying over some structure s—. For each yielded element i, in

addition to unrolling (copying) the not equals expression i != a, the dynamic unrolling

would also be unnecessarily deep copying the a = b expression — unnecessary because

the expression does not refer to the iterator variable i, and hence will always evaluate

to the same value for all values of i.

We propose two ways of handling such cases of local common subexpressions,

1. In the general case, a scan of the expression template can be done as a prepro-

cessing step before search is begun. In this preprocessing step, we identify all AST

nodes in expression templates that do not have as a descendent, direct or indirect,

a reference to the iterator variable belonging to that of the expression template’s

quantifier. References to these nodes can be tagged as not being required to be

deep copied when unrolling.

2. In some cases, especially when the list comprehension is being folded (reduced)

to a single value using one of the operators such as and, sum, etc., a rewrite rule

can identify such patterns and entirely rewrite the inefficient expression.

For example, the expression pattern,

sum i : int (1..n) . a,

Can be rewritten to n * a where n and a are all integer variables.

The expression,

forAll i in some_generator .

and([a,b])

Where a and b are expressions, with a having no reference to i, this can be rewritten

to,

and([a, forAll i in some_expression . b])
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Identifying such simple forms of local common subexpressions is already a well

researched area.Due to their rarity in Essence specifications, we have left the imple-

mentation of this as future work. More complex patterns of common subexpressions,

not local to a single quantifier, could also be investigated. However, this would require

significant additions to Athanor’s infrastructure to allow for the global tracking of

dynamically unrolled expressions across the entire AST tree.

3.2.9 Violation attributions

As we have discussed, expressions can be evaluated, queried for a value and can incre-

mentally update according to change notifications from operands (child expressions).

Another key function of all expressions is the ability to attribute violations to variables,

that is, heuristically deciding which variables are most likely the cause for violating the

problem’s constraints. Each variable in Athanor may be attributed to a violation

count (a non-negative integer). Furthermore, each variable whose values is a struc-

tured type (composed of multiple elements) may have violations attributed directly to

the value’s elements and their elements and so on. Note, to clarify, these violations at-

tributions are associated with variables and their elements; these are not the violation

counts given to Boolean constraints, as was described in Section 3.2.2. The purpose

of violation attributions on variables and their elements is to act as a guide for the

solver during a neighbourhood’s application. The solver must decide which variables

or elements should be changed to resolve a violating constraint. The more violations

attributed to a variable, the more likely the solver is to focus on changing the value

assigned to that variable. The concept of violation attributions to variables origin-

ated in the early days of constraint-based local-search; see, for example, the book on

constraint-based local-search using the Comet system [VHM05].

An example constraint to consider is the all different constraint. As discussed in

Section 3.2.7, we calculate the total violation of an all different constraint by partition-

ing the variables into those that have the same value. If we have a = 1, b = 1, c =

1, d = 2, e = 2, f = 3, a violation of 2 is determined from the variables {a, b, c} as the

value 1 is duplicated twice. A violation of 1 is determined from {d, e} as the value 2

is duplicated once. Following on from the Comet system, {a, b, c, d, e} are all violating

variables, with {a, b, c} more so than {d, e} as the former is a larger set. A violation of

2 is given to the former and 1 to the latter.

Consider Figure 3.6 which models the above allDiff constraint. As shown, disabling

the violation attributions results in a significant decrease in performance. This is well

known in local-search with similar logic being present in systems such as Comet.

We note two interesting avenues of research when extending the concept of violation

attributions to high-level solvers, (1) Violations on nested structures and (2) Contextual

constraints, which we now explain.
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given n : int

letting d be domain int (1..n)

find m : matrix indexed by [d] of d

such that allDiff(m)

n Number iterations
attributions on attributions off

100 1,430 30,156
500 7,650 597,757
1000 13,025 2,523,648

Figure 3.6: Solving allDiff with violation attributions enabled vs disabled. Measuring
the average number of iterations across 10 runs.

3.2.9.1 Avenue 1: Violations on nested structures

In high-level specifications such as Essence, we observe that problems typically make

use of a very small number of variables, frequently only one. Since neighbourhoods

operate at all levels of a type, with the ability to select individual elements (see Sec-

tion 3.3.3), violations must be attributed not only to variables but also to the elements

of the values assigned to variables. For example, given one sequence variable, a neigh-

bourhood operator may search for an element to swap for another. In just the same

way that a solver would bias towards violating variables, A high-level solver could bias

towards elements of the sequence that have a higher violation attributed to them. The

same can be done when deciding which element to remove from a set, which cells of a

partition to change and so on.

In Athanor, when a violation is attributed to an element i of a containing structure

s such as a set or sequence, the same violation is added to s and successively the

structure that contains s, and so on to the outermost structure. Therefore the violation

on any containing structure s is the sum of the violations directly attributed to s plus

the violation count of the elements of s.

Consider the example shown in Figure 3.7.

find s,t,u : set of int ...

such that s subsetEq t

such that s subsetEq u

Figure 3.7: Constraining one set to be a subset of another

If for instance, s={2,4,5}, t={2,4} and u={2,4,5,6}, the reasoning would be as

follows:

1. 5 is the only element of s not in t. The element with value 5 is one of the

causes of the violating constraint. Hence, this element is attributed a violation.

Consequently, s is also attributed the same violation.
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2. No element t can individually be attributed a cause for the violating constraint.

However, t itself, by not containing sufficient elements, is a cause for the violating

constraint. Hence, violation is attributed to t directly.

3. u and its elements do not participate in any violating constraints.

The solver now biases to changing assignments to s and t. If s is being reassigned,

the solver biases towards changing the element with value 5.

3.2.9.2 Avenue 2: Contextual constraints

In order to produce these violation attributions, constraints need to be able to indicate

which of their operands are the cause of the violations. However, constraints can be

used as operands to other constraints and must therefore take into account the con-

text in which they are used. For example, a Boolean constraint may locally be violated

(evaluates to false); However, if used as an operand to the not ¬ expression, then glob-

ally, the constraint is not contributing to any violations. This is already discussed in

[VHM05] as they allow constraints to be nested in structures called constraint combin-

ators. However, the context of constraints becomes harder to determine in a high-level

system where operators can evaluate to high-level types and when such types can be

quantified over.

First we look at an example using only integers and Booleans. Consider the Essence

snippet:

find m : matrix indexed by [int (1..5)] of int (1..10)

$declare matrix of 5 integers

such that 3 = sum i : int (1..5) . toInt(m[i] % 2 = 0)

We use a matrix above as convenient syntactic sugar for declaring and referencing

five integer variables; it should not be considered in this context as a high-level variable.

The above snippet declares a problem in which exactly three out of five integers must

have an even value. If only two variables are even, then the other three are considered

as violating as only one of them must be changed to satisfy the constraint. If four

variables are violating, then those four that are violating as one from the group must

be changed to satisfy the constraint.

The Comet system deals with this by having a global constraint exactly which

declares that some number of the given constraints must be true. We don’t get this

with Essence as Essence usually tends away from such global constraints. Rather,

the violations are accurately attributed as follows:

1. The integer equality node 3 = sum... first performs its normal task of assigning

a violation to each of its operands. That violation is the same as the violation

reported to the equality node’s parents, v = |right− left|. However, it also at-

taches an explanation α to the violation, for integers there are only two options,

too_large or too_small.
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2. The sum equality forwards α to all of its integer operands, in this case all of the

toInt operators.

3. The toInt operands then use α and the value of their Boolean operands o to

choose one of two possible responses:

• Situation 1, the toInt operand is not contributing to the overall violation

and therefore ignores the violation attribution. To explain, if o=false, the

parent operator toInt(o) will be set to its minimum value 0. Therefore, if

α is too_large, meaning that the sum evaluates to a value that is too large,

changes to the value of o cannot help. In this case, the toInt operator ignores

the explanation of to_small as it realises that no changes to its child operand

can help. A similar idea is followed when o=true and α is too_small. In this

case, toInt(o) will already evaluate to its maximum value 1 and any further

changes to o will not increase the value of the sum.

• Situation 2, the toInt is contributing to the violation and must forward

the attribution to its Boolean child expression. To explain, when (o, α) =

(false, too_small) or (true, too_large), a change in the value of o would

result in a reduction of the sum’s violation. Hence, when these toInt oper-

ators receive the explanation, they forward the notification of a violation to

their child operands. Note, the explanation of too_large and too_small are

not compatible with Boolean expressions, see below. Essentially, the toInt

operators act as filters such that only the those Boolean operands that are

contributing to the violation are notified.

4. Boolean expressions do not accept explanations of too_large or too_small, which

are designed for integer expressions. Instead, Boolean explanations need only

know if the expression is contained within a negated context. Consider the case

where too many of the i % 2 = 0 expressions evaluated to true. The toInt operat-

ors will receive a to_large explanation, and those with Boolean child expressions

that evaluate to true will forward the violation attribution. However, the children

expressions will deduce that they are locally non-violating. The toInt operators

therefore also attach an explanation to their Boolean expressions that they are

under a negated context, indicating that the desired evaluation is false instead

of true.

This idea can be extended to high-level structured types. For example:

find s,t : set of int ...

such that |s intersect t| = 0

Once again, we have an integer equality node, which in the case that s and t are

not disjoint, would communicate to its operand (the set cardinality) that its value is

too large. This is forwarded on to the intersect operator, which can now deduce that,
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if its size is too large, the members causing this violation are those that participate in

the intersection.

Extending support for violation contexts across the entire type system of Essence

is still to be researched; the above examples are those that have been successfully

implemented in Athanor.

As a quick demonstration, consider Section 3.2.9.2. Using the example from above,

two Athanor binaries were created, in one, the logic for communicating the too_large

/too_small reasoning was disabled. The difference in the number of iterations observed

ranged from one to two orders of magnitude.

given n : int

find s : set (size n/2) of int (1..n)

such that n/2 = sum i in s . toInt(i % 2 = 0)

n Number iterations
Violation context on Violation context off

100 260 5244
500 2057 106854
1000 4176 664681

Figure 3.8: Athanor with the contextual reasoning for violation attributions, enabled
vs disabled. measuring the average number of iterations across 10 runs.

3.2.10 Functionally defined variables

A very common issue in local-search is the presence of variables whose values are func-

tionally defined on other variables. This can happen in several ways, but in this section,

we are concerned with the most simple method of functionally defining variables, as-

signing a variable (using =) to an expression. For example,

find a, b, c : int (1..5)

such that a = b + c

Here a is functionally defined on the expression b+c. When this happens, it is

generally counterproductive for a solver to search for a value to a as its value can be

immediately derived by evaluating the expression b+c. The expression a = b + c is

most often referred to as an invariant (Section 1.2.4). As described in Section 3.1.1,

invariants are relationships between the values of variables that the solver tries to main-

tain throughout search. Detecting and maintaining invariants is a feature supported

by most low-level solvers.

Athanor distinguishes between equalities between variables and equalities between

elements of variables, discussed below. The former is a lot easier to handle; as men-

tioned, many local-search solvers already do this. When a variable is detected to be on

one side of equality, Athanor recognises that variable as being functionally defined
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and inlines the expression on the other side. That is, all references to the functionally

defined variable are replaced with the reference to the expression assigned to it. Refer-

ring to the example above, all references in the AST to a would be replaced with b+c.

This is done as a preprocessing step before search is started.

The authors of the Comet solver and the book, Constraint-based local search [VHM05]

also describe these types of problems in their discussion of invariants (functionally

defined variables). In their implementation, invariants are classified as static or dy-

namic. Static invariants are those where the dependencies can be determined before

variables are assigned a value and that contain no circular dependencies, consider the

simple example already given of a = b + c. The Comet solver handles these dependen-

cies in a similar method to Athanor, determining a propagation order before search

is started.

However, the authors also demonstrate dynamic invariants, with reference to the

job scheduling problem:

$A snippet of a job scheduling problem

$with n jobs to schedule over m time steps

letting n be 3

letting m be 3

letting initial_job be 1

letting duration be [1,1,1]

$with n jobs to schedule over m time steps

find start: matrix indexed by [int (1..n)] of int (0..m-1)

$start time of each job

find prec: matrix indexed by [int (1..n)] of int (1..n)

$identifies for each job , the job that proceeds it

such that start[initial_job] = 0

such that forAll i : int (1..n), i != initial_job .

start[i] = start[prec[i]] + duration[prec[i]]

$other constraints

Here, though the start variable is functionally defined, the dependency is decided by

the value assigned to prec during search. Therefore, for this type of dynamic invariant,

Comet infers the propagation order after each change to a variable. In addition, in the

case of circular dependencies, Comet prevents infinite loops by limiting each variable

to being updated only once per iteration.

Athanor must do the same, however, Athanor must also handle the fact that

functionally defined elements of variables may be introduced or deleted any time during

search. For example:

find s : sequence (maxSize 5) of int (1..5)

such that forAll (i,v) in s. v = expression(i)
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In the above Essence snippet, we declare a sequence whose size may vary from 0 to

5. We then quantify over the sequence, saying that for all elements v and their index i,

v is assigned to some expression on i. The same preprocessing step of inlining variables

(replacing them with their defining expressions) cannot be used here as the sequence

elements are not concrete variables that can be referenced. As a concrete example, an

expression can refer to the third element of s by indexing into the sequence, s(3). But

the third element of s is not a concrete variable. It is instead abstract until, during

search, the solver instantiates the third element by assigning s to a sequence of size ≥ 3.

As the search proceeds, the solver may subsequently delete the instantiated element by

reducing the size of the sequence.

Below, we also note other interesting and tricky cases to be handled by Athanor:

$elements in s defined on other elements of s,

$useful for accumulating

find s : sequence (maxSize 5) of int (1..5)

such that forAll i : int (1..5) , i < |s| .

s(i+1) = expression(s(i))

$circular definitions:

find f : function (total) int (0..4) --> some_domain

such that forAll (i,j) in f .

f(i) = expression(f((i+1)%5))

The propagation of elements is handled by Athanor’s equality node, introduced

in Crefsec:athanor-expression-integers. As previously described, when an equality node

with operands x and y is notified of a change to the value of one of its operands x,

the equality node recalculates the change in violation and reports the change to its

parents. The equality node was altered so that it first determines whether or not the

other operand y can be directly assigned the new value of x. If it can, the change is

made, and a 0 violation is reported to the parents as the equality node has just ensured

that the two operands have the same value. The equality node determines whether or

not it can do this based on several criteria:

1. The other operand y is not a constant expression.

2. The new value of x must be in the domain of y.

3. The y must be a variable/element or an expression (such as a sequence index)

that points to one that can be assigned.

4. Changing y must not continue an infinite loop of changes.

5. The expression x = y must be in the correct context, something that always holds

true. For example, not part of a disjunction.
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We now explain in more detail criteria three to five:

Condition 3, is the other operand a variable

Given the expression x = y, when the value of x changes, we may not propagate that

change to y if y is neither a variable nor an expression that points to a variable. For

example, if we have the expression x = a + b, then when x changes, it is not immedi-

ately obvious from the local perspective of the equality node, which of a or b should be

reassigned to satisfy the constraint. In this case, the violation of the equality node is

calculated and reported as usual.

However, if y is itself a variable or an expression such as a sequence index(x =

s(5)) which clearly points to an element of a variable, then the variable or ele-

ment(respectively) may be reassigned. Note, in the sequence indexing case, the ex-

pression s(5) must obviously not evaluate to undefined for the equality to forward the

value. Otherwise, the expression would not be referring to any instantiated element.

Consider the following example:

If we have p = q + c, q = s + c, s =t + c, changing t will cause the change to

propagate to s and then to p. Changing p will not propagate any changes to the

other variables, the violation of p = s + c will be calculated and reported. Changing

s will cause a change to be propagated in one direction (to p), but since it cannot be

propagated in the other direction, the violation of s = t + c will also be calculated and

reported.

Condition 4: preventing infinite loops

Consider the problem, x = y + c, y = z + c and z = x + c, x, y, z and c are all decision

variables. If for instance, the solver assigns c to 1, a possible chain of events would

be that z is updated, which would cause y to be updated, which would cause x to be

updated, which then would cause z to be updated again and the circular chain would

continue.

The natural solution was to introduce a locking mechanism. Every equality node is

associated with a lock (mutex). Before forwarding the value from one operand to the

other, the mutex associated with the equality node is locked. When all trigger functions

have executed, the mutex is unlocked. If any change is communicated to an equality

node with a locked mutex, the change is not forwarded on to the other operand (the

other operand is not assigned the new value). Instead, the violation is calculated and

reported as usual.

Condition 5: The context of the equality

Equality nodes are not always used as constraints on the solution; they may be used

in several different contexts. Equalities can be used on the left side of an implies (a

= b -> ...); in a list comprehension condition ([a... | a <- x, a = b]); wrapped
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in a toInt (toInt(a = b)) and so on. These contexts do not necessarily functionally

define a variable. Hence, Athanor is conservative and only assumes variables are

functionally defined if the path from the equality to the root of the AST is formed only

of conjunctions.

3.2.11 Remarks

Section 3.2.2 described how Essence variables with abstract nested types are represen-

ted in Athanor. The scalability of these representations and, in particular, the ability

to dynamically unroll quantifiers over these types (Section 3.2.8) are demonstrated in

Section 4.3.

Section 3.2.3 presented incremental evaluation, which is implemented using a system

of triggers. Section 4.4.2 shows why this is necessary and the performance that is gained

by not continually reevaluating the problem constraints.

Section 3.2.9 described the concept of violation attributions and presented theoret-

ical and empirical evidence of its benefits.

Section 3.2.10 discussed the handling of functionally defined variables. A case study

is presented in Section 4.4.1, showing the improvement of Athanor when this feature

is enabled.

3.3 Neighbourhoods

3.3.1 Generating random values

Athanor requires a method of generating a value from a given domain, both for

generating initial variable assignments at the start of search and for generating new

container elements.

3.3.1.1 The preference for smaller values

Essence allows domains to be arbitrarily nested (for example, set of set of sequence

of int...). Many of these types describe variable sized containers (set, sequence,

multi-set and so on). Nesting the types as shown can lead to domains with values

whose cardinalities are infeasibly large, that is, values that would not typically fit in

memory. Obviously, Athanor must avoid generating such values.

However, even with values that do fit in memory, Athanor is even more conservat-

ive, opting to generate smaller containers rather than larger ones. The instantiation of

large values, and more significantly, the evaluation of constraints on large values, can

be computationally expensive. Athanor at all times aims to make small incremental

changes that are computationally cheap to evaluate so that they may be quickly un-

done if the search strategy does not prefer the new state. Moves that are expensive to

execute and evaluate negatively impact the solver’s performance, which assumes the
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ability to rapidly try many moves, many of which will be bad and reversed by the

solver.

If it turns out that a container with a large cardinality is more optimal, the cost

to having instead instantiated a small container is minimal, the neighbourhoods can

rapidly add elements to the container over several iterations of search, with the ability to

undo any changes made at each iteration. If instead Athanor attempts to instantiate,

in one iteration, a large container when such a large container is not optimal, the cost

is significantly larger. This is because Athanor can only begin undoing the change

after the constraints have been re-evaluated, which may take a considerable amount of

time, especially if quantifiers need to unroll constraints for each element of the large

container.

3.3.1.2 Introducing resource limits

In this section, we describe the algorithm generateRandom(d, rin), shown in Al-

gorithm 3.

• d is the domain from which a random value is to be generated. In this section we

focus on the multi-set domain as it demonstrates the general method by which

random values are produced for variable sized container types. Other types such

as set follow from this but require that other constraints (type invariants) be

satisfied when generating a value.

• rin is an integer, representing the amount of resource that may be consumed in

the attempt to generate a random value. If the generateRandom() procedure

determines that there is insufficient resource, the algorithm has the option of

failing. In this case, no value is produced, only the amount of resource consumed

in the attempt is returned.

generateRandom() is a recursive procedure. After initialising an empty structure

(a multi-set of τ for example), the procedure may add elements to the structure by

invoking generateRandom() on τ . However, it is necessary to share the amount of

resource given to the generateRandom() procedure between that consumed by the

initial invocation and any recursive child invocations. This is because the elements

of a structure may also be variable sized and each may therefore consume a different

amount of resource when generated. For example, consider applying this procedure to

the domain mset (maxSize 1000)of mset (maxSize 1000)of int.... Not only will the

mset value have a variable size, but so will each of its elements, also of type mset. In

this situation, controlling the size of the outer multi-set is not an effective control of

computational cost as we may spend time producing few but very large inner multi-

sets. A multi-set with only 1 inner multi-set element of size 1000 (that is, holding

1000 integer elements) is approximately the same as a multi-set with 1000 inner multi

-set elements of size 1, in terms of computational cost. In both cases, 1000 integer
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Algorithm 3 generateRandom() procedure for multi-sets, with the resources being
reserved by the parent.

procedure generateRandom(d,rin)
d is a multi-set domain
rin is an integer amount of resource
if rin ≤ 0 then

return fail, 0 . no value created, no resource consumed
end if
letting dinner be the inner domain . the domain of the elements of the multi-set

c← {} . create c, an empty container from the domain d
r ← 1
letting nmin and nmax be minimum and maximum number of elements allowed in

c, as defined by d
n← random value between nmin and nmax

while |c| < n do
if r > rin then

if |c| < nmin then
return fail, r

else
return c, r

end if
end if
rres ← (nmin − |c|)× calcMinResource(dinner) . reserved resource that

cannot be used by child recursive call
e, re ← generateRandom(dinner, rin − rres − r) . re is the resource

consumed by the recursive call
r ← r + re
if e 6= fail then

add e to c
end if

end while
return c, r

end procedure
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elements will be created. And if quantifying over a variable v with this domain (such as

([constraint(j)| i <- v, j <- i]), 1000 instances of constraint(j) will be unrolled.

In other words, the computational cost of a nested container is shared between the

container itself, the elements within and the elements within those elements. More

specifically,

• Instantiating a concrete type (int, bool, enum and so on) requires (consumes) 1

unit of resource.

• For the instantiation of nested types that are fixed in size, that is, types composed

of multiple elements where no elements may be added or removed (such as tuples,

total functions or partitions), we define the total resource consumption to be the

sum of the resource consumed by the instantiation of each element.

• For the instantiation of nested types who’s values do not have a fixed cardinality

(multi-set, set, sequence and so on), we define the resource consumption to be

the same as the fixed sized types plus 1. We add one to encode the cost of

instantiating an empty container. Consider a large multi-set of empty sets, this

type should not have a resource consumption of 0, hence each of the empty inner

sets consumes 1 unit of resource.

In generateRandom(), the amount of resource left r is tracked, starting at 1 and

constrained to be less than or equal to the value denoted by the parameter rin. The

instantiation of the empty container c and subsequently, all elements that are added

to c, subtracts an amount from r. If r reaches 0, the procedure checks whether or not

the minimum number of elements, as described by the domain parameter, has been

achieved. If so, the new container c is returned along with the amount of consumed

resource r. Otherwise, the symbol fail is returned. Notice that when making a recursive

call to generateRandom(), the child procedure is not allowed to consume all of the

resource given to the parent procedure. To understand why, consider the following

example, once again, using multi-sets,

find m : mset (minSize x, maxSize y) of mset (minSize a, maxSize

b) of int...,

Where x < y, a < b and most important for this example, ax + a ≤ b. In order

to instantiate m we need a minimum of ax + a resource. This is because generat-

eRandom() fails if fewer than x inner multi-sets can be created. Each creation of an

inner multi-set requires at least a + 1 resource (a integers plus 1 unit of resource for

the creation of the container). So we need a minimum of x(a+ 1) = ax+ a resource to

instantiate m.

However, remember that for each inner multi-set, we randomly choose a cardinality

in the range [a, b]. This means that each creation of an inner multi-set may consume

up to b resource. Since b is at least as large as ax+ 1, the total resource allowed for the
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instantiation of m must be significantly larger than ax+ a. Otherwise, the probability

of x multi-sets being created before all the resource is consumed is low. The problem

with giving a large resource to the instantiation of m is that this allows the potential

for several large inner multi-sets to be created, which as we explained in Section 3.3.1.1,

we want to avoid.

In order to solve this, the parent generateRandom() procedure limits the amount

of resource that the recursive calls to generateRandom() can use, reserving enough

to guaranty that the minimum number of elements can be achieved. The amount to re-

serve is calculated using calcMinResource(d), which returns the minimum resource

required to instantiate the domain d. generateRandom() applies this function to

the inner domain, multiplying the minimum resource with dmin − |c|, the number of

elements needed to meet the minimum specified . The function calcMinResource()

uses a similar methodology to determine the minimum resource requirements,concrete

types need 1 unit of resource; fixed sized nested types need the sum of the minimum

resources of the inner elements, variable sized need the same as fixed size plus 1.

3.3.2 Generating random values, implementation for each type

3.3.2.1 Concrete types

For integers, Athanor has two methods of generating random values. The first method

(see below) uniformly selects from the domain. The second method, discussed in Sec-

tion 3.3.2.4, limits the magnitude of the change in value proportional to the violation

attributed to the variable being reassigned.

Uniform random assignment:

Essence integer domains do not have to be contiguous. They are usually given

as a list of integer pairs, each of which denotes a contiguous series of values that

are in the domain. For example, int(1..3,5..8) denotes an integer domain with the

values {1,2,3,5,6,7,8}. Selecting a random value v uniformly from an Essence integer

domain is done as follows:

• Intervals are in a list l indexed from 1, sorted in increasing order of their lower

bound.

• Athanor uses a uniform random generator to select an integer r such that 0 ≤
r < |domain|.

• Find the largest index m of the interval in l such that σ < r where σ =
m∑
i=0

|l[i]|.

– Note, l is 1 indexed, index 0 (l[0]) is treated as a special case that yields

an interval of size 0. Otherwise, the size of an interval (|interval|) is its

upper− lower + 1.

• Let λ be the lower bound of the interval at l[m+ 1],
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• v ← λ+ (r − σ − 1)

Random generation for Booleans is as would be expected, uniformly select from

{true, false}, false here maps to a violation of 1. Since enums are just represented as

an index into a list of enum names, Athanor can randomly select a value for an enum

domain by using a uniform random generator to produce an integer value for the index

i (0 ≤ i < |enum list|).

3.3.2.2 Variable sized containers (set and sequence)

Sets follow a similar procedure to the multi-set generator shown in Algorithm 3 except

that before adding an element to the container, Athanor checks if the hash of the

element is stored in the container’s hashset of hashes (Section 3.2.2). If the hash of the

new element is already present, then an element with the same value must have already

been added, in which case the new element is ignored. Otherwise, the new element is

added, and the hash set is equivalently updated.

Sequences are generated using the same method as that used for multi-sets. Since

Athanor supports the injective attribute for sequences, the sequences may optionally

use a hash set of hashes like that found in the set representation.

3.3.2.3 Fixed size containers (function, tuple and partition)

As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, Essence functions in Athanor are simply just a fixed-

size array of expression references used to encode the range of the function. The defined

set of the function is modelled implicitly. This means that generating random functions

follows the exact same procedure as that used for fixed-size sequences. Tuples are much

the same, except that each tuple member may have a different type/domain.

Much like functions, partitions also have a fixed size array of expression references,

although partition types in Athanor also store a mapping from each element to a label

(an integer) indicating the partition part/cell that contains the element. This is repres-

ented in the form of an integer array parts such that for each element e in the partition

expression array with indexed i, the label of e is found at parts[i]. When generating

a random partition (minNumParts a, maxNumParts b, minPartSize x, maxPartSize y

)from int(1..n), the process is as follows:

• Start with n empty parts.

• For each of the first a parts, randomly insert exactly x elements.

• For all remaining elements, randomly insert them into a part. Note that elements

can be inserted into one of the already populated parts or can be inserted into

one of the remaining empty parts. This would be the equivalent of introducing a

new part. Note, if a part that has reached its maximum size y is selected, it is

skipped and another part randomly selected.
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• Remove any remaining empty parts.

3.3.2.4 Alternative non-uniform random assignment for integers

As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, there exists in Athanor another method of randomly

selecting values from an integer domain. This alternative method for randomly assign-

ing integers was added to combat the issue observed when trying to solve the following

simple problem:

find a : int (1..1000000)

such that a < 5

To understand the issue, consider how Athanor would use the intAssignRandom

neighbourhood (Section 3.3.4) to search for a solution. This neighbourhood simply

reassigns the integer variable to a different value in its domain. As will be explained in

detail in Section 3.5, the core procedure repeatedly selects and applies a neighbourhood,

only accepting the new state if it is at least as good as the current state (has no more

violations). In the problem snippet above, the intAssignRandom is the only available

neighbourhood. Each time the neighbourhood is applied and a new value for a randomly

chosen, the new state is only accepted if a is closer to being less than 5. Remember

from Section 3.2.5, this is equivalent to the minimisation of |min (0, 4− a) |. The closer

a is to being less than 5, the less likely it is that the neighbourhood will find a better

value. In fact, each time the neighbourhood is applied, there is a 4
1,000,000 = 1

250,000

chance that a satisfying value (namely, a < 5) is chosen. Of course, the severity of this

issue will depend on the complexity of the problem. On a modern CPU, Athanor

is able to easily exceed 1, 000, 000 iterations (neighbourhood applications) per second

with simple constraint problems such as the one above. However, this can also drop

down to 1000 iterations per second for more complex problems.

The alternative method of randomly selecting values from an integer domain works

by limiting the range of the integer values that may be produced. The original method

started by selecting a value of r where 0 ≤ r < |integer domain| and then translating

r into a value from the integer domain. Given the current integer value a and the

violation on that variable v, the alternative method selects a value for r such that

(a− v) ≤ r ≤ (a+ v) then translates r to the closest value from the integer domain by

appropriately rounding up or down. In other words, the closer v is to 0, the closer the

new value of a is to the current value.

This reduces the number of iterations required to find a satisfying value to something

in the order of tens, not ≈ 100, 000s.

Of course, it is not possible to know beforehand which method is going to perform

better. This is why Athanor dynamically learns for each integer neighbourhood,

which method is more likely to improve on the solution, using the exact same method

as the dynamic learning of the better performing neighbourhoods (Section 2.4.5).
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3.3.3 Types of neighbourhoods

The neighbourhood generation rules used in Athanor are the same as those as de-

scribed in Section 2.3, direct, synchronised and higher-order (or sometimes referred to

as lifted), briefly recapped below.

Direct neighbourhoods only examine the outer structure of a type. Every supported

domain has at least one direct neighbourhood, which simply generates a random value

from that domain. While assigning a random value is sufficient for integer and Boolean

variables, we also want neighbourhoods that can make more incremental changes to

higher-level types. For example, given a set type, neighbourhoods such as setAdd (add

a value), setRemove (remove a value) and setSwap (swap one value for another) are

generated. Similar neighbourhoods are also produced for the Essence type sequence.

However, since the sequence type encodes an order of elements, neighbourhoods that

focus on changing the element order are also generated such as sequenceReverseSub

(reverse a sub-sequence) or sequencePositionsSwap (swap positions of elements).

Synchronised neighbourhoods operate on multiple variables simultaneously. For ex-

ample, setMove (moving an element from one set to another) or sequenceCrossOver

exchanging elements between two sequences. Higher-order neighbourhoods select one

or more elements of type τ from a set, a sequence or any container type c and apply

any of the neighbourhoods for τ on the selected elements of c. For example, given the

type set of sequence of ..., a higher-order neighbourhood can select one sequence

from the set and apply the sequenceReverseSub neighbourhood on that sequence.

Higher-order neighbourhoods are particularly useful when combined with synchron-

ised neighbourhoods, where a higher-order neighbourhood selects two elements from a

container and the synchronised neighbourhood causes the elements to interact. For ex-

ample, given a type multiset of set of ..., a higher-order neighbourhood may select

two sets from the multi-set and then use the synchronised neighbourhood setMove to

move an element from one set to the other. This means that given a type τ1 of τ2 of

... of τn, the combination of higher-order, direct and synchronised neighbourhoods

allow every level of a variable’s values to be manipulated.

Finally, Athanor’s neighbourhood templates also detect attributes used in the

type constructors to tailor the neighbourhoods further. For example, Athanor will

not generate neighbourhoods that change the cardinality of a multiset with a fixed

size attribute. Similarly, given a sequence with the injective attribute, Athanor will

ensure that the generated neighbourhoods always maintain that the elements of the

sequence are distinct.

3.3.3.1 Neighbourhood parameters

All neighbourhoods in Athanor take the same set of parameters which we justify in

this section.

Parameter domain The domain of the variables being reassigned, all variables given
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to a neighbourhood have the same domain.

Parameter variables the list of references to variables to be reassigned.

Parameter parentCheckCallBack a function callback described below.

Parameter parentCheckTryLimit an integer, described below.

Parameter violationContainers once again described below.

Parameters domain and variables are somewhat self explanatory. The only thing of

note is that since neighbourhoods may be used as a child to a higher-order neighbour-

hood, the variables given to a neighbourhood may not be one of the top-level variables

in the Essence specification but may also be an element of the value assigned to the

variable.

Parameter parentCheckCallBack

In Athanor, each neighbourhood is a procedure that reassigns one or more variables

given as parameters. Each neighbourhood operates in two stages:

• Stage 1, Search for a new assignment to the given variables: This is harder for

the structured types (such as set, partition) compared to the concrete types

(such as int and bool), as the structured types often describe constraints on the

values that may be assigned. For example, when assigning elements of a set,

a neighbourhood must ensure that all the set elements are distinct. As will be

described, there is an element of randomness in producing a new value, and hence,

a neighbourhood may fail this stage. In this case, the procedure must undo any

changes to the values and exit. Note that this is done without notifying the

constraints of any changes as the change is fully undone.

• Stage 2, A new value is found: In this case, the change to the values must be

communicated to the constraints. The constraints are consequently re-evaluated

(see Section 3.2), and the search strategy is notified of the new state. The search

strategy decides, based on the new objective value and total violation, whether or

not the new state is desirable. If the search strategy rejects the new assignment,

the change is reversed. Since the constraints were previously notified of the new

value, the constraints must be once more triggered to inform them of the reverted

variable assignment.

Returning to stage 1, consider the neighbourhood that selects an integer from a set

and reassigns that integer. As described in Section 3.3.3, this is achieved by combining

the higher-order neighbourhood setLiftSingle with intAssignRandom. However, as

just mentioned, the intAssignRandom neighbourhood must ensure to not choose a value

already assigned to any of the other elements of the set. Since the intAssignRandom
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neighbourhood can be used as part of any higher-order neighbourhood on any of the

types, we did not want to specialise the neighbourhood to be made aware of all the

different invariants that it might be subject to. Instead, the neighbourhood operates

on a trial and error basis.

As part of stage one, intAssignRandom reassigns the integer, than, using a callback,

queries the higher-order neighbourhood (setAssignRandom) if it accepts the new value.

This is the parameter parentCheckCallBack. If it does, the neighbourhood progresses

to stage 2; otherwise, the change is reversed. In fact, since all neighbourhoods have

been designed to be part of higher-order neighbourhoods, including higher-order neigh-

bourhoods themselves, all neighbourhoods operate in the same fashion. They all use a

callback to query the parent neighbourhood if the new value that they have produced is

allowed. Of course, neighbourhoods operating on the top level of a type (not instanti-

ated under a higher-order neighbourhood) must be given a default parentCheckCallBack

that allows all values.

Consider the type set of set of set of int.... Now consider a neigh-

bourhood that selects one of the innermost sets and adds an integer

(setLiftSingle_setLiftSingle_setAdd). The setAdd neighbourhood searches for a new

integer to add to the set. It internally checks that any new integers it generates are

not already contained in the set. Once found, the callback is triggered by asking the

parent neighbourhood (operating on the set of set of int) whether the new value of

the inner set of int is allowed. If so, the parent neighbourhood checks with its parent,

operating on the set of set of set of int which repeats the check. If so, this top-

level neighbourhood checks with the default parent, which always allows values, and the

entire chain of neighbourhoods to progress to stage 2; otherwise, the neighbourhoods

at every level silently undo any changes to their internal data structures.

Parameter parentCheckTryLimit

However, there is the question of how many attempts a neighbourhood should make

when searching for a new assignment before giving up. The reason why neighbourhoods

may try more than once is that trying multiple values in succession is very cheap and

gives the neighbourhood more chance to succeed. This is communicated from a parent

higher-order neighbourhood to its child neighbourhood via the parentCheckTryLimit

integer. The parameter aims to be a heuristic as to how hard it might be to find a

value that satisfies the invariants of the parent type. Some examples of how this value

is produced:

• For a type with no structural invariants such as a multi-set, this is set to 1.

• For a variable with type set of di, the try limit t =

⌈
k/ (|di|−|s|)|di|

⌉
where k is some

positive constant. The idea is that the closer the set is to being full (reaching

its maximum cardinality), the harder we need to try to find a value that has not
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already been taken. So we start with a fraction – the probability of finding an

element not already taken – the number of unused elements of di divided by the

total number of elements that could be used. The constant k is used to convert

this probability to a value for t. So if we have a set of int(1..10) of size 5, we

have a probability of 1
2 of finding an integer not in the set. With k = 2, this

allows for 4 attempts to find a new value.

• When using nested higher-order neighbourhoods, each level calculates the

parentCheckTryLimit for its child by multiplying its own calculation for the try

limit with that given by its parent. The idea being that the more nested a type

is, the more invariants are imposed on to the type, the harder Athanor tries to

find a value.

Parameter violationContainers

The violation container is an object that describes the violation on a variable given

to a neighbourhood. This includes the total violation caused by the variable value

and the violation on each of the value’s elements (if it is a nested type), as described

in Section 3.2.9. Remember that the violation on the outer value is not necessarily

equal to the sum of the violation of the elements; it is at least as large. This is as the

violation on the outer value is the sum of the violation on the contained elements plus

the violations that were directly attributed to the outer value by other constraints.

When ever a neighbourhood must randomly select one or more elements from a

container, for example, when setLiftSingle chooses an element to apply a neighbour-

hood to, Athanor biases towards the elements that are more violating. This is done

as would be expected; the probability of selecting an element is the violation of that

element divided by the sum of the violations on all the elements, with one alteration.

We still want to be able to sometimes select elements that have a violation of 0 as the

violation count is only a heuristic. Hence, elements with a 0 violation may still be the

cause for unsatisfied constraints. We do this by attributing an emulated violation of
vmin
m to each element originally with violation 0. vmin is the smallest violation attributed

to any of the elements in the container, and m is the number of elements with violation

0. This means that the probability of selecting from the set of non-violating elements

is never larger than selecting a violating element.

3.3.4 Neighbourhoods: a complete listing

3.3.4.1 Direct rules

Concrete types

All concrete types have the basic neighbourhood that simply randomly reassigns the

variable to a different value in its domain. IntAssignRandom, BoolAssignRandom, etc.

This basic neighbourhood was disabled for the structured types as it was found to be
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very costly to reassign an entire structure such as a set randomly. The structured types

instead make use of other neighbourhoods, which make smaller local changes.

One exception was made for tuples. Tuples15are fixed size containers, usually small

due to the requirement that tuple members are explicitly listed in the Essence specific-

ation. They are effectively thin wrappers around variables. Therefore, when a tuple is

made up of only concrete variables, randomly reassigning the tuple is an inexpensive

operation.

set and multiset

SetRemove remove a random element from set.

SetAdd add a random elements to set.

Remember that, as discussed in Section 2.3.5, SNS made use of neighbourhood

structures such as ExchangeOrAdd and ExchangeOrRemove. These neighbourhood

structures, which are the composition of two others, were added as they sometimes

allow a neighbourhood to span across a space that would have been previously discon-

nected by some local optimum. Athanor does not require such neighbourhoods due

to its ability to connect search spaces by (1) temporarily allowing constraint violations

or (2) relaxing the objective and rapidly jumping around many random near-by points.

SNS movements from point to point were far slower and, therefore, greatly suffered

from very disconnected spaces.

sequence

SequenceReverseSub contiguous subsequence of a random size.

SequenceSwap the positions of a random elements with another.

SequenceReassignSub randomly reassign a contiguous subsequence.

SequenceRemove a random element from the sequence.

SequenceAdd a random element to the sequence at a randomly chosen position.

function

FunctionUnifyImages find two points in the function with distinct images, assign the

image of one point to the image of the other. Not available to injective functions.

FunctionSplitImages Find two points with equal images, randomly reassign one of

the images. Not available for injective functions.

FunctionSwap swap the images of two points in the function.

15and indeed records which are essentially tuples that are indexed by string names instead of integers
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FunctionAdd Define a mapping for a previously undefined point in the function. Only

available for partial functions.

FunctionRemove Remove a mapping for a previously defined point in the function,

leaving the point undefined. Only available for partial functions.

partition

PartitionSwapParts randomly selects two parts p1 and p2 and elements e1 ∈ p1 and

e2 ∈ p2 and swaps the elements such that e1 ∈ p2 and e2 ∈ p1.

PartitionMoveParts randomly selects two parts p1 and p2 and element e ∈ p1, moves

the element such that e ∈ p2.

PartitionMergeParts randomly selects two parts p1 and p2, moves all elements from

p2 to p1, removing p2 from the partition.

PartitionSplitParts randomly selects one part p1, randomly select a number of ele-

ments to be moved into a newly created part.

PartitionRemoveAndDistributeParts randomly selects one part p1, deletes p1 and

randomly distributes elements to other parts, elements are distributed as equally

as possible, that is, same number of new elements per part.

PartitionCollectElementsIntoNewPart randomly selects elements from all other

parts, moves elements into a newly created part.

3.3.5 Listing of Athanor higher-order neighbourhood generation rules

As parametrised over a generation rule r:

set, multiset, sequence, function and tuple

Lift single Select one item from the structure and apply rule r, keeping all other

elements the same.

Lift multiple Select multiple items from the, apply rule r, keeping all other elements

the same. 16

Notes on lifting multiple elements from a structure,

• since multiple elements are being operated on simultaneously, r must be a syn-

chronised rule,

• The higher-order rule selects as many elements as required by the synchronised

generation rule r. At the moment, these are only two elements.

16Does not apply to tuples as tuple members may be of different types; synchronised rules expect
elements to be of the same type.
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• The lift multiple neighbourhood structures allow for any fixed number of elements

to be lifted from a given structure. However, the neighbourhood structures used

in the current release only lift up to two elements. We believe that lifting three or

more elements can indeed be useful but most examples experiemented with are

very problem specific and have therefore been left out of Athanor’s automatic

neighbourhood construction.

3.3.6 Listing of Athanor synchronised neighbourhood generation

rules

These rules are used in conjunction with higher-order rules to simultaneously operate

on multiple parts of an abstract structure.

set and multi-set

SetMove a random element from one set to another.

SetExchange swap elements between two sets.

sequence

SequenceMove Move an element from one sequence to another.

SequenceCrossOver Exchange elements between two sequences that are at the same

index.

function

FunctionCrossOver select a same point in two functions, exchange the images of those

points.

3.4 Incremental Hashing

A hash function is a function that takes a string of arbitrary length and maps this to

a hash, a fixed length, usually shorter string. Hash functions have many uses, from

cryptography to data storage. In Athanor, hash functions are useful as they allow for

a quick comparison of two large collections of data by instead comparing the hashes of

the data. However, the utility of a hash function depends on the extent to which the

function satisfies the following properties [Pre11]. Hash functions are usually measured

against the following properties:

preimage resistance Given hash (X) the hash of an input X, preimage resistance

refers to the difficulty of recovering X using only hash (X). This is useful for

proving the existence of a message without revealing until some later time, the

value of the message.
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Second preimage resistance Given a string X and hash (X), the difficulty of finding

a string Y where Y 6= X and hash (X) = hash (Y ).

Collision resistance The difficulty of finding two strings X and Y such that X 6= Y

and hash (X) = hash (Y ). This is similar to preimage resistance, but in this case,

X is not given and may be chosen arbitrarily.

All three are important in cryptography; however, for our purposes, we are mainly

concerned with collision resistance. Note that collision resistance relies on more basic

properties of hash functions, such as the ability to cover uniformly (make use of) the

entire hash space.

We need good collision resistance for in Athanor as hash values are used to

quickly compare values for equality, both in maintaining type correctness (insuring

non-repeating values in sets, injective functions, partitions and so on) and in many

constraints (allDifferent, subset, and more). As discussed previously, we assume no

collisions so that two values that yield the same hash are assumed to be the same.

In Section 3.4.8, we discuss the risks of doing this and how they are alleviated. For

example, consider a neighbourhood that tries to insert a new value into a set. The

neighbourhood must search for a value not already in the set. If there is a hash colli-

sion, whereby the neighbourhood finds a value that is indeed unique but, because of a

hash collision, appears to be equal to an element of the set, the neighbourhood simply

ignores the new value. So whilst this might cause the local-search to miss a potentially

valuable assignment, correctness is not lost, sets still remain valid sets. Conversely,

consider for example, the constraint i in s where i is some element of type τ and s is

a set of τ . If there is a hash collision whereby i hashes to the same value as an element

j from s even when i != j, this could lead to a violating constraint that Athanor

incorrectly interprets as satisfied; s contains no value equal to i yet because Athanor

only compares the hash values, Athanor incorrectly deduces the opposite due to the

set containing j.

Hashing a container type such as a set can be expensive as it requires examining

the values of all the elements contained within. Since the hash values of containers

are queried so frequently during search, rather than repeating the hash calculations,

the hash values of containers are cached and updated incrementally. This means that,

given a high level decision variable v and its hash h(v), when a change δ is made to

v, the new hash h′(v) can be calculated from h(v) and δ, modulo the use of additional

data structures to support the incremental calculations.

The following sections define a hash function hash (v), where v may be a variable

of any supported Essence type, and show how the hash function may be updated

incrementally.

3.4.1 Integer and Boolean

Hashing concrete types is simple.
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If x is an integer:

hash (x) = x

If x is a Boolean:

hash (x) =

1, if x = true

0, otherwise

Note, as with all the hash functions discussed here, we are not concerned with hash

collisions between values of different types, for example, that hash (false) = hash (0),

as it is always invalid in Essence to compare values of different types. If values of

different types are to be compared in Essence, they must be wrapped in a variant

type, which can be considered as a tuple of (typename, value). See below for how

Athanor hashes tuples.

3.4.2 Set

The traditional method of hashing an object that can be decomposed into multiple

elements is to hash each element and then reduce the list of hashes down to one fixed-

length hash value. This may be as simple as concatenating the hashes into one string

then applying a hash function to that string. Alternatively, such as in our case, a binary

operator µ may be used to reduce the list to one value.

In the case of sets, we need such an operator to be commutative, associative and to

have an inverse, as we now explain. For reference, this can be referred to as an abelian

group [Rot99].

Commutativity is required because sets are unordered containers. For example, the

set {1, 2, 3} is the same as the set {3, 2, 1}. Similarly, as described in Section 3.2.2, the

elements in the array used in Athanor’s set representation may appear in any order.

Transitivity is required because when adding an element i to the set s with a cached

hash value h, the new hash h′ can be calculated as h′ ← µ (h,hash (i)). Since elements

can be added in any order during search, consider for example adding 1 to a {2, 3}
versus adding 3 to a set {1, 2} to arrive at {1, 2, 3}, µ (µ(hash (1) ,hash (2)),hash (3))

must equal µ (µ(hash (2) ,hash (3)), hash (1)).

If an element i1 is removed, the new hash h′ is calculated as h′ ← µ
(
h,hash−1(i1)

)
.

The choice of the combining operator µ is important. Consider a simple choice of

plus (+):

hash (s) = hash (s1) + hashs2 + . . .+ hash (sn)

This satisfies the conditions of µ above. However, this results in a hash function

with a high probability of hash collisions. Since hashing an integer i returns i, the set

{2, 8} would hash to 2 + 8 = 10, so too would the sets {3, 7}, {4, 6}, {1, 2, 3, 4} and
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so on. This is not a new phenomenon of hash functions. What we are missing here is

a highly desired property of hash functions, namely that similar values hash to very

different hashes. We don’t want hashes of values to respect the usual mathematical

operators.

For example, if a ∗ b = c, a good hash function would aim to minimise the chance

that hash (a) ∗ hash (b) = hash (c) where ∗ may be any of the standard mathematical

operators. The paper [CDvD+03] on the hashing of multi-sets and sets discusses this

in great detail from which our approach is inspired.

Our new combining operator, µ, relies on a function mix. mix is itself a hash

function that has been chosen as it has this exact property; when applied to similar

input strings, it yields very different values in the hash space. This allows the hashes

of elements to be first transformed, such that when combined, the resulting value does

not collide with other hash combinations. Two hash values h1 and h2 are combined as

follows:

h1µh2 = mix (h1) + mix (h2)

We initially tried the FNV hash function [GF91] as a candidate for mix but dis-

covered that it suffered greatly from collisions when summing them together as we

do for sets. The SHA256 [HG02] is a well respected cryptographic hash function for

which collisions have never been discovered. Using this hash function is an option

in Athanor, but it does slow down performance. We eventually settled for Mur-

murHash3 [Mar] as a compromise, allowing SHA256 to be optionally enabled by the

user if preferred. MurmurHash3 maintains a low collision rate whilst still being fast as

it was not designed to be cryptographically secure.

Hence, in summary, hash (s) where s is a set of elements s1, s2, . . . , sn in Athanor,

is defined as:

hash (s) = mix (hash (s1)) + mix (hash (s2)) + . . .+ mix (hash (sn))

3.4.3 Multi-set

The hash function for a multi-set is exactly the same as that of the set. Note that

compared to a set, this has one drawback , A multi-set allows multiple occurrences

of the same element. To understand why this might be an issue, consider a multi-set

ms that is empty and hence has a hash value hash (ms) = 0. When an element i is

added to ms, hash (ms) = mix (hash (i)). If the same element is added once more,

hash (ms) = 2 × hash (mix (i)). Multiplying an integer v by two is equivalent to left

shifting the bits encoding v17. Left shifting a number copies the value of each bit to the

preceding bit and assigns the least significant bit to 0. Therefore, every time hash (ms)

is doubled, caused by the number of occurrences of i doubling, we know that another

17Note, we assume here that hashes are defined on a range 0 . . . 2n−1
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bit encoding hash (ms) will be assigned to 0. Since the number of bits representing

hash values is fixed (finite), for each additional bit that is assigned to 0, the space of

available hash values is reduced; there are fewer bits left that can be used to distinguish

between different multi-sets.

In order to quantify the effect of this issue, consider a hash length of n that can

encode 2n different hash values. If there are 2b occurrences of the same value in a multi-

set, for the reason mentioned above, b bits are assigned to 0, reducing our hash space

to 2n−b. However, little effort was put into dealing with this issue as the default hash

size in Athanor is 64 bits. This means that even if a multi-set had 232 occurrences

of the same value, the hash value would still be able to encode 264−32 = 232 distinct

values, and therefore the chance of a collision would be (at least in the best case) 1
232

.

We predict that larger problems will arise when trying to construct multi-sets of such

a size, most evident that according to the most recent experiment, Athanor would

require an atypically large amount of RAM to encode the multi-set, in the order of

hundreds of GB.

3.4.4 Sequence

The current implementation of sequence hashing simply reuses the method for incre-

mentally hashing sets by treating the sequence as a set of tuples (i, j), j is a member

in the sequence, i is its index (position) in the sequence. Assuming we have a method

for hashing tuples (see Section 3.4.5), we can calculate a new hash h′ from an existing

hash h for the following operations:

• Element e added to end of sequence with index i: h′ ← h+ mix (hash ((i, e)))

• Element e removed from end of sequence, its index was i: h′ ← h −
mix (hash ((i, e)))

• Element e with index i changed for element e′: h′ ← h − mix (hash ((i, e))) +

mix (hash ((i, e′)))

However, the issue is that removing or adding an element at a position i where i is

not the end of the sequence means that the hashes of members from position i onwards

must be recalculated. This is because the first member of each tuple being hashed (the

index of the member) would have been changed (shifted up when adding a member,

down when removing a member).

3.4.5 Tuples

Hashing tuples is simple. The hashes of the tuple members are concatenated into

a string, and the entire string hashed. This is not incremental, but since tuples in

Essence are usually short due to the necessity to write them out manually, we don’t
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expect this to be an issue. If necessary, the exact same method of incrementally hashing

sequences can be applied to tuples.

3.4.6 Function

In a similar way to how sequences are treated as a set of tuples (index, value) for the

purposes of hashing, functions can also be treated as a set of tuples (preimage, image)

for which we already know how to incrementally hash. Functions do not suffer from

the same issue of sequences; no indices need to be shifted up or down.

3.4.7 Partition

Partitions (conveniently) can be viewed as a set of sets that we already know how to

hash. Given a partition with n elements, remember that the partition representation in

Athanor (Section 3.2.2) maintains, in addition to the array of partition elements e, an

array of integers p used to map each element e[i] to a label p[i], ∀i ∈ I, I = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Those with the same integer label are considered as being in the same part/cell of the

partition.

In order to maintain the hash of each of the parts (each of the inner sets in our set

of sets), a third array hp of hashes is used like so:

∀i ∈ I hp[i] =
∑

j∈I,p[j]=i

mix (hash (e[j]))

Remember that the hash of a set s (as shown in Section 3.4.2): is:

hash (s) = mix (hash (s1)) + mix (hash (s2)) + . . .+ mix (hash (sn))

Since we are treating each cell of a partition as an individual set, we can hash the

cell like we would hash a set. Namely, by finding all elements in that cell, hashing the

elements, and using our mix/sum operator for combining hashes for set elements. We

then define the hash of the entire partition similarly, treating the partition as a set of

sets. Since in the previous step we have defined the hash of each cell (or each inner

set of our set of sets), we can apply the very same mix/sum operator to combine the

hashes:

hash (partition) =
∑
i∈I

mix (hp[i])

How is this incremental? Moving an element from one cell to another is like remov-

ing an element from one set and adding it to another. When moving an element e with

index i from cell p1 to p2, we update the hash h of the partition as follows:

let p1 be p[i] . t represents the cell containing e

let p2 be another cell, p2 6= p1

let h1 be hp[p1] . h1 is the hash of that cell
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let h2 be hp[p2]

h← h−mix (h1)−mix (h2) . Treating the partition as a set of sets, pretend that

we have deleted the two cells (inner sets) by deleting their mixed hashes

h1 ← h1 −mix (hash (e)) . Treating p1 as a set, we delete the element e by

removing its mixed hash

h2 ← h2 + mix (hash (e)) . Treating p2 as a set, we add the element e by adding its

mixed hash

h← h+ mix (h1) + mix (h2) . Treating the partition as a set of sets, pretend that

we have added two new sets by adding the mixed hashes

In this way, the update is performed in constant time, assuming that hashing and

mixing are achieved in constant time.

3.4.8 Handling hash collisions

A hash collision occurring in Athanor can result in one of two scenarios:

1. No incorrect solution is printed but a potential feasible solution missed.

2. An incorrect solution is printed.

The former is not desirable, and the latter should be blocked. Since Athanor was

migrated to using Murmur hash as a hash function, we have not detected any incorrect

solutions caused by hash collisions. Athanor’s tests leverage Conjure’s ability to

validate any Essence solution.

Athanor, when searching for solutions, does not check for hash collisions. When

a feasible solution is found, depending on the context, a check for hash collisions may

or may not be required. The remainder of this section discusses when checks for hash

collisions can be skipped and how to detect hash collisions when necessary.

Currently, the implementation of types in Athanor and the neighbourhood struc-

tures that operate on these types are not at risk from hash collisions. As per the

example given at the start of Section 3.4, even though the set neighbourhoods use

hash values to maintain the uniqueness of elements in set variables, a bad quality hash

function (more collisions) does not lead to this uniqueness being violated. The same

can be said for the construction of all of the types that rely on hash values, partitions,

functions and so on. This is because in these cases, Athanor uses hash values to test

for disequality rather than equality. Therefore, we can rely on the basic property of

hash functions that if the hashes of the two values are not equal, the values themselves

must not be equal. It is only in the case that two hashes are equal that there is a level

of uncertainty, the values are probabilistically equal, but this probability depends on

the quality of the hash function.

However, for constraints, it depends on context. The following four contexts are

not at risk of a loss in correctness due to hash collisions:
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Context 1:

Constraints that do not use hash values. For example, the standard arithmetic and

logical operators.

Context 2:

Constraints that compare the hashes of concrete types. As explained in Section 3.4.1,

the hash of a concrete variable simply evaluates to the value of the variable.

hash (x) = x

It is only when calculating a single hash for values composed of multiple elements

that the combining operator mix (Section 3.4.2) is used18. Therefore, hash collisions

are only a concern when hashing types with multiple elements (sets, tuples, sequences,

etc.).

Context 3:

Constraints that use hash values to test for the disequality of elements and, importantly,

are not under a negated context.

For example, as explained in Section 3.2.7, the constraint allDiff([a, b, c])

hashes each of the elements a, b and c to efficiently test for their disequality. If there

is a hash collision whereby a and b have different values but have the same hashes,

Athanor would incorrectly detect the allDiff as violated. Whilst this might lead to

a solution being missed, no incorrect solution is printed.

However, given the same hash collision of a and b under the negated constraint

!allDiff([a,b,c]), incorrectly identifying the allDiff as violating would lead to an

overall satisfied constraint and an incorrect solution being printed.

Context 4:

The reverse of context 3, constraints that use hash values to test for equality and

importantly are under a negated context.

Normally, constraints such as subsetEq that use hashes to test for equality are at

risk from hash collisions. If we have s subsetEq t, where s = {a, b}, t = {a, c} and

b != c, this should evaluate to false. However, if the hashes of b and c are equal, this

constraint would incorrectly evaluate to true as the subsetEq constraint only tests if

the hashes of s are in t, without inspecting the actual values (see Section 3.2.6).

However, if this is under a negated context (!(s subsetEq t)), then a hash collision

can only lead to this constraint incorrectly being evaluated as false and no solution

would be printed. Hence, there is no loss of correctness.

18Note, as described in Section 3.4.2, At the time of writing, mix may be Murmur hash or SHA256
depending on the user’s choice.
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Detecting hash collisions

Checking for hash collisions can be done each time Athanor detects a better feasible

solution. This is done by starting at the roots of the two ASTs (the CSP and the

objective) and recursively validating each expression. Any expression that satisfies one

of the safe contexts above can be quickly traversed and ignored. However, in the case

that an expression makes use of hash values and cannot be determined to be safe from

hash collisions, the expression can be verified.

In order to test for hash collisions, we must be able to test for the equality of two

values. For ordered containers such as sequences, this is simple. Given two sequences

s and t, Athanor checks that |s| = |t| then recursively compares each element of s to

the element in t at the same position. However, comparing unordered containers such

as sets is less trivial. Just as with sequences, we can quickly check if two sets are the

same size.

However, for comparing the elements of sets, since these are unordered containers,

we cannot assume that the elements in one set will be in the same order as those

in the other. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the set type maintains a hash set of the

hashes of the elements in the set. In order to quickly compare two sets for equality,

the hash set was replaced with a hash map, mapping from the elements hashes to their

position in the set representation. Of course, just as with the hash set, this hash map

is updated incrementally according to insert, delete and swap operations. With this

augmentation, given two sets s and t, for each element i ∈ s, we can use the hash of i

to find, in constant time, the element j ∈ t that is supposed to be equal to i. As with

the sequence elements, i and j can then be recursively compared for equality.

Given this ability to test for equality, we now demonstrate how the subsetEq con-

straint can be tested for hash collisions when a feasible solution is found. Consider this

somewhat contrived example for demonstration purposes:

find s, t : set of set (size 2) of int (1..10)

$as noted , s and t must be nested sets , otherwise there is no

risk of a hash collision

such that s subsetEq t

maximising |s|

Verifying this constraint follows the same procedure as verifying set equality. For

this constraint to be satisfied, the assertion to test is that every element of s is in t.

This is achieved by iterating through all elements in s, looking up their hash value,

using this hash value to determine the position of the supposedly equal element in t

and comparing these elements for equality. Given a different problem:

find s,t,u,v : set of int (1..5)

such that !allDiff ([s,t,u,v])

For this problem to be satisfied, the allDiff expression asserts that at least one
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of the variables is equal to the other. In order to attribute violations to variables

(see Section 3.2.9), the allDiff expression already tracks which variables appear to be

equal due to their hashes being equal. In order to prove that the allDiff is indeed

violated, Athanor needs to find only one pair of values that pass the test for equality

as described above.

This feature is currently a prototype and is activated with the flag --debug-run-

hash-checks. In order to experiment with this, the subsetEq example above was run

and the quality of the mix function steadily reduced. Reducing the quality of mix was

done by progressively forcing more of the bits of the hash string to 0. It was noted

that once fewer than around 8 bits were left unchanged, a hash collision occurs and

appropriately, Athanor exits. For the moment, we make no attempt to recover once

a hash collision is detected.

This feature will be enabled by default once all constraints correctly implement it.

For the time being, since hash collisions are extremely rare, Conjure can be used to

validate any solution to an Essence problem.

3.5 Search Procedures

in Athanor, as is usual for meta-heuristics, the generated neighbourhoods are treated

as black boxes, procedures which may improve or worsen the violation count or the

objective. A single iteration of search consists of the selection of one variable and

its reassignment via a neighbourhood structure. Built around these iteration is the

traditional Meta heuristic design; the meta-heuristic decides after each iteration of

search, whether or not the new assignment should be accepted or whether the change

should be reversed. As with SNS, the focus of this research has predominately been

on investigating the performance and scalability of structured neighbourhoods and the

representation of high-level types. Thus, the meta-heuristics used in Athanor are

heavily inspired by already proven techniques.

There are three components to the meta-heuristic used in Athanor,

1. A stochastic hill climber for rapid improvement of the objective or violation.

2. An exploration procedure, base on iterative local search, used between hill climbs

to escape local optima.

3. An alternative stochastic hill climber which allows temperarily violating assign-

ments.

the first two have been well explored in the IJCAI Athanor paper [ADJ+19], the

third was introduced to combat an issue with heavily constrained variables as discussed

in context below.
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3.5.1 Search architecture

There is a single global state accessible by all parts of the solver which contains the

current assignment along with statistics on the search.

• SetRandomAssignment() : Set the global assignment to a random value us-

ing the procedure documented in Section 3.3.1. GetAssignment() returns the

current global assignment.

• MABApplyNeighbourhood() : Using a MAB (Multi-armed Bandit) heuristic,

select and apply a neighbourhood. Two MAB states are maintained, one for

tracking neighbourhoods that improve the violation and the other for tracking

neighbourhoods that improve the solution objective. The latter is used when we

have a violation of 0 (all constraints satisfied).

• RandomApplyNeighbourhood() : Using a uniform random selector, select

and apply a neighbourhood.

• UndoLastNeighbourhood() : Undo the last call to MABApplyNeighbour-

hood. This also marks this choice of neighbourhood as “failed” for the MAB.

Note, due to limitations in implementation, UndoLastNeighbourhood() can

only be used to undo changes made by the most recently applied neighbourhood.

• NumberSolutions(): The number of feasible solutions found so far.

A given assignment α can be examined with the following functions:

• Objective(α): The objective value of the assignment α (smaller is better).

• Violation(α): The violation of the assignment α.

Athanor also defines two comparators for assignments.

procedure strictlyBetter(α1, α2)

return violation(α1) < violation(α2)∨
(violation(α1) = 0 ∧ violation(α2) = 0 ∧ objective(α1) < objective(α2))

end procedure

procedure betterOrEqual(α1, α2)

return violation(α1) ≤ violation(α2)∨
(violation(α1) = 0 ∧ violation(α2) = 0 ∧ objective(α1) ≤ objective(α2))

end procedure

Algorithm 4 presents the entire search procedure used in the current version of

Athanor. Athanor starts by setting a random assignment to all variables and then

enters the main search loop. In this loop, Athanor alternates between two phases,

(1) hill climbing (Climb, Algorithm 6) which searches for better assignments and (2)

exploration (RandomWalk, Algorithm 5) which makes a number of unguided random
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changes to the assignment. The reasoning is that if Climb fails to find a better solu-

tion, this is an indication that Athanor has become stuck in a local optimum. The

exploration phase aims to force Athanor to a different area of the search space by

performing a number of random changes. As Climb fails to find new best assignments,

larger random changes are applied, up to some limit. When this limit is reached, Ath-

anor redefines the objective after exploration as the current best, somewhat like doing

a random restart.

Algorithm 4 Search algorithm of Athanor

procedure athanor( )
I ← 10, Z ← 1.3, L← 500 . algorithm constants
SetRandomAssignment( )
β ← GetAssignment() . Best assignment to beat
nr ← I . number of random moves to take
while time limit not reached do

climb( )
β1 ← GetAssignment()
if strictlyBetter(β1, β) then . found a better assignment

β ← β1, nr ← I
continue . skip random walk and go back to climbing

else
nr ← nr × Z

end if
randomWalk(nr)
if nr > L then . Reset random walk length and β

β ← GetAssignment(), nr ← I
end if

end while
end procedure

3.5.2 Exploration

The aim of the exploration (random walk) phase is to move the focus of the search to

a different area of the search space by making a number of unguided random moves .

However, it was discovered that simply allowing Athanor to make entirely unrestricted

random moves was unproductive as some of the larger moves, such as remove entire

sequence, could entirely destroy the existing assignment. It also made the exploration

phase very unpredictable. Given a nested structure such as a set of set of int and

the instruction to execute 10 random moves, these moves could be 10 changes to the

inner integers or 10 additions/deletions of entire sets of integers. Perhaps one point

of future work could be to investigate controlling the size of the moves made by each

neighbourhood. However, here, a simple fix was to instead cap the increase in violation

that the exploration phase was allowed to make. By restricting the allowed increase in

the violation of the assignment, Athanor is forced into making moves that tend to be
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more local. As the size of the exploration phase is increased, more random moves are

allowed and the cap on the violation is increased.

Algorithm 5 Exploration phase in Athanor, make some number of random moves
under a violation cap.

procedure randomWalk(r)
i← 0
α← GetAssignment()
vc ← violation(α) + r . cap on violation increase above current
while i ≤ r do

RandomApplyNeighbourhood( )
α1 ← GetAssignment()
if violation(α1) > vc then

UndoLastNeighbourhood( )
else

i← i+ 1
end if

end while
end procedure

Algorithm 6 Climb phase in Athanor.

procedure climb( )
climbStandardTo0Violation( )
α← GetAssignment()
if violation(α) = 0 then

UCB choice climbStandard( ) or climbWithViolations( )
end if

end procedure

3.5.3 Climbing

Climbing (Algorithm 6) is achieved using one of two methods, ClimbStandard (Al-

gorithm 8) or ClimbWithViolations (Algorithm 9). ClimbStandard is a standard

stochastic hill climber, accepting any solution that is better or equal to the current

solution. As defined above, this means either improving on the violation or, when the

violation is 0, improving on the objective whilst retaining a 0 violation. ClimbWith-

Violations was introduced to deal with more highly constrained problems. Climb-

Standard is preferred when Athanor is able to easily step from one feasible solution

to the next. However, in the case that Athanor must cross violating spaces, Climb-

WithViolations is well suited. ClimbWithViolations looks to find an assignment

with a better objective whilst progressively allowing their to be violations in the as-

signment. Once a better objective is found, ClimbWithViolations then enters a

repair phase, where a standard stochastic hill climb is used to bring the violation to

0, however, preventing Athanor from returning to its previous (worse) objective. In
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Algorithm 7 Climb, terminating once no violations are present.

procedure climbStandardTo0Violation( )
α← GetAssignment()
i← 0 . number iterations
while violation(α) 6= 0 ∧ i ≤ limit do . limit is a tunable parameter

i← i+ 1
MABApplyNeighbourhood( )
α1 ← GetAssignment()
if violation(α1) ≤ violation(α) then

α← GetAssignment()
else

UndoLastNeighbourhood( )
end if

end while
end procedure

Algorithm 8 Climb, until research limit is reached.

procedure climbStandard( )
α← GetAssignment()
i← 0 . number iterations
while i ≤ limit do . limit is a tunable parameter

i← i+ 1
MABApplyNeighbourhood( )
α1 ← GetAssignment()
if betterOrEqual(α1, α) then

α← GetAssignment()
else

UndoLastNeighbourhood( )
end if

end while
end procedure
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Algorithm 9 Climb, allowing temporary violating state.

procedure climbWithViolations( )
. limit, limit1, ωinit, ωmult are all tunable parameters, their typical values are

indicated when used
α← GetAssignment() . This algorithm is only started if violation(α) = 0
i← 0 . number iterations
ω ← ωinit . Initially allowed violation, typically 10
while i ≤ limit do . typically 5000

O ← objective(α) . The objective target to improve on
ω ← ω × ωmult . multiplier to increase allowed violation on each failed

attempt, typically 1.3
. Start search phase, looking for assignment with better objective but

allowing some violation
j ← i
while i ≤ limit ∧ i− j ≤ limit1 do . limit1 is typically 0.1× limit

i← i+ 1
MABApplyNeighbourhood( )
α1 ← GetAssignment()
if violation(α1) > ω ∨ objective(α1) > O then

UndoLastNeighbourhood( )
else if objective(α1) < O then

break . success better objective under allowed violation found
end if

end while
if better objective not found then

continue . try again with larger violation
end if

. Next phase, bring violation to 0 whilst maintaining improved objective
α← α1

j ← i
while i ≤ limit ∧ i− j ≤ limit1 do

i← i+ 1
MABApplyNeighbourhood( )
α1 ← GetAssignment()
if betterOrEqual(α1, α) ∧ objective(α1) < O then

α← α1

if violation(α) = 0 then
break . success, better objective maintained and violation = 0

end if
else

UndoLastNeighbourhood( )
end if

end while
end while

end procedure
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order to use ClimbWithViolations, the algorithm must start with a non-violating

assignment. Hence, ClimbStandardTo0Violation (Algorithm 7) is used to first

search for a feasible solution, before choosing between ClimbStandard and Climb-

WithViolations.

Regardless of the climb strategy, the climb phase is given a fixed amount of re-

source (number of iterations). When this resource is exhausted, control is given back

to the main search loop (procedure Athanor in Algorithm 4). As shown in procedure

Athanor, if the climb was successful, the climbing phase is immediately reactivated,

otherwise, the exploration phase is triggered. It may be counter intuitive to terminate

the climb phase if it is still making progress. However, the reasoning is that whilst

one of the climbing strategies may appear to be making good progress, it is not known

if the other climbing strategy would perform better. Just as neighbourhood selection

makes use of the multi-armed banded heuristic to dynamically learn the best perform-

ing neighbourhoods (Section 2.4.5), the same heuristic is used to learn which climbing

procedure is best performing. Limiting the resource of each climb strategy allows the

multi-armed banded heuristic to periodically interrupt the chosen strategy and reassess.

For this application of the MAB heuristic, the reward (as described in Section 2.4.5) is

defined to be the number of solutions found by the given strategy. Since ClimbWith-

Violations is based on the concept of improving the objective, it is only used once

Athanor has actually found a valid objective, i.e. one with a violation of 0.
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Chapter 4

Experiments and Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Athanor. We start by comparing

SNS and Athanor, demonstrating Athanor’s performant approach to solving high-

level problems, beating SNS in all problems (Section 4.1). We then compare Athanor

against the same range of state-of-the-art solvers, previously discussed in Section 2.5,

results are shown in Section 4.2. We then demonstrate one of Athanor’s key benefits,

the ability to scale to very large instances on problems with variable sized structures

(Section 4.3). In Section 4.4, we conclude our experiments by testing the internals

of Athanor, features that have been described as being necessary to make Athanor

performant, refer to Section 3.2 for details on implementation. Note, for all experiments

in this section, the same instances and scoring method as that described in Section 2.5

is used.

4.1 Structured Neighbourhood Search versus Athanor

SNS and Athanor both follow from the same idea — that high-quality neighbourhoods

can be derived from the high-level types explicitly provided in constraint specifications,

such as those written using the Essence language. However, both solvers follow very

different approaches. SNS uses a declarative neighbourhood search model where neigh-

bourhood structures are encoded in the form of additional variables and constraints.

Athanor follows the style of constraint-based local-search solvers, with neighbourhood

structures being hardcoded procedures built into Athanor.

Figure 4.1 compares SNS and Athanor on supported problems, those used in Sec-

tion 2.5; SNS can operate on a subset of the problems supported by Athanor, due to

SNS not currently supporting the partition type. As shown in Figure 4.1, Both are

high-level solvers, but the approach taken by Athanor outperforms that of SNS on all

problems. In the problems with the more nested types, such as CVRP (set of sequence

of int) or SONET (set of set of int), both Athanor and SNS, using similar logic,

derive many neighbourhood structures. For CVRP, this includes adding/removing se-

quences, adding to/removing from sequences, reversing subsequences, swapping the

139
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Figure 4.1: SNS versus Athanor using the Minizinc scoring method as described in
Section 2.5
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positions of elements in a sequence, and moving and swapping elements between se-

quences. We propose that Athanor’s benefit is that the construction of many neigh-

bourhood structures does not impact the solver’s core search routine. Conversely, in

SNS, all neighbourhood structures are encoded as part of the same specification, which,

after refinement, results in a model many times larger than that without neighbourhood

structures.

Looking at PPP and MEB, we note that SNS has a much stronger start as compared

to its performance on other problems. Finding initial solutions can be difficult in both

these problems. Hence, SNS benefits from relying on a systematic search routine to

find initial solutions. This, in particular, favours PPP as the problem has a non-

granular objective, with many constraints to satisfy each time the objective is improved.

However, Athanor is eventually able to make good progress once the hurdle of finding

an initial solution is overcome.

A note on PPP

Note that SNS and Athanor operate on different specifications of the Progressive

Party Problem (PPP). As we explain below, Athanor performs poorly on the first

specification (found in Figure 1.6), always failing to find an initial solution for any of

the instances. However, Athanor performs far better on the second specification (Fig-

ure 1.7), which we believe to be more idiomatic to Essence. Unfortunately, SNS does
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not support the partition type and hence cannot operate on this second specification.

In the specification shown in Figure 1.6, each period is represented as a function.

The function determines for each boat’s crew, the host boat to which they have been

assigned. Constraints in PPP are applied for each host, forAll h in hosts . ...,

which is the main cause of Athanor’s poor performance on the first model. That is,

though initial solutions can be easily found by creating many hosts, counter intuitively,

the fewer the hosts, the fewer the constraints, the smaller the violation. Unfortunately,

Athanor’s basic hill climbing search strategy realises this and quickly removes as many

hosts as possible from the set arriving at a deceptively small violation. Following this,

the search strategy is not explorative enough to escape from this deep local optimum.

However, the latter specification leverages the partition structure in Essence, en-

coding much of the problem simply in the type definition. This model recognises that

the crew are simply being partitioned into parts, one per host. Whilst the former model

constructs the sets of the crew assigned to each host by querying the preimage of each

host, the latter model directly encodes the sets of crews as parts of a partition. The

host set is then forced to be in sync with the partitions, one host for each part of a

partition, giving the search strategy reason to add hosts to the set.

The result is that, in the majority of runs, Athanor does indeed find an initial

solution and outperforms SNS in these instances. However, we note that, in many

instances, Athanor still suffers from getting trapped in local optima before finding

an initial solution. As we discuss in Section 4.2, the extreme performance differences

with PPP, that is, Athanor either outperforming all solvers or finding no solutions at

all, can negatively impact its Minizinc score when other solvers are introduced into the

competition.

4.2 Benchmarking all solvers

Figure 4.2 compares Athanor against the local-search systems described in Section 2.5,

once again using the Minizinc scoring method to compare the performance of each solver

at every second 1-600. Just as with Section 2.5, models with and without symmetry

breaking are given to each of the low-level solvers.

• CVRP and SONET are, as before, strongly favoured by the high-level solvers,

Athanor’s and SNS’s approaches outperforming the others with Athanor tak-

ing a clear lead. We should note that, though the specifications do set upper

bounds on the cardinalities of the outer sets, this is only required so that low-

level models can be produced for the other solvers. Athanor is not affected by

unbounded or extremely large upper bounds on the sizes of decision variables. As

quoted from [Smi05] on the Sonet specification,

It appears that the cost of SONET rings is negligible so that there is

no practical limit on the number of rings used. The limit is specified in
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Figure 4.2: Using the Minizinc scoring method to Benchmark Athanor against other
local-search solvers, using the best version (with/without symmetry breaking) of the
competing solvers
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Figure 4.3: Using the MiniZinc scoring method to Benchmark Athanor against other
systematic-search solvers, using the best version (with/without symmetry breaking) of
the competing solvers
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order to model the problem.

• Bin packing, though not as nested as the previous problems, does make use of

a structured type partition. Once again, Athanor outperforms all the local

search solvers. Unfortunately, bin packing (due to the partition type) is not

supported by SNS.

• PPP, a high-level problem, requires some deeper analysis. This is because, re-

capping the previous experiments, Figure 2.1 shows SNS beating all other solvers

in PPP and Figure 4.1 shows Athanor beating SNS in PPP. Yet, counter in-

tuitively, Figure 4.2 shows Athanor coming in the third place when all solvers

are put into the same competition. As explained in the previous section, the

anomalous output appears to be caused by Athanor’s varying performance on

this problem. Athanor achieves first place more than any other solver on PPP.

However, when Athanor is trapped in a local optima before finding a feasible

solution, it obviously falls in the last place. When comparing against only one

solver such as SNS, for each instance where Athanor gets trapped, Athanor’s

score drops from 1 (first place) to 0 (last place). This means that as long as

Athanor wins the majority of instances, it wins overall (see Figure 4.1). How-

ever, when Athanor is compared against all 9 other configurations1, Athanor’s

score drops from 10 (first place) to 0 (last place). We propose that if Athanor’s

search strategy is improved to avoid local optima whilst searching for a feasible

solution, this should show Athanor winning on the remaining runs.

• The remaining problems Knapsack, TSP and MEB are all classified as low-level

due to the lack of nesting, MEB having the least amount of structure (function

int --> int). Athanor remains competitive in these problems but does not

clearly outperform the existing implementations. Note that,

– One of Athanor’s major contributions is scalability. As shown in Sec-

tion 4.3, in problems that make use of variable-sized structures such as

Knapsack, Athanor is able to outperform all other solvers when operating

on large instances; instances were increased from 5, 000 knapsack items to

100, 000 items.

– We propose that the best way to improve Athanor’s performance on MEB

is to recognise that the flat functions found in the specification are actually

being used to describe a tree structure. At the time of writing, Essence does

not support trees as a data type. Supporting trees in Essence and Ath-

anor would (1) allow for performant, tree-specific neighbourhood structures

and importantly (2) alleviate the need for all the additional variables and

constraints, only added to enforce the acyclic constraints (see Figure 1.5).

110 configurations are shown in Figure 4.2, each of the solvers other than SNS and Athanor operate
on both symmetry broken and non-symmetry broken models.
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4.3 Benchmarking solvers: scaling to large instances

Figure 4.4: Comparing all solvers on large instances of the Knapsack problem, using
the Minizinc scoring method. For each low-level solver, the best of the symmetry and
non-symmetry broken models are used.
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The Knapsack problem contains a single set of enum variable. Given the rel-

atively simple structure, it is not surprising that Athanor does not clearly out-

perform the other solvers. However, the set does have a variable cardinality

[0 . . . number of knapsack items]. As explained in Section 3.1, low-level solvers static-

ally allocate all concrete variables and constraints that may potentially be used before

starting search and are therefore negatively impacted when structures have a poten-

tially large size. On the contrary, Athanor has been designed to dynamically allocate

and deallocate memory for both structure elements and constraints according to the

value assigned to variables during search.

In figures 4.2 and 4.3, the instances used were of size 5,000. Another set of Knap-

sack instances of size 100,000 were generated using the generator provided by [Pis05],

and all solvers tested on them. As can be seen from fig. 4.4, Athanor clearly outper-

forms all solvers. A deeper analysis shows the extent of the disparity in performance.
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After 30 seconds SNS and LNS find feasible solutions for less than a quarter of the

instances, while Yuck, Chuffed and Oscar fail to find any solutions. Once the solvers

have found feasible solutions, they make very little progress throughout the remaining

time. Meanwhile, in 0.01 seconds, Athanor finds a feasible solution on all instances

and makes steady progress throughout the entire 600 seconds. This clearly shows the

benefit of Athanor’s dynamic value and constraint construction. Despite Knapsack

being a relatively simple problem, when the sizes of the instances are increased, Ath-

anor’s relative performance is changed from a position of no worse than second place

(on the smaller instances) to a clear first (on the larger instances).

4.4 Supplementary experiments

4.4.1 Testing functionally defined variables

Functionally defined variables and their basic support in Athanor were discussed in

Section 3.2.10. By the nature of Essence, the more high-level, structured problems

do not usually make use of many functionally defined variables, as the elements of the

type are usually already constrained by the type structure. However, in the case of less

structured problems, such as the Minimum Energy Broadcast (MEB) problem (Fig-

ure 1.5), it is common to find many functionally defined variables, essentially encoding

the problem structure manually using constraints.

Support for functionally defined variables has already been implemented in most if

not all constraint-based local-search systems. The benefits of doing so are well justified

by their authors (refer to Section 1.2.4). The only complication with Athanor is that

the elements of structured variables (such as integers in a sequence) can be functionally

defined; these elements may be dynamically added or deleted during search.

As mentioned in Section 4.2, a better approach to improving the performance of

Athanor on the MEB problem is to add the tree or graph type to Essence as this

is what the functions parents and depths are modelling in a lower level manner (see

Figure 1.5). This would alleviate the need to retroactively identify functionally defined

elements and could result in higher-quality neighbourhood structures that understand

the concept of reshaping a tree. However, at the time of writing, these types are not

defined in Essence, and therefore, the unstructured MEB model is a perfect candidate

to test Athanor’s support for functionally defined variables; in the model, the depth

variable/element for each node is constrained to be exactly 1 greater than the depth of

the parent.

such that forAll (child ,parent) in parents .

child != initialNode -> depths(child) = depths(parent) + 1

As shown in Figure 4.5 the version of Athanor that identifies functionally defined

variables performs far better. This is not unexpected.
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Figure 4.5: Two versions of Athanor solving a range of instances of the MEB problem,
one Athanor version has a standard configuration, the other has disabled functionally
defined variables.
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Firstly, as part of a preprocessing step in Athanor, the expression is automatically

rewritten into the form,

forAll (child ,parent) in parents , child != initialNode .

depths(child) = depths(parent) + 1

Athanor removes the implies node and moves it into the condition of the quan-

tifier. This means that Athanor can be sure that all unrolled instantiations of the

expression template depths(child)= depths(parent)+ 1 will have passed the condition

child != initialNode. Hence, it can be sure that all these equality nodes are indeed

functionally defining elements in the function. The conditions for detecting functionally

defined variables were described in Section 3.2.10.

In order to explain the significant increase in performance, we refer to Section 1.2.4,

which discusses why identifying functionally defined variables (often called one-way

constraints) is standard practice in constraint-based local-search solvers. In the above

expression, the equality expressions are under a quantifier and hence will be unrolled

many times, resulting in many one-way constraints. Not supporting one-way con-

straints introduces a lot of noise into the search violation heuristic. In the MEB case,

once the function representing the tree is chosen, the value for the depth variables is

fixed. If Athanor makes a change to the tree to improve the objective without also
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updating the depth variables, a large number of violations may occur. This causes the

search strategy to either immediately undo the change to the tree or spend many iter-

ations trying to repair the violations to the depth variables. However, by ensuring that

the depth variables are always updated in accordance with every change to the tree,

the solver spends less time searching on variables for which there is clearly only one

valid assignment and more time searching on the main decision variables, the function

representing the tree.

4.4.2 Incremental evaluation

Section 3.2.3 and the examples given in Sections 3.2.5-3.2.7.4 extensively detail the

incremental update system used in Athanor. Incrementally updating expressions in

accordance with changes to variable assignments is a common feature of most if not all

CBLS solvers. However, supporting incremental evaluation in a high-level solver adds

significant complexity as not only must variables be tracked, so must their elements,

the elements of those elements and so on. In addition, any variable or its elements

may be a structure of varying size, meaning that elements can be introduced or deleted

during search. We, therefore, considered it necessary to demonstrate the benefit of

implementing incremental evaluation in Athanor.

Figure 4.6 compares Athanor with and without incremental evaluation. As shown,

across all problems and across the entire 600 seconds, Athanor outperforms the variant

with incremental evaluation disabled.

Supporting the incremental reevaluation of ASTS, the dynamic creation and dele-

tion of constraints and variables, and correctly updating variables that are functionally

defined results in a much larger and more complex codebase. However, as shown in

these sections, the benefit is clear, with the fully-featured version of Athanor per-

forming significantly better.
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Figure 4.6: Athanor vs Athanor with triggering (incremental evaluation) disabled,
using the Minizinc scoring method
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Conclusion

In constraint programming, it has become standard practice to separate the tools that

model constraint problems from those that solve constraint problems. For a good

reason, constraint solvers have focused on optimising algorithms for a set of core prim-

itives, relying on modelling tools to refine higher-level specifications into representations

built from such primitives. These lower-level representations are equivalent in their de-

scription of the problem; every solution in one can be mapped to a solution in the other.

However, when encoding a problem as a high-level specification, the structures required

are explicitly stated, usually in the form of variable types, sets, sequences, functions,

partitions and so on. After refining the specification into a lower-level representation,

these types are usually erased, leaving only Booleans and integers, posting constraints

to model the original high-level types.

In this thesis, we have shown that the information on the original types used in high-

level specifications, if retained, can be used to improve the performance and scalability

of local-search solvers. Two very different approaches have been presented, (1) Struc-

tured neighbourhood search and (2) a high-level solver Athanor.

Structured Neighbourhood Search (SNS)

SNS has been built on existing modelling and solving tools. First, A systematic solver

Minion was augmented to support declarative neighbourhood search, whereby neigh-

bourhoods are formulated as constraint optimisation problems. These neighbourhood

COPs contain (1) the original problem constraints and (2) a set of neighbourhood con-

straints — constraints that describe a restricted search space, centred on an existing

solution, in which the solver should look for similar but improving solutions. Secondly,

a high-level automated modelling tool Conjure was augmented to automatically gen-

erate neighbourhood structures, neighbourhood COPS that can be easily enabled and

disabled by the constraint solver during search. These neighbourhood structures were

automatically derived from the types and domains of variables in Essence specifica-

tions, the constraint specification language used by Conjure.

We have described and justified the different types of neighbourhood structures

that are automatically derived by Conjure via a system of neighbourhood generation

rules, those that operate on a single instance of a type, those that perform synchronised

changes to multiple instances of a type and those that select a subset of the elements of
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a variable, using another neighbourhood structure to operate on those inner elements.

This allowed for the construction of neighbourhood structures that operated at any

level of a nested type.

These neighbourhood structures were encoded using the standard set of variable

types and constraints available in the Essence language, and communicated to the

low-level solver Minion through the traditional model refinement process, requiring

only a small set of model annotations automatically produced by Conjure. We have

also described and implemented a set of augmentations to an existing systematic solver

(Minion) such that it may follow a basic hill climbing like strategy, using the model

annotations to identify and activate the constructed neighbourhoods, along with the

application of a Multi Armed Bandit heuristic as an adaptive learning mechanism.

Our experiments show SNS performing very well when compared to other local-

search solvers on structured problems, Capacitated vehicle routing (encoded as a set

of sequences), synchronous optical networking (encoded as a set of sets) and the pro-

gressive party problem (encoded as a set of functions). SNS remains competitive but

does not clearly win in the less structured problems such as Knapsack (a set of in-

tegers), Traveling Salesman problem (a sequence of integers) and the Minimum energy

broadcast problem (encoded as a flat function from integers to integers). The increased

performance on structured problems confirms our hypothesis that, when such problems

are encoded using high-level specifications, the high-level information contained in the

specifications can indeed be used to improve the performance of local-search. How-

ever, we also identified scalability issues, primarily due to the expensive refinement of

nested neighbourhood structures, in order that they are compatible with a low-level

solver. This led to our second approach, a solver that can directly operate on high-level

specifications without first refining the specifications into low-level representations.

High-level solver Athanor

We have described and implemented a novel type of constraint-based local-search solver

that can directly instantiate and operate on high-level constraint specifications, without

first refining those specifications into low-level representations. The high-level solver

Athanor, as implemented, has the following primary benefits:

1. Just as with SNS, access to the original high-level specification allows for high-

performing neighbourhood structures to be derived from the types in a problem.

Unique to Athanor is that those neighbourhood structures on high-level types

do not incur the cost of being refined into expensive low-level representations.

2. Athanor natively understands that values with abstract types may have a vary-

ing cardinality. This allows for the dynamic allocation and deallocation of memory

during search in accordance with the changes in sizes of the assigned values. Con-

versely, with low-level local-search solvers, abstract variables must be refined into
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concrete representations. These representations must make use of sufficiently

many concrete variables to encode the abstract variable being assigned to a value

at its maximum defined cardinality. With low-level solvers, memory for these

large representations is statically allocated before search is even begun. The dy-

namic approach of Athanor uniquely enables the high-level solver to support

variables with extremely large or undefined upper bounds on their cardinality,

whereas equivalent models given to low-level solvers would prevent them from

even beginning search.

3. A minor contribution - since Athanor eliminates the refinement step, which can

take several seconds, a fast iterative approach to the creation of new specifications

is supported. The user is able to add, remove or edit constraints and, as with

some of the problems in our experiments, generate solutions in milliseconds, as

there is no need to first process the specification into a different representation.

We have presented in this work features common to most traditional constraint-

based local-search solvers and how such features have been augmented in Athanor to

support the context of operating on abstract, high-level expressions.

Traditional local-search solvers support only integer and Boolean variables, with

some supporting sets of integers. In Athanor, we have demonstrated how each of

the variable types in the Essence language, such as sets, sequences and partitions,

can be natively supported, including types that are arbitrarily nested, such as a set

of partitions or a multi-set of sequences of tuples of integers. Natively instantiating

high-level types without refinement allows for the use of traditional data structures,

such as hash sets, maps and so on, enabling efficient computations on these types. In

particular, when encoding variables whose values have been defined to have a very large

maximum cardinality, the ability to dynamically allocate or deallocate memory to grow

and shrink these traditional data structures is leveraged.

Whilst low-level solvers require the static allocation of structures at their defined

maximum cardinality before search is started, we show how in contrast, Athanor

varies the memory used during search in accordance to the changes in the cardinalities

of the assignments. The high-level solver is therefore not affected by variables having

exceedingly large upper bounds on the sizes of their values.

Incremental reevaluation is another fundamental feature of constraint-based local-

search solvers. In Athanor, a system of triggers has been implemented to support

the incremental reevaluation of Essence expressions, allowing small changes to large

expressions to be efficiently recomputed. Given that Athanor is a high-level solver,

this was extended to support expressions on high-level types such as selecting parts of a

partition, intersecting two sets or calculating the image of a function with an abstract

nested domain. Most notable is the ability to unroll quantifications on structures

dynamically. That is the dynamic construction and deletion of quantified expressions

in accordance with the addition and deletion of elements from the structure being
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quantified over.

Local-search solvers typically also rely on the ability to identify which of the integer

or Boolean variables are most likely the cause for any violating constraints. In Ath-

anor, violations can be attributed to high-level structures such as sets and sequences,

or to individual elements contained in structures, or recursively the elements contained

within those elements and so on. We have shown how Athanor may use this inform-

ation to bias the neighbourhoods to changing the elements of variables identified as

the cause for violating constraints. Alternatively, instead of identifying variables as

violating, if variables are identified as being functionally defined by others, local-search

solvers can accordingly change their assigned value to resolve the violation immediately.

This was similarly implemented in Athanor with the added complexity that elements

of structures may be functionally defined, elements which may be introduced or deleted

at any point during search as the structure changes in size.

Many operations in Athanor such as testing two variables for equality, calculating

the image of points in a function or enforcing the uniqueness of elements in sets are

efficiently achieved by only comparing the hashes of the values. Athanor, therefore,

supports a method of incremental hashing, similar to the incremental reevaluation of

Essence expressions.

We have individually demonstrated the utility of the above features and bench-

marked Athanor against SNS and state-of-the-art local-search solvers of differing

types. Just as with SNS, Athanor was shown to perform very well on the structured

problems, making use of the automatically derived neighbourhood structures. Simil-

arly to SNS, Athanor remains competitive on the unstructured problems, achieving no

worse than second place on the normal set of instances. However, unlike SNS, Athanor

was shown to have a clear scalability advantage, even on the unstructured problems.

We demonstrated that when comparing the solvers’ performance on a simpler problem,

in this case, Knapsack, because the specification makes use of a variable-sized structure,

Athanor takes a clear lead when benchmarked on a set of very large instances. The

competing solvers struggled to find initial solutions whilst Athanor showed steady

progress throughout the entire search.

Future work

There are several points that can be further investigated that may improve Athanor’s

performance on a range of problems:

• Improved search strategies: Introduce strategies more complex than that of hill

climbing, for example simulated annealing and Tabu search. Simulated annealing

may require a form of online learning to tune its many parameters, especially as

these parameters are very sensitive to the problem class and instance size. Tabu

search would require an improvement to Athanor’s infrastructure, allowing the

solver to track and undo a history of moves. Also, a powerful augmentation would
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be the introduction of multi-staged search. We notice that Athanor can struggle

to add elements to a highly-structured type if there are many problem constraints

to be satisfied. Essentially the creation of the new element immediately results

in many violations causing the element to be rejected. A multi-staged searched

would allow the solver to focus on repairing/optimising the newly created element

before deciding whether or not to accept it.

• More complex neighbourhoods: Examples include, (1) neighbourhoods that make

a synchronised change to all elements of a type and (2) neighbourhoods that are

given resource to search for the best move, rather than randomly selecting a single

move.

• Improvements to finding a feasible solution: a series of changes may be required

here, (1) allow the solver to focus on a subset of the most constrained variables, (2)

extend the violation attributions reasoning to handle more context, (3) allowing

neighbourhoods to resort to using systematic search, when feasible moves are hard

to find, (4) deriving neighbourhoods from global constraints, similar to low-level

local-search solvers, and more.

• The introduction of new types: such as graphs/trees and ordered partitions.
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